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Introduction
The goals of historic preservation are often hotly debated. Opponents of the
movement argue that preservation freezes society at a certain point in time and impedes
progress. Others argue that preservation ordinances place inappropriate restrictions on
property owners. NoiTnan Tyler wrote of American tradition as a future oriented process
that, "... does not focus on preservation, but rather on opportunism."' He argues that
preservationists counter this idea by preserving the past, but that this does not mean
preservationists are inherently opposed to growth and development. Preservationists see
the past as a guide for future growth and development. To characterize historic
preservation as opposed to change or future development is misleading. Rather, the goal
of historic preservation is to manage change so that it responds to the historic
environment in which it occurs.
Historic preservation is a broad field that overlaps with other disciplines including
planning, architecture, law, archaeology, and real estate. As is often the case,
preservation is a tool used by professionals from these disciphnes as a means to achieve
their goals. Preservation is a tool of planning and can be used to reintroduce vibrancy
and economic vitality to a city. For example. Providence, Rhode Island has only begun
to realize the benefits of its revitalization efforts. The River Relocation Project,
spearheaded by William Warner, a Rhode Island architect, uncovered the
Woonasquatucket, Moshassuck, and Providence Rivers. The Rivers were once the
historic economic and transportation network of the city, but by the 1960s they had
become an unattractive resource. Warner realized the potential opportunity that existed

within the rivers and capitalized upon this natural asset. This project cost $40 million
and its focal point was Waterplace Park, a four acre park that extends two miles along the
rivers.' The project spurred other changes in downtown Providence including a new
skating rink adjacent to Kennedy Plaza and the Providence Place Mall. In addition the
project began to restore economic and social health to the city. This example
demonstrates that preservation planning is pro-active rather than reactive.
The goal of preservation planning is to retain elements inherent in our cultural
resources and to direct change in a way that allows historic sites to convey the heritage
they represent. Participants involved in preservation planning vary from project to
project, but often include planners, preservationists, community interest groups,
government officials, and developers. At times these players form alliances in order to
advance their collective and individual goals, but progress is not always possible.
Developers and preservationists are often at odds because they often have very
different goals. Profit quest drives developers, as their main objective is to earn the best
returns on their investments. Preservationists look to protect significant cultural
resources and/or manage change to those resources. Often developers build on vacant
and historically insignificant sites and create a positive change in a neighborhood.
However, what happens when there is a historically significant site that also interests
preservationists? The preservationist wants to ensure the property is maintained, reused,
and developed in a sensitive manner. While the developers are not necessarily opposed to
this objective, it is not necessarily their priority unless linked to enhancing economic
' Norman Tyler, Historic Preservation. (New York: W.W. Norton & Company. 2000). 12.
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return. The difference in objectives can be difficult to manage, lead to conflict, possible
litigation, and take years to resolve. Such results do not benefit either party, and the
building or site in question suffers as it deteriorates over time. This thesis will attempt to
answer the question of what happens when developers and preservationists, both of
whom have specific, and at times, conflicting interests, approach and plan for the reuse of
large, historic urban sites? To address this topic, I will use a case study, the United States
Naval Home (Naval Home) in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The Naval Home is located on a twenty-acre site at 23^'^ Street and Grays Ferry
Avenue in South Philadelphia. William Strickland designed Biddle Hall (1826), the main
structure on the site. Strickland also designed the two adjacent dependencies, the
Surgeon General's (1844) and Governor's residences (1844). John McArthur, the
architect of Philadelphia City Hall designed Laning Hall (1868), located west of and
behind Biddle Hall. Laning Hall served as a hospital and dormitory. "* In 1971 the site
was listed on the National Register of Historic Places and in 1976 the complex was
designated a National Historic Landmark. The United States Navy occupied the site until
1976. when they relocated to Gulfport, Mississippi."* At that time, the Navy declared the
property "excess" and the General Service Administration (GSA), the federal agency that
manages surplus property owned by the federal government, assumed control. The GSA
- D. Morgan McVigar, "Providence Renaissance Riverside Ambiance Enfolds Dedication of Downtown's
Memorial Park." The Providence Journal. June 21. 1996. Bl.
' Wallace Roberts and Todd, Day and Zimmerman Associates. Hammer, Siler, George Associates.
.
Technical Appendix U.S. Naval Home Reuse Study. Section Two: Historic Significance. September 1.
1980. 21.
^
T.J. Doyle to United Stated Department of the Interior. National Park Service. July 23. 1974. Naval Home
File, PA Historical and Museum Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg. PA.
' Edwin L. Shellenberger to A. Edward Simon. September 1, 1976. Naval Home File. PA Historical and
Museum Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg, PA.
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followed its established procedure for the disposal of surplus federal property, first
offering the site to all federal, state, and local governments. Normally, in cases such as
this one, the local government does take responsibility for the site. However, the City of
Philadelphia was not able to negotiate a contract with the GSA. The details of the
negotiations between the City and the GSA will be further discussed in Chapter 2.
Consequently, the GSA first put out a request for bids first in 1981, but none of the bids
were acceptable. They put the site out to bid again in 1982 and there was one bidder.
Toll Brothers, Inc., a suburban-residential developer then headquartered in Horsham,
Pennsylvania.^ Today Toll Brothers, Inc. maintains its headquarters is in Huntingdon
Valley, Pennsylvania. Since 1982, Toll Brothers has not been able to obtain the
necessary approvals from the involved historic agencies to develop the site. In the past
twenty years the site has remained vacant, and because little has been done to maintain
the buildings, they continue to deteriorate. Only the three Strickland buildings remain at
this time as Toll Brothers demolished Laning Hall in 1991. Nonetheless, the site serves
as an important reminder of architectural, military, and social history in the United States
and Philadelphia. In addition, as the work of one of the most significant early nineteenth
Century American architects, it is important to maintain and preserve these landmark
structures as examples of the substance of urban life.
^ Toll Brothers Bid for Naval Home. March 10, 1982. GSA Control No: 3-N-PA-684. Contract No. GS-
OW-DR-(P) 12218A, Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum Commission. Bureau for Historic
Preservation, Harrisburg. PA.
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This thesis will address the following questions to understand the difficulties in
the reuse and development of Naval Home: who are the parties involved with the
potential reuse of the Naval Home and what are their roles and interests? What were the
proposals advanced in the last twenty years and their respective outcomes? Is it still
possible to reuse the historic structures and develop the site and if so, what actions are
necessary for all parties to come to agreement so that the site can be successfully reused?
In order to discuss these questions, this thesis will provide an overview of the
site's history and explain its architectural and social significance to establish the values
that a development scheme should preserve. An introduction of the parties and their
involvement in the process will follow. It should be noted that I made an attempt to
contact all of the organizations involved to understand their role and perspective on the
site. While I was fortunate to visit many of these agencies and conduct interviews with
individuals directly involved over the past twenty yeais. there were individuals that I was
not able to contact. Perhaps future work on the Naval Home may provide additional
insight on the events of the past years, but for the purpose of this thesis, I gathered
sufficient information to draw preliminary conclusions. The agencies I visited which
were involved with the Naval Home are:
• Philadelphia Historical Commission
• Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, Bureau of Historic
Preservation
• Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia
I also conducted interviews with an individual from each agency below, but did not
examine their files:
• Federal Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, Washington, D.C.

• National Park Service, Washington, D.C.
I held interviews and conversations with individuals associated with the project over the
past twenty years including:
• Andrew Terhune, Special Projects Manager, Toll Brothers, Inc.
• David Knapton, Planner, Philadelphia Planning Commission
• Charlene Dwin Vaughn, Advisory Council for Historic Preservation
• Dan Deibler, Chief, PA Historical and Museum Commission, Bureau for
Historic Preservation
• Bonnie Wilkinson Mark, Historical Architect, PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation
• Richard Tyler, Philadelphia Historical Commission
• Michael Auer, National Park Service, Washington, D.C.
The help and insight of the above mentioned parties played a key role in the development
of this thesis.
After a discussion of the participants, this thesis will examine the past proposals
and the challenge of creating a successful development program, including a discussion
of the effect on the site of twenty years of abandonment and neglect. The owner. Toll
Brothers did not permit a site visit, but 1 did obtain photos at the Pennsylvania Historical
and Museum Commission that depict the site in 1983 and in 2000.
By examining the events surrounding the potential redevelopment of the Naval
Home over the past twenty years, 1 will trace the chronology of the past proposals for the
site and their outcomes. I will also provide a larger understanding of the complexities
behind the rehabilitation and redevelopment of the Naval Home. In my final conclusions,
I will suggest a framework that will provide a structure for the approval process and
demonstrate that the Naval Home is still a prime real estate opportunity.

Chapter 1: Overview of the US Naval Home (1735 - 1976)
The rich and varied history of the US Naval Home (Naval Home) in Philadelphia
can be traced back to William Penn. Penn founded the city of Philadelphia in 1682 and
divided the city into blocks from the Delaware River to the Schuylkill River in order to
sell it so that he and his heirs could live off the profit. In 1683, Penn's surveyor, Thomas
Holme laid out the city/ (Figure 1)
While the development of Philadelphia began on the banks of the rivers as Penn
planned, development did not spread equally from the Schuylkill and Delaware Rivers.
Instead, the heaviest growth concentrated in the eastern portion of the city adjacent to the
Delaware River and the city's main business district. (Figure 2) The western portion of
the city bordering the Schuylkill Rivers was primarily undeveloped land until the 1860s.
The site of the Naval Home was originally part of this land owned by the Penn family.
Early History
The first owner to develop the land that would later become the site of the Naval
home was the Pemberton family. The Pembertons purchased the site before the
Revolutionary war and built a mansion to serve as the family summer home in the
"country." This mansion became known as "The Plantation." (Figure 3)
' George Tatum. Penn's Great Town . (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press. 1961 ). 18.
* A map by Samuel Smedley dated 1862 depicted residential development east of 19th Street, but not in the
area immediately adjacent to the Naval Home. One of the first maps to depict the beginnings of
development west of 19th Street and south of South Street was drawn by G.M. Hopkins in 1 876.
Map
Collection. Free Library of Philadelphia.
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Figure 2 Section of The Plan of the City and Suburbs of Philadelphia, Thomas Mifflin, 1793.

Figure 3 The Pemberton Plantation.
The house and land remained in the hands of the Pembertons during the Revolutionary
War when British soldiers occupied it. Pheobe Pemberton, the wife of James Pemberton,
managed the property during the war. Upon the death of James Pemberton in 1808, John
Snowden bought the house and land, hi 1812, Snowden sold the property to Timothy
Abbott who sold the land, roughly 23 acres, to the U.S. Government in 1826 for
$17,000.'* The site purchased was a trapezoidal tract of land located to the south of South
Street (then named Cedar Street). The site was bounded by Banbridge Street (then
named Shippen Street) to the North, Grays Ferry Avenue to the east, along the Schuylkill
' Edward Shippen, M.D., U.S.N.. "Some Account of the Origin of the Naval Asylum at
Philadelphia." The
Pennsylvania Magazine ofHistory of Biography 7, No. 2 (1883): 123.
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River for 460 feet to the west, and its soutliern boundary was a straight southeasterly line
from there to Grays Ferry Avenue.
Before the federal government purchased the property from Abbott, the federal
government made provisions to care for the sick and wounded of the Army and Navy, to
1798 the federal government assessed merchant marines twenty cents a month to
establish a "Naval Hospital Fund." The federal government designated these funds to
establish facilities for the care of the sick and wounded of the Navy at federally owned
naval bases. In 1799 the government established a Naval Pension Fund and in 1800 the
twenty cents assessment extended to all seamen in the Navy. Ten years later, in 1810,
Congress passed an act that appointed the Secretaries of War, Navy, and the Treasury to a
"Board of Commissioners of Naval Hospitals." The board assumed control of the Naval
Pension Fund along with $50,000 from the Marine Hospital Fund. One year later, the
Act of Feb. 26. 1811 authorized the board "...to acquire sites, and buy or build hospitals,
and this Act of 181 1 requires one of the establishments to provide a permanent 'Asylum"
for 'decrepit and disabled naval officers, seamen, and marines. "''° Thus, in 1826
Secretary of the Navy Samuel L. Southard authorized Surgeon Thomas Harris to
purchase the property from Abbott as the site for the future Naval Asylum (later known
as the US Naval Home). Once the sale was complete, patients and staff began to move
into the Pemberton Mansion, the only building on the site." Shortly after the occupation
of the mansion, in December 1826, William Strickland, an architect working in
Shippen, 127.
Wallace Roberts and Todd. Day and Zimmerman Associates. Hammer, Siler, George Associates,
Technical Appendix U.S. Naval Home Reuse Stiidw Section Two: Historical Significance . September
1980,6.
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Philadelphia, wrote to Secretary of the Navy Southard and gave a detailed estimate for
the cost of construction for his design of Naval Asylum.'" In 1827 Strickland and
Surgeon Thomas Harris were named the Commissioners of the project.
William Strickland
In 1826, when the Navy purchased the site for the care of their retired seamen,
William Strickland had already completed his first major architectural commission, the
Second Bank of the United States in Philadelphia. (Figure 4) Agnes Addison Gilchrist,
author of William Strickland. Architect and Engineer, 1788 - 1854, wrote, "The Bank
was and is one of the finest buildings designed and built in this country."' This
commission established Strickland's reputation as one of the best architects in the
country. Other projects soon followed, and Strickland was well on his way to
establishing himself as one of the preeminent American architects of the nineteenth
Century.
Strickland received no formal education in architecture, but rather trained under
Benjamin Henry Latrobe. Though Latrobe initially studied engineering, he developed an
interest in architecture when he traveled to Germany France, and Italy.''* Latrobe
emigrated to the United States in 1796 and in 1798 he moved to Philadelphia. Latrobe
established himself as a talented architect and taught several pupils including Strickland.
Along with working in Philadelphia, Latrobe worked on the U.S. Capitol in Washington,
'^ Agnes Addison Gilchrist. William Strickland. Architect and Engineer. 1788 - 1854 . Enlarged edition.
(New York: Da Capo Press, 1969). 73 - 74.
'•''
Gilchrist. 4.
'^ Marcus Whift'en and Frederick Koeper. American Architecture: Volume 1 . 1 607 - 1 860 . (Cambridge.
MA: MIT Press. 1984). 134.
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DC at the request of President Thomas Jefferson.''* Latrobe employed Strickland's
father, John, as a carpenter on one of his projects, the Bank of Pennsylvania, from 1797
to 1801. Fortunately for Strickland, this led to his apprenticeship with Latrobe from 1803
to 1805. From an early age Strickland exhibited a natural aptitude for drawing and
painting and this attracted Latrobe. Though Latrobe had a high opinion of Strickland,
the apprenticeship did not end on a good note as Gilchrist described Latrobe' s opinion of
his pupil as "...undependable, independent, and difficult."
Figure 4 William Strickland, Portrait by John Neagle, 1829.
Ibid.
'Gilchrist, 1.
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In 1805 Strickland left Latrobe's office without giving notice and Latrobe wrote
him a letter asking he return to collect his things and return Labrobe's keys. Whether
Strickland returned is unknown, but by 1808 he had his first architectural commission,
the Masonic Hall on Chestnut Street. (Figure 5) Inspired by Gothic architecture, this
building was a departure from Greek Revival, the most popular style used by architects
during this period.
Figure 5 Masonic
Hall, 1808-1811.
Gilchrist, 2.
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Strickland later designed his most important buildings, which included the Naval
Asylum, in the Greek Revival style. "^ After completing Masonic Hall, Strickland worked
to establish himself as an architect, and in 1818 he entered and won the competition for
the Second Bank of the United States. (Figure 6) During the six years he worked on the
bank he also had other commissions including four churches and the Chestnut Street
Theatre. Later in his career he designed the Philadelphia Exchange (1832 - 1834)
(Figure 7) and the Tennessee State Capitol (1845 - 1859). (Figure 8) These buildings
were Strickland's most important works and they are all characterized as Greek Revival.
Figure 6 Second Bank of the United States, 1818 - 1824.
'Gilchrist, 31.
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Figure 7 The Philadelphia Exchange, 1832 - 1854.
Figure 8 Tennessee State Capitol, 1845 - 1859.
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Gilchrist explained why these three buildings and the Naval Asylum were
connected. (Figure 9) These commissions "...-the Second Bank of the United States, the
Naval Asylum, the Philadelphia Exchange, and the Capitol at Nashville-were built under
his direct and daily superintendence."'^ This is important because along with his talent as
an architect, three qualities contributed to Strickland's reputation: he was an accurate
estimator, he completed buildings on time, and he insisted on good materials and
construction. In addition, contrary to Latrobe's opinion, many thought he had an
agreeable personality and this made him more attractive to clients."
Figure 9 U.S. Naval Asylum, Biddle Hall, View of front lawn and east facade, 1826 •
1838.
Gilchrist, 30.
'Gilchrist, 21,27.
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Early Development of the Site, 1826-1833
In December 1826, William Strickland submitted a sketch plan to Secretary of the
Navy for the Asylum."' (Figure 10) The original drawings remain in the National
Archives in Washington, D.C.
,"^M/t.* tyx*'C
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Figure 10 William Strickland's sketch plan for the Naval Home, 1826.
One of Strickland's younger brothers, George, also made plans for the Asylum and was
unhappy when Strickland incorporated his ideas into the final design. However, George
earned $600 a year as Clerk of the Works for the project and this appeased him.
Strickland earned $100 a month as the supervising architect." As the Navy requested.
Strickland designed the building to serve as a home and hospital for retired seamen.
-' Gilchrist. 7.
--
Ibid.
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Strickland's plan called for a central square building with a portico. The design of the
portico called for eight fluted Ionic columns. The portico, perhaps the most expressive
element of the design, was the most obvious Greek Revival element. (Figure 1
1
)
Figure 1 1 Main Entrance and portico of Naval Home, East Elevation.
The central core housed the public rooms, the auditorium, the dining room, and the
officers' rooms. Off of the central building are two wings, both identical. (Figure 12)
The wings housed the sleeping quarters and were three stories tall. At the ends of the
wings, there were recreation and common rooms for the men to gather.
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Figure 12 East Wing of the flrst floor of Biddle Hall, William Strickland, 1826.
One innovation of the design was the balconies that opened off of each floor and allowed
the men to get fresh air when the weather was inclement or they were ill. (Figure 13)
The building was fireproof, one of Strickland's main concerns with all his buildings was
that they be fireproof.""^ The stones used included granite for the basement and
Pennsylvania marble in the upper stories. The ceilings were vaulted or domed and the
construction was masonry.
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Figure 13 Detail of Verandas, West Wing.
Strickland preferred to work in traditional materials such as marble and brick, but
he used 88 cast iron columns to support the verandas of the Naval Home. This was a
departure from his earlier work, notably the Second Bank of the United States, where he
did not use structural iron. However, in his later work, including the Capitol in Nashville
and the two dependencies built on the site of the Naval Home, he used iron as the primary
structural element. Strickland's work is important as a reflection of his time and the new
materials that emerged with technological innovations of the nineteenth century. The
advances in technology encouraged Strickland and other architects to experiment with
new materials such as iron. As Gilchrist wrote of Strickland's work.
Gilchrist, 38.
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Strickland's approach to architecture was practical; his first concern was for the
plan to be as useful as possible, and his second, for the construction to be lasting
and fireproof. He extended this utilitarian attitude to architectural elements.
Among his writings there are several paragraphs which deal with columns and
they are sufficient to show that he was not beguiled by novelty, but looked on
columns as an element of support which should proclaim their function."'*
Strickland expressed this utilitarian attitude in his design of the portico of the Naval
Asylum. In addition the design of the building reflected Strickland's ability to create a
structure that was both functional and beautiful. Strickland oversaw construction of the
Naval Asylum until 1829."" In 1833, though the upper floors were not complete, a
portion of the building was occupied.
^^
In addition to the main building, Strickland designed the parade grounds, roads,
and sidewalks on the site. (Figure 14) Though these elements may seem secondary to
the main building, Strickland emphasized their layout so that they are as significant to the
site as the main building. The parade ground was the central heart of the site, where the
community gathered. When Strickland first designed the Asylum he also defined the
lawn with a curving drive. In the center of the lawn there was a flagpole, and over the
years other military objects such as cannons and anchors occupied the grounds. The lawn
was a stage for Strickland's buildings and unified the site. In addition to complimenting
Strickland's buildings, the lawn also made the site visually accessible to the public.
In 1838, Secretary of the Navy J.K. Pauling asked Commodore James Biddle to
take command of the asylum under the title of Governor."^ Under his tenure the building
-* Gilchrist, 38.
^' Wallace Roberts and Todd, 8.
^''Shippen, 132.
-' Wallace Roberts and Todd, 9.
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was completed. Biddle also maintained the grounds of the site and re-planted trees that
were cut down during the severe winter of 1836-37."^
Figure 14 Site Plan of Naval Home showing Pemberton Mansion and Biddle Hall, 1836.
By re-planting the fruit trees that once occupied the site, Biddle recognized their
importance and contribution to the design of the front lawn. He also oversaw the
demolition of the old Pemberton Mansion in 1836. Under Biddle' s administration,
midshipmen attended classes at the asylum, one of the first formal attempts to educate
seamen. The midshipmen in Philadelphia were not alone in this, as Naval officers also
attended classes in the Boston and Brooklyn Naval Yards. All of these classes ended
when the Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland opened in 1845. Commodore Biddle
left the Naval Asylum in 1842; to honor him as the first Governor of the Naval Asylum,
the main building was named Biddle Hall.
Wallace Roberts and Todd. 9.
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Evolution of the Site, 1842 - 1976
In 1842 the Secretary of the Navy asked Strickland to prepare a plan to divide the
building into two distinct sections."^ To accommodate the differences between the
Asylum and the Hospital, Strickland proposed a partition across the center of the main
corridor. (Figure 15) The idea was each institution would have its own space. The
North Wing was for the Asylum while the South Wing was for the Hospital. The
symmetrical plan easily lent itself to this adaptation as there were already separate
kitchen and dining facilities in each wing. Completed in 1842, this division only lasted
two years before it was removed.
"^^
South Section
devoted to
Hospital
Figure 15 Plan highlighting location of partition from 1842 to 1844.
Q '^^^iC ^J^/C ^^—^-^ u^^r£.
North Section
devoted to
AKvliim
' Wallace Roberts and Todd. 10.
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In 1844 Strickland designed the Governor's and Surgeon General's residences
that flank the main building. (Figure 16) With the addition of the two residences,
Strickland established a strong relationship between the three structures and again
stressed the frontal lawn and view of the site from Grays Ferry Avenue. (Figure 17)
MmiSMsi::^
Figure 16 The Governor's Residence (above) and the Surgeon General's
Residence (below) in 1983.
It is unclear why the partition was torn down, but as reported by Historic American Buildings Survey the
partition was removed on March 1, 1844.
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Figure 17 Site plan of the Naval Home, ca. 1844.
In addition to the relationship among the buildings, Gilchrist describes how Strickland
experimented when he designed the interior details of the two residences. Following the
fashion of his times, Strickland designed long, narrow drawing rooms. Often these rooms
were divided into a front and back parlor by doors. In a letter to the Secretary of the
Navy, Strickland described how the long drawing rooms were divided in the center by
two columns, and that he suggested using a curtain to divide the space. On the other side
of the house, there was an identical long, narrow room where Strickland used large
double hung doors to divide the office and dining room. ' (Figure 18)
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Figure 18 Double Sitting Room divided by columns. Governor's Residence.
Extra material from the construction of the two residences led to the construction
of two small stone gatehouses on Grays Ferry Avenue. These gatehouses contribute to
the larger ensemble of buildings and frame the public frontal view from Grays Ferry
Avenue. These two small stnictures are similar in detail to the two residences. Both had
comer pilasters and recessed wall panels. Along with the gatehouses, Evans and Watson,
a Philadelphia blacksmith, designed the decorative cast iron work for the fence between
the gatehouses at this time."*" This decorative cast iron fence capped a marble wall.
(Figure 19)
Gilchrist, 41.
' Wallace Roberts and Todd, 10-11.
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Figure 19 Iron fence separating Grays Ferry Avenue and Naval Asylum.
As the site itself became more developed, its surroundings also developed, as
Sutherland Street (today Schuylkill Avenue) and Shippen Street (Banbridge Street) were
paved. By 1860, there were 146 beneficiaries living on the site and during the Civil War
(1861-1865) both the number of beneficiaries and hospital patients increased." Another
building was needed at the site and the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery requested funds
for the construction of a new hospital on the grounds of the Naval Asylum. In 1864,
Congress appropriated $75,000 for the construction of this building.^^
John McArthur, Jr., a prominent Philadelphia architect was selected to design the
new hospital. Though McArthur became most well known for his design of Philadelphia
" Wallace Roberts and Todd. 13.
^"Ibid.
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City Hall (1872 - 1890), he designed several hospitals both during and after the Civil
War. The hospital McArthur designed for the Naval Home called for an elaborate
ventilation system. Through energy provided by steam boilers, fresh unheated air was
drawn into the building and heated air was exhaled out of the building.'''' McArthur'
s
building for the Naval Home, completed in 1868, cost $172,000.^^ (Figure 20)
4r,^r:L.a--.^-iir—
^
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Greek Revival Biddle Hall. Though more restrained than Philadelphia City Hall, this
Second Empire building complimented the Greek Revival Biddle Hall. (Figure 21)
Figure 21 Exterior view of Laning Hall.
In addition, the building created a cushion between the Naval Asylum and Naval
Hospital. The hospital operated on the site until 1921 when it moved to the Philadelphia
Naval Yard. Under the administration of Governor Laning, the Works Progress
Administration renovated the building in the 1930s to house beneficiaries. In honor of
the Governor, the building was named Laning Hall. Laning Hall was the most significant
building added to the site after the Governor's and Surgeon General's residences.
Following acquisition of the site Toll Brothers argued that in order to save the Strickland
buildings demolition of Laning Hall was necessary, and in 1991 it was torn down.^^
Ralph Cipriano, "Naval Home's Neighbors say site is going to seed." The Philadelphia Inquirer. June 10.
1996, B5.
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Throughout the second half of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the
twentieth century, new buildings were built to support the function of the Naval Asylum.
Among those were a boiler house, stable, storage sheds, greenhouses, and a pavilion. In
1889 the Naval Asylum became known as the U.S. Naval Home. In 1890 a proposal
came forward to add a new wing to Biddle Hall. This new wing provided a new kitchen,
baths with hot running water, and separate quarters for female staff. In addition the
annex provided enough space so that steam heating could be introduced into the building.
Temporary hospitals and a Red Cross building were built on the site during World War
I.''^ An inventory of 1923 shows these structures on the site. (Figure 22) The site
operated as a home for retired seamen until 1976 when the Navy moved to new quarters
in Gulfport, Mississippi.
Figure 22 Site Plan, 1923. Note the addition to Biddle Hall, the temporary hospitals, the two
pavilions, and the greenhouses.
'* Wallace Roberts and Todd, 14.
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GSA Disposal Process, 1976 - 1982
In 1974. Captain T.J. Doyle, Acting Commanding Officer of the Navy, wrote a
letter to the National Park Service in which he explained the Navy's intention to relocate
and leave the Naval Home.'''^ Doyle indicated that if the Department of Defense did not
need the property, the Navy would report the property to the General Services
Administration (GSA) for disposal. The Navy identified no need they reported it to the
GSA, the federal agency that oversees the disposal of surplus federal property. The GSA
followed standard procedure for the disposal of surplus federal property and made the site
available to Federal, State, and local government bodies for acquisition. In the next
several years, there were many efforts on the part of the GSA, the Federal Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP). the City of Philadelphia, the Philadelphia
Historical Commission, the National Park Service (NPS), and the Pennsylvania Historical
and Museum Commission, Bureau of Historic Preservation (SHPO) to determine the best
possible way to handle the site as they all acknowledged its historical significance. The
site was listed on the National Register of Historic Places as a National Historic
Landmark in 1976. The site was also listed on the registers of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania and the City of Philadelphia. The primary reason the site was included on
these registers was the architectural significance of three buildings: Biddle Hall, the
Governor's Residence, and the Surgeon General's Residence. Also mentioned were the
gatehouses and wall that surrounds the property. The secondary reason for the site's
'^^
T.J. Doyle to United Stated Department of the InteiHor. National Park Service, July 2.1, 1974, Naval
Home File, PA Historical and Museum Commission, Bureau tor Historic Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
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inclusion on the registers was its role as the first institution in the United States to provide
care for the men who served in the armed forces.
Though no immediate reuse of the site was proposed, several groups expressed
concern about the condition of the historical buildings. The Philadelphia Chapter of the
American Institute of Architects (AIA) wrote a letter in 1976 to Rear Admiral Clyde Van
Ardsdall, Jr. of the Navy that listed three actions to take to preserve the fabric of the
historic buildings. The first recommendation was to ensure the buildings were weather
tight from wind and water penetration. The second suggestion was to maintain a
temperature of no less than 55°F to prevent plaster from cracking and spalling, pipes
from bursting, and tiles and stones from moving. The third recommendation was to
secure the site with guard and alarm service in order to deter vandals.""^ The Navy did
take measures to protect the site. Ardsdall responded to the AIA and listed eight actions
taken by the Navy to protect the site."*' Despite the concern for the site, the GSA was
unsuccessful in transferring it in this period, though there were suggestions for the site's
reuse by different organizations. The Department of Labor expressed an interest in the
Naval Home as a site for a Jobs Corps training program."*" They were not able to secure
the clearances for the transfer. At the same time. South Philadelphia Health Action, a
public health organization, proposed a geriatric center for the site.
^' Alvin Holm to Rear Admiral Clyde Van Arsdall. Jr.. September 2. 1976, Naval Home File. PA Historical
and Museum Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg, PA.
'" Rear Admiral Clyde Van Arsdall, Jr. to Alvin Holm. September 10. 1976. Naval Home File. PA
Historical and Museum Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
*' Environmental Assessment. U.S. Naval Home. Nov. 21. 1980. Naval Home File. PA Historical and
Museum Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
« Ibid.
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During the period from 1978 to early 1981, the GSA put most of its effort into
working out an agreement with the City of Philadelphia. In April 1978, the City first
indicated an interest in acquiring the Naval Home. The City wanted to use the property
for recreational purposes. The Department of the Interior, Heritage Conservation and
Recreation Service rejected that proposal because it called for the placement of picnic
tables on the front lawn and the erection of an 8-foot chain-link fence around the
buildings. Upon this rejection, the City requested time to conduct a reuse study of the
Naval Home. Three planning firms, Wallace Roberts and Todd, Day and Zimmermann
Associates, and Hammer, Siler, George Associates, conducted that study from 1979 to
1980. A survey conducted as part of the study showed that many of the small ancillary
buildings still stood on the site. (Figure 23) The temporary hospitals built on the lawn
behind the Surgeon General's Residence were no longer standing.
** Amendment Number 1 to Disposal Plan. U.S. Naval Home. December 4. 1980. Naval Home File. PA
Historical and Museum Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg. PA.
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Figure 23 Site Plan, 1980.
The main conclusion of the 1980 study was that the buildings could be reused for
residential, commercial, and recreational uses, but that the site was not suitable for a
geriatric facility. This conclusion posed a problem for the City because the surrounding
community wanted to see a nursing home on the site/^ In a reuse study completed in
1980 by Andrew Kinzler/Land Planning, the final recommendation favored the reuse plan
put forward by South Philadelphia Health Action for a nursing facility. The City stated
their intention to acquire the site on June 10, 1980, and the GSA informed the City that
they were obtaining an appraisal and the City should do the same. In February 1981, the
GSA sent the City an Offer for Purchase for $2.29 million cash subject to historic
*'
Interview with David Knapton, October 12. 2001
.
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preservation covenants. GSA requested a response by April 13, 1981."*^ The City again
re-affirmed its interest in the site and asked for more time to obtain an appraisal. The
City's offer came on June 30. 1981 and was for $700,(X)0 with 10% payable upon
acceptance. The City wanted to defer the balance without interest for 5 years. This was
unacceptable to the GSA and on July 15, 1981, "...the City's proposal was rejected and
negotiations terminated by GSA. The City was told the property would be offered by
sealed bids and that they would be welcome to submit a bid if they still wished to acquire
the Naval Home."^' The GSA could not justify further negotiations with the City and
ongoing maintenance costs, as during this period the GSA paid for the protection and
maintenance of the site at a cost of $341,750."*^ The GSA acknowledged the benefits that
a sale to the City would have had:
The sale of the property to the City would give municipal planners the most
control over the course of fumre development in the area, whereas a sealed bid
sale would lessen this control. Furthermore, the City would be obligated to take
more extensive steps in trying to use the buildings than would a private
developer."*^
Both the cost of maintenance the GSA incurred over the five years they held the Naval
Home and the increase in the market value of the site due to intense development in the
adjoining neighborhood to the north factored into GSA's decision to sell the Naval Home
complex in a public sale.
** Amendment Number 1 to Disposal Plan. U.S. Naval Home. December 4. 1980, Naval Home File. PA
Historical and Museum Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
''
Ibid.
''
Ibid.
"' Disposal Plan, U.S. Naval Home, December 4. 198. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
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To advertise the sale, the GSA advertised in several newspapers. (Figure 24) In the
fall of 1981, the GSA did not receive any bids.
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Figure 24 Advertisement for the sale of the Naval Home
in The Philadelphia Inquirer, October 4, 1981.
On October 28. 1981 the Executive Director of the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation (ACHP) ratified and signed a Memorandum of Agreement. (Appendix A)
This agreement is required for all properties listed on the National Register and it
required that the GSA work with the ACHP and SHPO to minimize adverse effects on
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the Naval Home site that may be caused by its reuse. The agreement provided for the
property to be transferred with preservation covenants that allow the ACHP and SHPO to
review development plans. The covenants adopted provided that:
1. Written approval was necessary from the SHPO and ACHP before any alteration,
improvement, new development and/or demolition could occur at the Naval
Home complex.
2. hi the event of a violation of the above covenant, the SHPO or the GSA may
bring a lawsuit to stop such a violation or for damages incurred by a such a
violation.
3. The covenants would be binding on the Grantee and would run with the property.
The ACHP and the SHPO may for a good cause modify or cancel these
covenants upon receiving an application from the Grantee.^" (Appendix A)
In March 1982 the GSA put the property out to bid again and there was one
successful bidder. Toll Brothers. GSA accepted their bid for $1.2 million and entered
into a contract of agreement/option-to-purchase with them on March 18, 1982. Toll
Brothers gave a $120,000 deposit, subject to the following conditions:
1. The sale was contingent on Toll Brothers receiving all necessary local, state and
federal approvals to develop the Naval Home for no less than 200 dwelling units.
2. Toll Brothers would submit their plan to the SHPO and ACHP after a zoning
permit was granted.
3. The SHPO and the ACHP would have thirty days to review the proposed
development.
4. Toll Brothers would settle within sixty days of receiving all necessary
approvals.''' (Appendix A)
The attachment also stated if the above conditions were not satisfied. Toll Brothers would
not be under any obligation to settle the property and all deposit money would need to be
returned. From 1982 to 1988 Toll Brothers paid $100,000 a year to retain their option to
^ Invitation for Bids. United States Naval Home. Philadelphia. PA. GSA Control No. 3-N-PA-684. Naval
Home File. Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia. Philadelphia. PA.
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purchase the site. They used this time to woric with a myriad of agencies including the
SHPO, ACHP, NPS, and the Philadelphia Historical Commission to develop a scheme
and gain the necessaiy approvals to start construction. Toll Brothers did not actually
purchase the site until 1988, but by that time six years of negotiations had already
occurred and it was evident the reuse of the site was becoming a complex problem.
" Toll Brothers Bid for Naval Home. March 10. 1982. GSA Control No: 3-N-PA-684. Contract No. GS-
OW-DR-(P) 12218A. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum Commission. Bureau for Historic
Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.

Chapter 2: Player Participation
Toll Brothers is one among several entiles participating over the past twenty years
in the redevelopment of the Naval Home. Others are the City of Philadelphia, the
Philadelphia Planning Commission, the Philadelphia Historical Commission, the Federal
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, the Pennsylvania Bureau for Historic
Preservation, the National Park Service, and the Preservation Alliance for Greater
Philadelphia. In addition, the residents of the adjacent neighborhoods also have
expressed major interest in the development of the Naval Home. This chapter provides
background on these organizations, explains why each is involved, and outlines their
interest and concerns for the site.
Toll Brothers
Toll Brothers, hic. (Toll Brothers) designs, builds, markets and arranges financing
for purchasers of single family homes in middle-income and high-income residential
communities. Founded in 1967 by Robert Toll and his brother, Bruce, Toll Brothers
became a publicly traded company in 1986." In the early 1970's, the company operated
in the suburban residential areas of southeastern Pennsylvania
and Delaware.
Subsequently, Toll Brothers expanded beyond these regions and today
operates in
twenty-one states: Arizona, California, Colorado, Connecticut,
Delaware, Florida,
Illinois, Massachusetts, Maryland, Michigan, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New
York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennessee,
Texas, and
Virginia. As reported by journalist Daniel Akst in the April 2001 issue of
Philadelphia
Magazine, Toll Brothers controlled more than 33.000 building
lots, mainly located in
39
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attractive suburbs." The company generated $2.2 billion in revenues in 2001, up from
$1.8 billion in 2000.""* At the end of 2001, their detached homes ranged in price from
$223,000 to $1,474,000 with an average base sales price of $492,000, excluding
customized options. The company's attached homes (also excluding customized options)
ranged in price from $165,000 to $605,000 with an average base sales price of
$299,000.^^
The company started by constructing modest homes, but expanded as the Tolls
realized there was a market for larger, more elaborate and more expensive homes.
^^
Often referred to as McMansions for their generic, placeless architecture, these homes
prove to be what many Americans prefer as they continue to purchase them. (Figure 25)
Akst described Toll Brothers, "If these are McMansions, Toll Brothers is McDonald's,
serving up the sort of fast, predictable, attractively priced residential cuisine that an awful
lot of buyers seem to hanker for - even if the sight of yet another suburban McMansion
going up makes other people want to retch."^^ Not only do these elaborate homes
generate a larger profit for Toll Brothers than would more modest homes, but the
company reduces its production costs by using tract-home techniques to the construct
these high-end homes. '*^ By pre-fabricating walls and other parts of a home. Toll
Brothers eliminates some of the need they would otherwise have for skilled craftsmen
and thereby saves time and money. Building in a factory enables a high degree of
" Daniel Akst. "House of Girth," Philadelphia Magazine 92, No. 4 (April 2001): 102.
-" Akst, 96.
^*
Toll Brothers, Inc., Annual Report (SEC form 10-K), Item 7. Managements Discussion and Analysis of
Financial Condition and Results of Operations. January 10, 2002.
-^'
Toll Brothers, Inc., Annual Report (SEC form 10-K), Item 1. Business, January 10, 2002.
^^Akst, 102.
" Akst, 96.
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customization so that buyers can choose a lot, floor plan, an exterior design, and select
details they want incorporated into their home. This can all be done on paper before the
house is built and reflects one of Toll Brothers important business strategies: to build
houses to confirmed order.
"'^
Figure 25 Advertisement tor Toll Brothers in The Philadelphia Inquirer, Real Estate Section,
October 14, 2001.
The company targets its products to "...move-up, empty-nester and age-qualified
homebuyers." Akst defined this clientele as "...those with a substantial pile to spend on a
house, but do not have a lot of time to spend it."^" Relocated executives also make up a
large part of Toll Brothers" customers.''' Often known as "relos" these busy executives
'Akst. 102.
' Akst. 96.
'Akst, 95.
Akst, 103.
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don't have a great deal of time to look for a house, and need one soon, so they opt to buy
something familiar: a new house on one-acre of land, with roughly 3,500 square feet of
living space, a two-car garage, and located in a good school district. Pursuing this type of
business lifted Toll Brother into position as one of America's leading builder of luxury
housing. In recognition of their success. Toll Brothers won all three of the industry's
highest honors: America's Best Builder (1996), the National Housing Quality Award
(1995), and Builder of the Year (1988).^^
Based on their reputation as expert production builders of new luxury homes, 1
questioned why a company like Toll Brothers purchased the Naval Home, a site of
historical buildings. In an interview Andrew Terhune, special projects manager at Toll
Brothers, said that the company does not own any other similar urban sites, but that they
are looking for them. Mr. Terhune explained there were several reasons the company
bought the site. He indicated that Zvi Barzilay, the current president of Toll Brothers,
was on the staff of the Philadelphia Planning Commission when Toll Brothers first
showed interest in the site. Terhune said of Barzilay, "He's got a degree in urban
planning and a bachelors degree in architecture so this was of interest to him."
Terhune also said that in the eai'ly 1980's, when Barzilay left the planning commission to
join Toll Brothers, Philadelphia was in the midst of remaking itself and companies such
as Historic Landmarks for Living were quite successful in rehabilitating older buildings
for new uses. Based on the success of Historic Landmarks for Living and also new tax
incentives that encouraged developers to rehabilitate older buildings. Toll Brothers'
" Toll Brothers, Inc.. Annual Report (SEC form 10-K). Item 1. Business. January 10. 2002.
" Interview with Andrew Terhune, October 16. 2001
.
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interest in the Naval Home was encouraged. According to Terhune, therefore, Toll
Brothers bought the site because of the combination of Barzilay's interest in urban
planning and the potential benefit of working with Historic Landmarks for Living.
When Toll Brothers purchased the site, Terhune maintained, they had no idea it
would be difficult to develop. Terhune discussed three elements that hindered
developing the Naval Home: the cost of renovating the historic structures, the politics
surrounding the site's reuse, and the myriad of approvals needed before the company
could move forward. Terhune indicated the largest detriment to developing the site was
the cost of renovating the historic structures. He said
Quite honestly the site, if it weren't for the historic buildings, [it] would probably
be developed already. It's ...the historic buildings; while they add character to
the site and certainly once they are renovated they will provide a focal point, the
cost of renovating them and adapting them to other use is so much in excess of
their economic value that they are a detriment to renovating or to use of the site at
all.^^
He continued to explain how difficult it was to get the economics to justify the
rehabilitation of the historic buildings and said, "if the numbers don't work, you are not
going to... nothing is going to happen. It's all driven by economics." Terhune explained
that as a for-profit entity, the company was in business to make money for its
stockholders and was not in a position to compromise that main objective. Terhune also
pointed to the politics of the situation and complained that with the number of agencies
involved, the company was deluged with problems every time they wanted to change
anything in their plans. According to Toll Brothers, these politics have been a large
hindrance to the site's development and prevented the project from moving forward.
Interview with Andrew Terhune, October 16. 2001.
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The third major hindrance Terhune identified to the site's development is that
there are "too many" historical agencies involved in the review process. The covenants
placed on the land when Toll Brothers purchased the site require approval from three
historical agencies: the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, the Pennsylvania
Historic and Museum Commission, and the Philadelphia Historical Commission, hi
addition, to receive tax credits, approval is required from a fourth agency, the National
Park Service. Terhune pointed out that at times the agencies disagreed and he thought
limiting agency involvement to the Philadelphia Historical Commission would have
eased negotiations and resulted in a "...clear cut and dry" process, hi Terhune's view the
three covenants placed on the site were also overly restrictive and if a comparable
circumstance were to arise today, these covenants would not be included. Though these
three covenants are a detriment to the site's development, Terhune said. Toll Brothers
still wants to move forward with the project. He added, "...we are in business to make
profit for our shareholders and to the extent we are not doing that we're abusing their
trust, really. So, we are trying to turn this into something that can be a profitable venture
and provide a good return for our shareholders."
"
The City of Philadelphia and the Philadelphia Planning Commission
The Philadelphia Planning Commission and the City of Philadelphia were
extensively involved in considering the issues as to the reuse of the Naval Home between
1977 and 1983. Since 1983. the Planning Commission has had a limited role, restricted
to review to decide if the plans presented by Toll Brothers comply with the zoning in
*' Interview with Andrew Terhune. October 16. 2001
.
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place. An interview with David Knapton, a planner on the staff of the Philadelphia
Planning Commission highlighted the role of his agency.
Knapton explained that in the late 1970s and early 1980s, there was a particular
political and social context surrounding the reuse of the Naval Home to which the City
had to respond. The residents of the neighborhood directly adjacent to and most affected
by the Naval Home had a communal vision. They wanted access to the front lawn and
either a nursing facility to care for the neighborhood's aging population or housing for
the elderly. The site had been only visually accessible to the community for the past
hundred years and according to Knapton the residents "felt it was owed to them." In
1977, the neighborhood community formed the Concerned Community Residents in the
Naval Home Area, an interest group to express their ideas and concerns. In a 1983 article
in The Philadelphia Inquirer, Hank Klibanoff described the residents' concerns:
There is a feeling among many of the residents of the area represented by CCR
that neither Toll nor city Planning Director Craig Schelter paid proper respect to
the history of the neighborhood and to the nostalgia that many of the residents still
attach to their turf.
...The people who live there have always called their neighborhood South
Philadelphia; the urban planners and developers now call it Southwest Center
City, a seemingly innocuous linguistic device that has the effect of throwing the
net of gentrification over the area.
Klibanoff described the adjacent neighborhood as primarily black, with a rich history
important to older black Philadelphians. During the first half of the twentieth century,
this neighborhood, the 30th Ward, primarily census tract thirteen today, "attracted
Interview with David Knapton. October 12. 2001
.
Hank Klibanoff, "Development, with redevelopment," The Philadelphia Inquirer. January 21, 1983, 2-B.
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ambitious men and women who organized newspapers, fraternal organizations, the
Christian Street YMCA, mortuaries and the Citizens and Southern Bank and Trust. "^^
The City was in a difficult position because they had to evaluate the site's
economic value and accommodate the wishes of the neighborhood at the same time.
Thomas Hine. architecture critic of The Philadelphia Inquirer wrote of then City
Managing Director, Wilson Goode's problem.
His dilemma does not concern the sorts of things the architects or planners will
tell him. It is a very sticky matter of local neighborhood politics. Housing for the
affluent makes economic sense, but that is likely to frighten working class blacks
and whites who live nearby. The suggestion of using the complex to offer social
services or recreation would pit the two groups against one another, and low- or
moderate-income housing would likely provoke a confrontation.
"^'^
While the City acknowledged the economic value of the Naval Home site, politicians and
city officials could not turn their back on their constituents. From 1978 to 1981 the City
negotiated with GSA to purchase the Naval Home, however, the City's $700,000 bid in
1981 was not acceptable to the GSA.™ Knapton indicated that the City could not afford
to offer a price sufficient to satisfy the GSA; it also could not risk alienating the
neighborhood. While in the early 1980s, this economic-political equation governed the
way city politicians responded, over the next twenty years perceptions changed. Instead
of believing the site was owed to them, residents increasingly became concerned with the
poor condition of the Naval Home and worried it was becoming an eyesore in their
•"*
Klibanoff. 2-B.
*'' Thomas Hine. "The Naval Home: A National Treasure that Needs Help." The Philadelphia Inquirer.
August 3. 1980.
™ Amendment Number 1 to Disposal Plan Dated December 4. 1980. Naval Home File, PA Historical and
Museum Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
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neighborhood. In 1996 Ralph Cipriano, journalist from The Philadelphia Inquirer,
wrote of the Naval Home, "...the place looks pretty beat, with overgrown trees and
graffiti-covered walls. And residents and preservationists are wondering if they can trust
a firm that they say has done a lousy job of maintaining the historic property."^" In 1996
Toll Brothers announced its plans to demolish the Governor's and Surgeon General's
Residences and the residents and preservation community raised objections. Milton
Marks, then vice president of the Presei-vation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia,
described this action as "demolition by neglect." Marks noted that Toll Brothers had a
responsibility to maintain the historic buildings and the grounds.''^ By the time these
complaints began to surface, there was little the Planning Commission was able to do to
influence Toll Brothers. The City had its opportunity in 1981 to purchase the site and
guide its development, but fifteen years later the role of the City was limited, and the
Planning Commission participation was confined to reviewing the Toll Brothers" plans to
ensure their compliance with the zoning code.
Historical Agencies
As already mentioned in this chapter, there were three historic agencies directly
involved with the redevelopment of the Naval Home: the Philadelphia Historical
Commission (PHC), the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission (PHMC), and
the Federal Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP). The National Park
Service and Preservation Alliance were also actively involved participants over the last
'' Ralph Cipriano. " Naval Home's neighbors say the site is going to seed. " The Philadelphia Inquirer.
June 10. 1996, Bl.
^" Cipriano, Bl.
^^ Ibid., B5.
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twenty years. The roles of these agencies are connected in that they all involve the
enforcement of historic preservation rules and regulations that exist at federal, state, and
local levels. This section will discuss each agency, and its respective responsibilities and
concerns for the site.
Federal Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966, as amended, established
the Federal Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) in Title II. Section 20 1.^'*
The ACHP is an independent agency of the United States Government. Section 202 of
the NHPA defines the duties of the Council. These duties include advising the President
and Congress on historic preservation issues, encouraging public interest and
participation in historic preservation, recommending studies of existing preservation
legislation and tax policies to asses their success, advising State and local historic
preservation agencies about preservation legislation, encouraging training and education
in the field of historic preservation, and recommending improvements for the
effectiveness and consistency of the policies and programs of the NHPA.
'
Over the past twenty years several individuals from the Advisory Council have
been involved with the Naval Home project, including Gary Hume and Charlene Dwin
Vaughn. I spoke with Ms. Vaughn to ascertain the Advisory Council's role and
perspective on the site. Vaughn stated that the responsibility of her office was to conduct
a Section 106 Review as required and defined by the National Historic Preservation Act
of 1966. The NHPA established the National Register of Historic Places, the National
'''
Title 2, Section 201 of the National Historic Preservation Act. 16 U.S.C. 470i.
'^ Title 2, Section 202 of the National Historic Preservation Act. 16 U.S.C. 470j.
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Historic Landmarks program, the nomination processes, criteria for designation, the
appointment of the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), and SHPO
responsibilities. Section 106 of the NHPA created a requirement that,
...the head of any Federal Agency having direct or indirect jurisdiction over a
proposed Federal or federally assisted undertaking in any State and the head of
any Federal department or independent agency having authority to license any
undertaking shall, prior to the approval of the expenditure of any Federal funds on
the undertaking or prior to the approval of the expenditure of any Federal funds
on the undertaking or prior to the issuance of any license, as the case may be, take
into account the effect of the undertaking on any district, site, building, structure,
or object that is included in or eligible for inclusion in the National Register.^^
Under this regulation Section 106 applied to the Naval Home because a federal agency,
the GSA, was taking action to transfer federal property out of federal ownership and that
could potentially have an adverse effect the historic property. In addition to Section 106,
Section 1 10 applied to the Naval Home. Section 1 10 states that the heads of all federal
agencies are responsible for the preservation and use of historic buildings. ^^ Section llOf
established.
Prior to the approval of any Federal undertaking which may directly and
adversely affect any National Historic Landmark, the head of the responsible
Federal agency shall, to the maximum extent possible, undertake such planning
and actions as may be necessary to minimize harm to such landmark, and shall
afford the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation a reasonable opportunity to
comment on the undertaking.^^
Working under Section 106 and Section 1 10, Vaughn explained that the
responsibility of the Advisory Council was to work with the SHPO to ensure that the
development plan proposed by Toll Brothers did not adversely affect the historic integrity
of the Naval Home. Vaughn also stated that the SHPO was integral to the process and
' Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, 16 U.S.C. 470f.
Section 1 10 of the National Historic Preservation Act, 16 U.S.C. 470h-2.
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the Advisory Council, in order to minimize the number of historical agencies involved,
deferred to the SHPO's recommendation several times throughout the review and
approval process.^'* In Vaughn's opinion, the Naval Home illustrates a case in which the
strengths of planning and preservation did not work together. She commented that the
three covenants may not have been adequate in that they were too broad. She conjectured
that perhaps timelines and performance reports should have been required to ensure Toll
Brothers or any other buyer would periodically report on their progress and the site's
condition. Vaughn added that recently there has been speculation that Toll Brothers
wants to sell the site, and she questioned whether there should have been another
requirement added to the covenants to stipulate that Toll Brothers had to work with a
partner. Finally, Vaughn added that a city like Philadelphia, known for its historic
properties, could have done more for one of its National Historic Landmarks.
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission - Bureau for Historic
Preservation
Upon the ratification of Act 446 on June 6, 1945, an amendment to the
Pennsylvania Administrative Code, three agencies, the Pennsylvania Historical
Commission, the State Museum, and the State Archives merged to form the Pennsylvania
Historical and Museum Commission (PHMC). The PHMC is the official agency of the
Commonwealth responsible for the conservation of the state's historical heritage. The
Bureau for Historic Preservation is part of the PHMC and serves as the State Historic
Preservation Office (SHPO). The Executive Director of the PHMC, Brent Glass, Ph.D.,
™ Section 1 lOf of the National Historic Preservation Act, 16 U.S.C. 470h-2.
^' Phone conversation with Charlene Dwin Vaughn, January 31, 2002.
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is the State Historic Preservation Officer. The SHPO administers the state's historic
preservation program as authorized by the Pennsylvania History Code and the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966. Advisory boards and the Pennsylvania Historic
Preservation Plan guide the SHPO. The Governor of Pennsylvania also appoints a board
of Commissioners to oversee the SHPO. The function of the SHPO is to identify and
protect the architectural and archaeological resources of Pennsylvania. In order to
provide adequate services the SHPO is divided into three units. Preservation Services,
Archaeology and Protection, and Grants Programs and Planning. All three of these had a
role in the Naval Home project.^'
The SHPO's involvement over the past twenty years has centered around the
following issues: approval of Toll Brothers' site plan, concern for the condition and
deterioration of the buildings, and Toll Brothers' application for the Federal
Rehabilitation Investment Tax Credit. Various staff members of the SHPO have been
involved in the Naval Home project. Brenda Barrett was the Director of the Bureau from
1980 to 2000 and played a key role in this time period. Dan Deibler is the current Chief
of the Bureau and has been involved with the project since 1982. Bonnie Wilkinson
Mark, joined the staff in 1997 as an historical architect and she reviewed the most recent
proposal submitted in 1999 with modifications in 2000. I had an opportunity to speak
with Ms. Wilkinson Mark and Mr. Deibler about their experience with the project.
Deibler expressed the SHPO's general concerns and also recognized Toll Brothers' point
of view. Deibler said the SHPO's view is that the front lawn and the relationship
^ Phone Conversation with Charlene Dwin-Vaughn. January 31, 2002.
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between the three Strickland buildings defines the character of the site, and it is vital that
this composition remain as Strickland intended. However, he pointed out that Toll
Brothers does not recognize the significance of the front lawn and views it as open space.
Toll Brothers did respect the front lawn and in their 1985 and 1997 proposals. However,
in 1999, Toll Brothers submitted a plan that showed new construction on the front lawn
and between the historical buildings. (Figure 41 in Chapter 3) Deibler explained the
SHPO would like to see more open space between the Strickland buildings and the new
housing planned for the site. In an effort to guide the presei-vation of the three structures,
the SHPO steered Toll Brothers towards the tax credit application process. To receive tax
credits Toll Brothers had to meet the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation and the SHPO believed this requirement would result in a strong
preservation plan.**" However, these Standards are broad, open to interpretation, and did
not clarify, in Toll Brothers' opinion, the manner in which the SHPO wanted the
historical buildings treated.*"^ The tax credit application process will be discussed later in
conjunction with the National Park Service's responsibilities. In addition, Deibler
pointed out that the SHPO was not concerned with development cost as Toll Brothers
was and this resulted in different points of view. The SHPO acknowledged that Toll
Brothers is driven by the housing market and the cost associated with holding and
developing the site. Ms. Wilkinson Mark added that Toll Brothers is also driven by the
visibility their project will have and therefore prefers to place new housing towards the
*' Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg,
PA.
*" Conversation with Dan Deibler. February 5, 2002.
*^ Interview with Andrew Terhune, October 16. 2001.
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front of the property rather than in the back. In addition, both Deibler and Wilkinson
Mark mentioned that Toll Brothers is comfortable with wood frame construction and did
not want to build new housing that would require steel construction. Therefore, the
heights of the new buildings suggested in their proposals do not go above three stories, as
four stories would require steel construction. Deibler and Wilkinson Mark indicated the
SHPO would not object to buildings at or above four stories at the back of the property.
The last main concern the SHPO expressed over Toll Brothers proposals is the increasing
density they want to place on the site. In 1982 Toll Brothers stipulated they needed to
place two-hundred dwelling units on the site and by 1994 this number increased to one-
thousand two-hundred.'^'*
When Toll Brothers entered into the option to purchase agreement in 1982, the
GSA placed three covenants (discussed in Chapter 1) on the property. The first covenant
required the approval of the SHPO and the Advisory Council (discussed below) before
"any alteration, improvements, new development and/or development" took place at the
Naval Home complex. Thus, the SHPO's involvement with Toll Brothers began in 1982
and they participated in the meetings and correspondence between the company and the
Philadelphia Historical Commission, Advisory Council on Historic Preservation , and the
National Park Service.
^^
One of the main responsibilities of the SHPO was to work with the Advisory
Council on the Section 106 Review (discussed below) for the Naval Home. Section 106
^ Eami Young, "Navy Home rehab," The Philadelphia Daily News. January 27, 1994, 25.
*' Brenda Barrett to Zvi Barzilay, June 8, 1982. Carl K. Zucker to Allan Wakner, Brenda Barrett, and
William Brookover. and Polly Matherly. July 16. 1982, Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
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of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 requires the Advisory Council to
review the effect of a particular project on "...any district, site, building, structure, or
object that is included in or eligible for inclusion in the National Register."**^ Throughout
the early 1980s the SHPO reviewed and made comments on the architectural plans Toll
Brothers suggested for the site.^^ As time passed and no plan was implemented, the
SHPO exercised another function. The SHPO was concerned with the site's condition,
deterioration, and maintenance. In 1997 Brent Glass wrote to Zvi Barzilay to remind him
that "The historic buildings have been vacant for over fifteen years and are suffering from
the effects of wind, water, and weather."**^ Douglas Gamble, project manager at Toll
Brothers, responded that the company spent over $500,000 on maintenance.^^ Along
with these responsibilities, the SHPO was also involved, along with the National Park
Service, in the review of Toll Brothers' tax credit application.
National Park Service
In addition to the SHPO, the Historic Preservation Services Division, National
Park Services (NPS) played a critical role in protecting and preserving the Naval Home
complex. The Division offers a broad range of services including financial assistance and
incentives, educational guidance, and technical information on the rehabilitation of
historic buildings. The NPS works in conjunction with State Historic Preservation
Offices, local governments, federal agencies, colleges, and non-profit organizations to
** Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (16 U.S.C. 470f)
*'
See letters dated August 3, 1983. October 7. 1983. and December 30, 1983in Appendix B.
*^ Brent Glass to Zvi Barzilay. July 3, 1997. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum Commission,
Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
** Douglas Gamble to Don Klima. July 7. 1987, Naval Home File, PA Bureau of Historic Preservation.
Harrisburg. PA.
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manage all the programs it offers. One program the NPS jointly manages with the
Internal Revenue Service and State Historic Preservation Offices is the Federal Historic
Preservation Tax Incentives program.
Included in the Preservation Tax Incentive program is a 20% tax credit for
rehabilitating historic buildings. However, these buildings must meet certain criteria
established by the Secretary of the Interior: the buildings must be listed on the National
Register; the buildings must be used for income producing purposes, the work, has to be
done according to the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation; the project
has to meet the "substantial rehabilitation test" (amount of money spent on the
rehabilitation is greater than the adjusted basis of the building or greater than $5,000;
work must be completed within twenty-four months); and after rehabilitation, the
building must be owned by the same owner and operated as an income producing
property for five years.^*^ The Naval Home met all of these criteria except for one that
caused major setbacks to the project. The SHPO and the National Park Service
consistently found that the work suggested by Toll Brothers did not meet the Secretary of
the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation. The exact nature of the problems will be
discussed in Chapter 3. Throughout the application process, the SHPO provided
technical assistance to Toll Brothers and made suggesfions so that before the tax
application was sent to the NPS, Toll Brothers had the opportunity to incorporate the
SHPO's recommendations. Once the SHPO reviewed Toll Brothers application, it
submitted the application with a recommendation to the National Park Service for another
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review, comment, and final decision. The application consists of three parts. Part 1
certifies the building is an historic structure and is eligible for the tax credit. Buildings
that are individually listed such as the Naval Home are automafically designated as
certified historic structures. Part 2 is a description of the scope of work to be done and
should be filed before the work begins. Part 3 is a request for Certification of Completed
Work which documents the work and acts as proof for the Internal Revenue Service that
the rehabilitation is "certified."
It is important to discuss the history of Federal Historic Preservation Tax
Incentives to understand how they have affected the Naval Home project. In 1976,
Congress passed the Tax Reform Act of 1976 and a year later the NPS established an
administrative program. This act was the first major preservation tax incentive for the
rehabilitation of income-producing certified historic properties. In addition, the act
encouraged preservation rather than new development. Five years later, the Economic
Recovery Tax Act of 1981 made changes in federal tax laws. As Charles E. Fisher wrote
of the 1981 legislation, "This legislation acknowledged the dramatic impact of federal
assistance through the tax laws on historic properties and marked the most significant
effort to foster historic preservation through national tax policies."'^' In addition to the
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, the Tax Reform Act of 1986 brought significant
changes to preservation tax policies. This Act lowered the preservation credit from 25%
"IRS Requirements." Federal Historic Presen-ation Tax Incentives Brochure. National Park Service,
available from http://www2.cr.nps.gOv/tps/tax/brochure2.htni#intro; Internet; accessed 17 March 2002.
" Charles E. Fisher. "Historic Preservation Tax Incentives Program, The First 20 Years," Cultural
Resource Management 20, No. 6, ( 1997): 5.
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to 20%, which led to a reduced use of the preservation tax incentives from 1987 to
1993.^- (Figure 26)
Federal Tax Incentives For Rehabilitating Historic Buildings since 1976
3500
Figure 26 Chart compares the number of approved applications (green line) to the investment
dollars in millions (black line).
From this chart we see that when Toll Brothers first became involved with the Naval
Home in 1981, there was an upswing in the use of tax incentives that lasted until 1987, at
which time the use of tax incentives dropped due to the changes brought about by the Tax
Reform Act of 1986. However, with an improved economy in the mid 1990s, there was
an increase in the number of projects using the tax incentives. Toll Brothers applied for
tax credits twice, with two different proposals. The first application was in 1985 and was
governed by the Economic Recovery Act of 1981. The second application was in 2000
Ibid.
' Ibid.
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and fell under the jurisdiction of the Tax Reform Act of 1986.^'' The change in tax law
was one factor among many others that Toll Brothers claims contributed to the delay of
their project.^^
Philadelphia Historical Commission
In 1955 Mayor Joseph S. Clark and City Council passed an ordinance that created
the Philadelphia Historical Commission (PHC or Commission), which granted the PHC
the power to designate historic buildings, review building permit applications for such
properties, and delay demolitions for a period no longer than six months. "^^ The 1955
ordinance was rewritten and on April 1, 1985 a new ordinance went into effect.*^^ The
new ordinance empowered the Commission to designate historic buildings, sites,
structures, objects, and districts of historical or architectural significance in Philadelphia.
It also established a review process that required the Commission's approval on any work
that will require a building permit or change the appearance of an historic building. By
this ordinance the Department of Licenses and Inspection cannot issue a building permit
for an historic site without that approval from the Commission. Along with these powers
the PHC provides technical assistance on the preservation and conservation of historic
properties, maintains a library on Philadelphia history, architectural history, and
Toll Brothers, "Historic Preservation Certification Application Part 2 - Description of Rehabilitation.
July 1985. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation,
Harrisburg. PA.
*' Interview with Andrew Terhune, October 16. 2001.
'''Richard Tyler to Patricia E. Bailey, September 10, 1987, Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
''
Ibid.
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preservation, and performs reviews under Section 106 in lieu of the State Historic
Preservation Office and Advisory Council.^^
In the case of the Naval Home, the PHC was deeply involved with the building
permit review process. In September 1987 Richard Tyler outlined in a letter to Patricia
E. Bailey the role the PHC played in the process surrounding the reuse of the Naval
Home from 1982 to 1987. This letter was written in response to a July 1987 letter
addressed to Don L. Klima, Chief, Eastern Division of Project Review of the Advisory
Council from Douglass R. Gamble, project manager with Toll Brothers. Gamble's letter
accused the PHC of delaying Toll Brothers acquisition and development of the Naval
Home.'^'^ Tyler's letter explained that by July 1982, the PHC along with the SHPO, and
the NPS held several meetings and exchanged numerous letters with Toll Brothers "...in
an effort to resolve diverse issues such as the treatment of the front lawn, the siting and
materials of the new construction, the overall site plan and the demolition of Laning
Hall."'°° Meetings and correspondence continued from 1982 to 1985 in an attempt to
resolve these issues. The PHC had no role in the review of Toll Brothers application for
federal tax incentives or compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966. However, Tyler did participate in the meetings between Toll
Brothers, the SHPO and the Advisory Council. Tyler wrote in those meetings he
objected "...to several elements, including the materials and siting of the new
''*
Section § 14-2007 of the Philadelphia Code.
^ Douglass R. Gamble to Don L. Klima, July 7. 1987. Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
'* Richard Tyler to Patricia E. Bailey, September 10, 1987. Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
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construction, particularly in relationship to the three Strickland buildings; the overall site
plan which... failed to reflect the urban context of the Naval Home, and the intrusion of
parking on the front lawn."'°' These objections were similar to the concerns expressed
by the SHPO and the NPS and they became the central focus of the debates that would
ensue over the next decade with Toll Brothers. These debates will be further developed
and discussed in chapter 3. From 1982 -1987 the PHC articulated a consistent concern
for the front lawn, site plan, and design of new construction.
Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia
Founded in 1996, the Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia grew from a
merger of two previous historic preservation organizations, the Preservation Coalition of
Greater Philadelphia and the Philadelphia Historic Preservation Corporation. The
Preservation Alliance, a nonprofit membership organization, promotes the protection and
preservation in the Philadelphia region of historic buildings, communities, and
landscapes. The AlUance supplies the following services: providing an educational
resource on historic preservation issues both locally and nationally; administering an
easement program, protecting historic resources that are in danger; and, in the past,
buying historic property and remarketing it to developers for adaptive reuse.
Occasionally, the Preservation Alliance becomes involved in a particular site such as the
Naval Home to help ensure that any new development is carried out in a manner that
"" Richard Tyler to Patricia E. Bailey. September 10. 1987. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
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respects the historic buildings. In this case, the PHC, the SHPO, and the NPS asked the
Alliance to undertake a new study of the Naval Home in 1996.'°"
In October 1996 the Preservation Alliance submitted an application to
Preservation Pennsylvania, a private non-profit organization, to secure funding from the
Philadelphia Intervention Fund to conduct a development analysis of the Naval Home. In
November 1996. the Preservation Pennsylvania awarded the Alliance $20,000 to be used
for the Naval Home Study. '°'' There was no legal agreement between the Alliance and
Toll Brothers; however, Randall Cotton, Associate Director of the Preservation Alliance,
described an informal agreement between the two parties."^"* Though Toll Brothers was
under no obligation to adopt the Alliance's recommendations, they did participate in the
process and in the end incorporated some of the Alliance's suggestions.'"^ The intent of
the Preservation Alliance was to "demonstrate how to preserve the most historically
significant precinct of the site and to determine how the owner could realize a viable
return on investment within the restrictions of a preservation solution.""^^ Led by their
President at the time, Don Meginley, the Alliance worked with a real estate consultant,
Stanley Taraila of Renaissance Properties and an architectural firm, Voith & Mactavish,
to design a development plan that would be agreeable to both Toll Brothers and the
various historic agencies involved. The specific details of this plan and its
" Milton Marks to Caroline Boyce. October 16. 1996. Naval Home File. Preservation Alliance for Greater
Philadelphia. Philadelphia, PA.
'"^ Caroline Boyce to Milton Marks and J. Randall Cotton, November 6, 1996, Naval Home File.
Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia. Philadelphia. PA.
*^ Conversation with Randall Cotton. Associate Director. Preservation Alliance. January 15, 2002.
'"^ Andrew Terhune to Herbert Vederman, Wayne Spilove, and Richard Snowden, July 9, 1997. Naval
Home File, PA Historical and Museum Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
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recommendations will be discussed in Chapter 3. While Toll Brothers did incorporate
many of the suggestions made by the Preservation Alliance and presented this revised
scheme for approval, in the end they chose not to move forward with it. The reason Toll
Brothers chose to forego this plan in favor of working with another architect is unclear,
but perhaps the informal agreement between the Alliance and Toll Brothers was not as
strong as the Alliance perceived it to be. Andrew Terhune from Toll Brothers believed
that the Preservation Alliance was not helpful as it was another interest group seeking to
become involved and felt that with three agencies overseeing the project there was no
need for yet another historic preservation organization's opinion. Though the efforts of
the Preservation Alliance were ultimately unsuccessful, they reflect the struggle the
Advisory Council for Historic Preservation, the Pennsylvania Bureau for Historic
Preservation, the National Park Service, and the Philadelphia Historical Commission,
faced in shaping the redevelopment plan for the Naval Home.
'"* Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia, Philadelphia Intenention Fund Gran! Application.
October 16, 1996, Naval Home File, Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia. Philadelphia, PA.

Chapter 3: Toll Brothers' Proposals
The focus of this chapter is the proposals put forward by Toll Brothers from 1982
to 2000. hi the files at the Pennsylvania Bureau of Historic Preservation, there were two
tax credit applications submitted over the past twenty years. Toll Brothers submitted the
first application in 1984 and revised it in July 1985. An application based on a different
design proposal was presented in April 2000. Though there were only two formal tax
credit applications. Toll Brothers advanced several design proposals between 1982 and
2000. hi addition, over these eighteen years there were multiple meetings and a wealth of
correspondence between Toll Brothers, the involved historic agencies, the GSA, and the
City of Philadelphia. In order to describe these events, I divided the time period from
1982 to 2000 into three sections: 1982 to 1987. 1988 to 1993, and 1994 to 2000.
corresponding to related event developments.
I. 1982 to 1987: Toll Brothers' First Attempt to Gain Approval
The General Services Administration accepted Toll Brothers' bid for the Naval
Home on March 18, 1982.'"^ In June 1982, Brenda Barrett, Director for the Bureau for
Historic Preservation (SHPO) wrote to Zvi Barzilay, then a project manager with Toll
Brothers. Barrett outlined the historic preservation requirements that Toll Brothers
needed to address in planning its redevelopment of the Naval Home. Two requirements
were approval from the Philadelphia Historical Commission (PHC) before any
demolition or alteration could take place and approval from the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation (ACHP) and the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission,
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Bureau for Historic Preservation (SHPO). The final condition was that in order receive
the 25% tax credit approval from the National Park. Service (NPS) was necessary.""^ At
the end of July, Barrett stated that the SHPO approved Toll Brothers proposal in
concept.'"'' Toll Brothers' plan at that time called for the rehabilitation of Biddle Hall into
sixty-five apartments, rehabilitation of the two residences for commercial use, and
preservation of the site's landscaping, fence and gatehouses. The plan called for three
hundred twenty-five new dwelling units or apartments. (Figure 27) Barnett commented
on this plan:
In concept we support approval of the proposed plan that will retain and
rehabilitate the National Historic Properties - Biddle Hall, the Governor's
Residence, and the Surgeon General's residence and keep the front lawn, the
existing walls with associated guard houses and many of the groupings of
specimen trees. We recognize that the proposed plan would require the
demolition of other properties on the National Register site specifically Laning
Hall. However, it is our opinion based on the prior reuse study developed in part
with a grant from our office that the present approach is the only way to preserve
the landmark buildings and get the development of the site off dead center where
it has been sitting for the past five years.
Barrett was referring to the study conducted by Wallace Roberts and Todd (WRT) for the
City of Philadelphia in 1980. In addition, Barrett noted that demolition of Laning Hall
was a trade off for the preservation of the front lawn and the Strickland buildings. The
'"''Toll Brothers Bid for Naval Home. March 10, 1982. GSA Control No: 3-N-PA-684, Contract No. GS-
OW-DR-(P) 122 ISA, Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum Commission, Bureau for Historic
Preservation, Harrisburg. PA.
'"* Brenda Barrett to Zvi Barzilay, June 8. 1982. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Pre.servation, Harrisburg. PA.
'*" Brenda Barrett to Zvi Barzilay, July 27, 1982, Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
"" Brenda Barrett to Myra Harrison. July 21. 1982. Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
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demolition of Laning Hall created a controversy from 1988 to 1991 and will be discussed
below in section two of this chapter. By the end of July 1982 Toll Brothers also received
conceptual approval for this proposal from the ACHP. ' '
'
Figure 27 First conceptual design proposed by Toll Brothers in 1982. Design by
Wallace Roberts Todd.
In August 1982 Mj^a Harrison, Assistant Regional Director of the Mid- Atlantic Regional
Office of the NPS wrote a memo to the Chief of the Resource Assistance Division and
requested that the Washington, D.C. office assume responsibility for the review of the
Naval Home Tax Act project. Harrison stated "...that the proposed
rehabilitation/redevelopment project will raise major questions of policy and
'" Jordan E. Tannenbaum to Zvi Barzilay, July 30, 1982. Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg. PA.
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precedent.""- Therefore, the Washington, D.C. office of the NPS took over the review
process when it was in its early stages. In November 1982 Lee Nelson, Chief of the
Preservation Assistance Division of the NPS, wrote Barzilay and summarized the
agreements reached during a meeting on November 1, 1982, in Philadelphia. In that
meeting. Toll sought preliminary approval from the NPS of their redevelopment plan.
Before this approval could be granted, however. Nelson explained that Toll Brothers had
to meet certain requirements. First, because the WRT plan called for the demolition of
Laning Hall, Nelson stated he needed "convincing information supporting the
infeasibility of reusing Laning Hall" before he could approve its demolition as part of the
overall project."^ He requested Barzilay send him a letter with such information. Nelson
also stated that he and Barzilay agreed that a mutually endorsed preservation checklist
would be prepared for the Strickland Buildings and the front lawn. This list was to be
prepared on November 10, 1982, during a site visit to the Naval Home. Nelson
concluded that his approval of the preliminary plan was also contingent on modifications
in the location of new residential units.
On November 24, 1982, Zvi Barzilay provided Nelson a letter from Richard
Huffman, a partner at WRT that justified the demolition of Laning Hall. Huffman
indicated that Laning was difficult to reuse for a residential purpose because the structure
was only twenty-six feet wide. According to Huffman, it would have been very difficult
"- Myra Harrison to Chief. Reource Assistance Division. August 11. 1982. Naval Home File. PA Historical
and Museum Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
"- Lee Nelson to Zvi Bar/ilay. November 9. 1982. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg, PA.
"*
Lee Nelson to Zvi Barzilay. November 9. 1982. PA Historical and Museum Commission, Bureau for
Historic Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
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to design an efficient double loaded corridor; and while a single loaded corridor was
possible, Huffman pointed to the problems that would be associated with that type of
design. He wrote:
A single loaded scheme could produce 15 units per floor, however, the large
proportion of circulation space makes the cost per unit very high. . . . Renovation
of Laning Hall for residential purposes will be a significantly higher cost than
new construction. Because of the inefficiency of layout, Laning Hall will cost
nearly twice as much per unit as new construction. Coupled with the high
operating costs and limited residential rental market it is not economically
feasible to develop Laning Hall for residential rental even with maximum tax
incentives.""^
On November 24, 1982, Lee Nelson wrote Barzilay and detailed the preservation
checklist with which Toll Brothers had to comply in any reuse scheme. (Appendix B)
The issues of concern surrounding Biddle Hall included the roof, the verandas, the facade
masonry and ornamental details, the domed assembly hall, other interior features, and the
Biddle Hall annex. Nelson stated the most important condition Toll Brothers had to
satisfy in any proposal was:
...the placement (on your site plan) of the new housing units between Biddle Hall
and the Governor's Residence. Alternatives to this placement shall be considered
so that the units are placed well behind the front plane of Biddle Hall (not forward
of the center line axis of Biddle Hall, as is proposed for the new units between
Biddle Hall and the Surgeon General's Residence)."^
Nelson's last condition outlined the criteria that the all the historic agencies abided by
and agreed upon: new construction was to be set back from the Strickland buildings and
the front lawn was to be left untouched. In 1997, upon reviewing Toll Brothers' second
"^ Richard Huffman to Zvi Barzilay, November 18. 1982. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
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major proposal, the SHPO cited this letter as their justification for not granting approval.
(See discussion below.) In the same letter, Nelson also stated that he was prepared to
approve the overall development scheme if Barzilay endorsed and committed to the
checklist and submitted documentation that justified the demolition of Laning Hall."^
Nelson also indicated that he expected to further consult with Toll Brothers when they
had more detailed plans to submit. In addition. Nelson expected to receive a Part 2
application of an Historic Preservation Certification Application for review by the SHPO
before the application was sent to the NPS.
At the end of November 1982 Barzilay sent a letter to Dr. Larry E. Tise, then
Executive Director of the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission. Barzilay
requested a written response from Tise that certified the State's approval so that Toll
Brothers could move forward."^ Tise responded on December 20, 1982, "The plan in
concept proposes the redevelopment of the rear of the site with compatible new
construction and the preservation and rehabilitation of the landmark Strickland
buildings."''^ Tise stated that the Commission conceptually supported that approach.
Tise indicated that the Commission and the Advisory Council would formally review the
plans when Toll Brothers submitted more detailed plans for new construction and the
specifications for the rehabilitation of the historic structures.
Lee Nelson to Zvi Barzilay, November 24, 1982, Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg, PA.
"Mbid.
"* Zvi Barzilay to Larry Tise, November 29. 1982, Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg, PA.
'" Larry Tise to Zvi Barzilay, December 10, 1982. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
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In January 1983 the SHPO granted conditional approval of the work on Biddle
Hall, the Governor's Residence and Surgeon General's Residence and the North and
South Gatehouses and Front Fence providing the work met the Secretary of the Interior's
Standards for Rehabilitation. In addition, the SHPO desired new construction be set
back from the historical buildings. As long as the rehabilitation work concurred with the
Secretary of the Interior's Standards and the new construction was placed away from the
historic structures, the SHPO stated it would be able to recommend certification of the
project for federal tax incentives. '"° Though this approval came from the SHPO, the NPS
was not yet able to grant approval for the tax credits.
In mid February 1983 Nelson, on behalf of the NPS, notified Barzilay that the
letter written by Huffman did not "...on its own, adequately document the economic
infeasibility of developing Laning Hall."'"' However. Nelson stated that his own
inspection and the WRT reuse study published in 1980 convinced him of the infeasibility
of developing Laning Hall. He continued the demolition of Laning did not:
. . .preclude ultimate certification of the project, provided that the conditions of my
letter of November 24, 1982 are met, and that the historic character of Biddle
Hall, the flanking buildings, the frontal setting, gatehouses, and front wall/fencing
are preserved. These preservation aspects are essential to sustain the landmark
status for this property, and to receive the tax benefits.'"" (emphasis in original)
On February 16, 1983, Barzilay applied for a demolition permit for Laning
Hall.'"'* In March 1983 the PHC, pursuant to the preservation ordinance of 1955,
'"" Brenda Barrett to Zvi Barzilay, January 23. 1983. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
'"' Lee Nelson to Zvi Barzilay, February 16. 1983, Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
'--
Ibid.
'-*
City of Philadelphia. Demolition Permit #82056. March 18. 1983. Naval Home File, Preservation
Alliance for Greater Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA.
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approved the demolition of Laning Hall with the understanding that the front lawn would
be maintained. Tyler wrote that this decision resulted from both the consensus reached
between the historical agencies and Toll Brothers as well as the limited power provided
to the Commission to block demolitions under the 1955 ordinance. Toll Brothers could
have demolished Laning Hall anytime after March 1983, but they did not because they
did not have the necessary approvals for the tax credits in place from the NPS or approval
from the Advisory Council and SHPO.'"''
In a letter dated February 25, 1983, to Mr. Barney Maltby of the GSA, Zvi
Barzilay requested a six month extension of Toll Brothers' contract to purchase the Naval
Home. Toll Brothers was not ready to close the sale because they did not have all the
necessary approvals for a building permit to be issued. The GSA granted an extension
until September 17, 1983.'"'' In May 1983 Nelson, not having received a response to his
November 24, 1982, or February 16, 1983, letters, encouraged Toll Brothers to submit a
Part 2 Historic Preservation Certification Application.'"^
In July 1983 Nelson received perspective renderings from The Salkin Group, Inc.
that illustrated the relationship of the new housing units to the historic buildings. (Figure
28) The same drawings were also sent to the SHPO and in early August Brenda Barrett
presented Nelson the comments of her office. Barrett said the scale, massing, and design
of the new construction was acceptable. However, she expressed concern about the
material to be used for the new buildings. Toll Brothers had not specified the material.
'"^ See letters from Lee H. Nelson to Zvi Barzilay. November 24. 1982 and February 16, 1983 in Appendix
B. Toll Brothers had not yet submitted Part 2 Application.
'"^ Lee Nelson to Zvi Barzilay. May 5. 1983. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum Commission,
Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
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but, Barrett wrote, because the color of the historic buildings ranged from light tan and
yellow to gray the new construction should follow the same color range. The texture also
was important and Barrett commented that the texture should resemble the stone or
stucco of the existing buildings.
•*c
=^ ^^-'Trrfc-^an^
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m^^
Figure 28 Salidn Group Perspective Renderings, 1983.
Barrett also mentioned that red brick would not be compatible with the historic
structures on the site and therefore would not be compatible. She stated, "The fact that
red brick is common in Philadelphia and the surrounding neighborhood is irrelevant."'"^
Barrett also commented on the placement of the new buildings and stated that SHPO
would like to see the new construction sited further from the historical buildings and
Ibid.
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"behind the center Hne of Biddle Hall."'"'' This letter from Barrett influenced Nelson's
response to The Salkin Group.
In late August 1983 Nelson wrote to The Salkin Group that while the design of
the new units in the historic context pleased him, he had concerns over where the
buildings were placed and questioned whether the new units could be relocated to
minimize their impact on the historic buildings. Nelson also raised questions about the
materials to be used in the new construction. Toll Brothers" plan was to use materials
compatible with both the surrounding community and the Naval Home site. Nelson, like
the SHPO, did not feel the materials needed to be compatible with the surrounding
community and asked Toll Brothers to rethink the choice of material in light of the fact
that the historic buildings and gatehouses had painted stucco walls.' " hi response. Toll
Brothers began to express its frustration with the approval process. Barzilay wrote,
As we all realize, the Naval Home is not in the most ideal location, and major
compromise would have to be made in order to market this site. ...There are
various examples throughout the country where indigenous materials were a
major marketing obstacle. I trust that neither you nor us would like to see the
market resistance to purchasing units in the Naval Home. Therefore, I hereby
request that you withdraw from your recent request, and provide us with the
flexibility necessary to make our project a success.
In December of 1983 Toll Brothers submitted Part 2 Historic Certification
Applications to the SHPO.'" Toll Brothers submitted separate applications for each part
of the project. Three of these applications were in the Naval Home file of the
'-* Brenda Barrett to Lee Nelson, August 3, 1983, Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
'^"Ibid.
'^" Lee Nelson to Thomas C. Barton, 111, August 25, 1983. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
'" Zvi Barzilay to Brenda Barrett. September 9, 1983, Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
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Preservation Alliance. There was one application for site and landscaping issues, one for
the gatehouses and fence, and one for the Governor's Residence. The first response to
these applications came at the end of December. Barry Loveland and Patrick O'Brannon
reviewed the applications for the SHPO and they concluded that the project met the
Secretary of the Interior's Standards, but with "reservations and concerns." O'Brannon
outlined these concerns in his December 30, 1983, letter. O'Brannon requested an
existing conditions site plan to complete the review. He also made six comments on the
proposed project:
1
.
The south gates could not be mounted as sliders. They had to swing out.
2. Alternatives to the proposed widening of the north gate needed to be explored.
3. New townhouses to the north of the Governor's Residence needed to be moved
west to be recessed from the front plane of the Governor's Residence.
4. Parking proposed in the front (east) of Biddle Hall was unacceptable and will
not be permitted. This parking needed to be moved elsewhere on the site.
5. The existing lampposts on the site needed to be retained, relocated as
necessary, and incorporated into the lighting plan for the site. New lighting posts
must be compatible in design to existing lampposts.
6. The existing pavilions needed to be retained, relocated as necessary, and
incorporated in the site plan if feasible.'
O'Brannon wrote a similar letter concerning the Governor's Residence in which he listed
eleven comments on the proposed rehabilitation.''*'* Toll Brothers responded to the
SHPO's comments in a letter on February 24, 1984, requesting that the information
included in the letter be added to their Part 2 applications.'
"^ One important section in
'^' Naval Home File, Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia.
'"''
Patrick O'Brannon to Zvi Barzilay. December ."^0. 1983, Naval Home File. Preservation Alliance for
Greater Philadelphia. Philadelphia, PA.
'^^
Patrick O'Brannon to Zvi Bar/ilay. February 2. 1984, Naval Home File, Preservation Alliance for
Greater Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA.
''^ Zvi Barzilay to Patrick O'Brannon, February 24, 1984, Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg, PA.
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this letter covered the issue surrounding the location of new townhouses and parking.
Barzilay stated:
The townhouses and parking as currently sited are already on a zoning plan
approved by the Philadelphia City Council. Any changes to this zoning plan will
require an amendment by Council. As has been pointed out in the past, our
position is that the zoning plan has been reviewed and approved by the various
historic agencies and there is very limited flexibility for changes.
The SHPO was not alone in its objection to the location of parking on the front lawn; the
NFS concurred with the SHPO that parking in front of Biddle Hall was unacceptable.'"
Gary Hume. Acting Chief of the Preservation Assistance Division of the NPS.
identified three major issues that emerged as a result of the SHPO's review of Toll
Brothers' Historic Preservation Certification Application. These issues were: the
proposal to put parking in front of Biddle Hall, the intention to widen the north gate from
Gray's Ferry Avenue to allow for two-way traffic, and the proposal to enlarge the
windows on the front of the main block of Biddle Hall.'
""* Hume stated that of those three
issues all but one, the location of parking, was resolved at a March 6, 1984. meeting with
the SHPO staff, the NPS staff Richard Tyler of the PHC, and Toll Brothers. At that
meeting, the historic agencies agreed that widening the north gate could be successfully
accomplished, but that the enlargement of windows in the main section of Biddle Hall
was unacceptable.''''^ The proposed location of parking on the front lawn was a
contentious issue and no resolution was found at the meeting. Hume explained that
parking on the lawn was a subject about which the NPS had "grave concerns" as "...any
''"
Ibid.
'" Gary Hume to Zvi Barzilay. March 15. 1984. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg. PA.
'^^
Ibid.
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plan must retain the historic setting for the landmark structures."'^" Hume continued to
explain that the NPS understood the need for "substantial number of parking spaces"
because of the proposed density of housing units. However, Hume explained, the lawn
acted as a frontispiece for the Strickland-designed buildings and must remain as
untouched as possible. He wrote:
To try to insert as many as 65 parking spaces in this location would be
unacceptable. As I stated at the meeting, maintaining the vista of Biddle Hall and
the two residences from Gray's Ferry Avenue is essential. We look forward to
seeing a new site plan that accomplishes that aim, even if it means reducing the
number of new units built.'""
Before the NPS could grant final approval of the project. Toll Brothers had to submit
detailed drawings on the location of parking and the widening of the north gate. Toll
Brothers responded to Hume's letter immediately with a letter from attorney Carl Zucker.
This letter was also addressed to Brenda Barrett at the SHPO and Zucker enclosed a copy
of the plan "approved" by all the historic agencies.''*'^ (Figure 29) However, this
approval was conditional on Toll Brothers meeting certain requirements as established by
Patrick O'Brannon's letter in December 1983. O'Brannon clearly stated that parking was
not permitted on the front lawn. Zucker failed to mention this detail in his letter.
Zucker's letter outlined the events of March 6, 1984, from Toll Brothers' perspective. He
stated:
It is understood that the development cannot proceed without resolution of the site
plan issues discussed at our meeting on March 6, 1984, and it has been tentatively
agreed that site plan revisions will be made by Toll Bros., Inc., without prejudice.
"'
Ibid.
'^Ibid.
''\ Ibid.
^*^
Carl Zucker to Gary Hume and Brenda Barrett. March 16. 1984. PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg. PA.
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in accordance with your mutual requests to reduce the number of parking spaces
in front of Biddle Hall from the approved plan and to revise the orientation of the
new buildings.''*''
Zucker stated that this revised plan would be forwarded at a later date and requested that
upon its receipt, separate letters from the SHPO and the NPS certifying its approval be
forwarded to his attention.
... r 1 „
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placed between Biddle Hall and the Governor's Residence, between Biddle Hall and the
Surgeon General's Residence, and the spaces directly in front of the Surgeon General's
Residence. Hume noted that further changes in the parking design were still necessary.
In addition, the size of the traffic control court, a new item on this plan, was excessive.
The plan called for three lanes of traffic, a large fenced area and another gatehouse,
located seventy feet behind the gate. The NPS believed this facility was the antithesis of
the Park Service's objective to preserve the setting of Biddle Hall and the two residences.
In order to comply with the main preservation objective (to preserve the frontal setting),
Hume wrote, "parking and traffic control areas must be minimized not expanded as in the
April 12 site plan."'"^ Hume further remarked that because of the other issues this new
plan created, the NPS could not address the issue of parking in front of Biddle Hall.
Hume wrote:
Regrettably, our attempts to deal with one issue at a time on the very complex
problems of the development of this National Historic Landmark site have proven
most unsuccessful because of the manner in which you make changes and
introduce new elements into the development proposal. Therefore, before the
National Park Service will proceed with any further review of this project, all
documents must be submitted including the complete plans for the rehabilitation
of Biddle Hall and the two residences.
'^'^
As articulated by Hume, the haphazard way in which Toll Brothers submitted its
development plan created a problem in the review process. Resolution to these issues
came during July and August of 1984 when Toll Brothers submitted another revised plan.
'''^
Gary Hume to Zvi Barzilay, May 10, 1984, Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum Commission.
Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
'^'
Ibid.
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This plan, dated July 7, 1984, satisfied the NPS and its preservation concerns for the
setting of the three Strickland buildings.
'^^
hi September 1984, the NPS also responded to Toll Brothers' Part 2 tax credit
application.'^^ Hume informed Barzilay that there were aspects of the proposed work
that needed to be explained further before preliminary certification could be made.
While the site design issues had already been resolved, the NPS needed additional
drawings and documentation to review the project for conformance with the Secretary of
the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation. The NPS asked for specifications that
concerned re-pointing the mortar, the stucco mix, the repair and refinishing of the
veranda floors of Biddle Hall, the repair of the perimeter retaining wall, and the treatment
of all interior floors. In November 1984 Barzilay informed Hume that Toll Brothers was
in the process of preparing the material Hume requested in September.'^ Barzilay also
thanked Hume for allowing Toll Brothers to file information on the project directly with
the NPS. Barzilay wrote, "Your involvement, as you are aware, became necessary in
order to simphfy the encumbersome approval process and we do very much appreciate
your assistance."'"''*' Barzilay continued that his understanding that approval from the
NPS would be accepted as the approval of the SHPO and ACHP as required by the
original covenants. This was too large an assumption on the part of Toll Brothers,
however, as Barney Maltby, Director of the Disposal Division of the GSA, wrote to
"^ Gary Hume to Zvi Barzilay, August 14. 1984, Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
'""
Gary Hume to Zvi Barzilay. September 18. 1984. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
•^ Ibid.
'*''
Zvi Barzilay to Gary Hume. November 21. 1984. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
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Barzilay in December 1984 and explained Toll Brothers needed to provide a "...complete
development plan to all of the concerned parties..." including the Philadelphia Historical
Commission and the SHPO.'''' In order to meet these requirements. Toll Brothers was
required to submit working drawings to the Philadelphia Historical Commission and
submit the complete the Part 2 application for tax credits to the SHPO. The SHPO, upon
completion of its review, would forward the application to the NPS. Maltby noted that
Charlene Dwin of the Federal Advisory Council was willing to accept the NPS judgment.
Maltby stated that this was the only option open to Toll Brothers other than terminating
all efforts and voluntarily defaulting on their contract with the GSA.
Early in 1985 Toll Brothers convened a meeting that included Gary Hume of the
NPS, Barney Maltby of the GSA, Donna Williams and Dan Deibler of the SHPO. and a
new party, Gary Rueben of Historic Landmarks for Living. In this meeting on March 8,
1985, Toll Brothers announced that they now planned to undertake development in a joint
venture with Historic Landmarks for Living, one of the first successful developers in the
United States to restore and reuse historic buildings. The advantage to working with
Historic Landmarks for Living for Toll Brothers was the company's expertise in
rehabilitation.''''* The concept was that Historic Landmarks would oversee the work on
Biddle Hall and the two residences, and Toll Brothers would concentrate on the new
construction.
''**
hi July 1985 Historic Landmarks for Living submitted revised Part 2
''"
Ibid.
'*'
B.C. Maltby to Zvi Barzilay, December 31. 1984. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
"^ Ibid.
"^ Interview with Andrew Terhune. October 16. 2001.
""*
Interview with Andrew Terhune. October 16, 2001.
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Historic Preservation Certification Applications for the Naval Home to the SHPO. These
Part 2 Applications, dated July 2, 1985, were to take precedence over any prior written
documents. '^^ The applications submitted stated the work was to begin in September
1985 and be completed by September 1987. The application called for three hundred
twenty-tlve new housing units in addition to the sixty-five units in Biddle Hall, the same
number indicated on the July 1982 application. The SHPO reviewed and forwarded the
applications to the NPS on August 13, 1985.'^^
In October 1985 Gary Hume responded for the NPS.'*^^ Hume first reiterated the
previously agreed understandings reached in various meetings and site visits. (Appendix
B) Hume also stated that the Part 2 application was approved subject to two conditions
being met. The first condition concerned the original wood trim in Biddle Hall, and the
second concerned the proposed fence to enclose the entrance gate. Hume stated:
All original wood trim in Biddle Hall, removed as part of the fuiring out and
insulating of the external masonry walls, is to be carefully reinstalled in its
original location. This is specifically a requirement for the second floor, but is a
general requirement for all windows surrounds, bases, chairrails, etc., that remain
in place and are from the earliest period of construction.
The masonry base of the fence enclosing the entrance gate compound will be
eliminated from the design to minimize the impact of this fencing on the historic
159
settmg.
Hume also stipulated that if Toll Brothers proposed any changes or amendments to the
plan, those changes must first be submitted to the SHPO. Once the SHPO reviewed the
''^ Gary Rueben to Gary Hume. July 19, 1985. Naval Home File, Preservation Alliance for Greater
Philadelphia. Philadelphia. PA.
'" Gary Hume to Zvi Bar/.ilay. October 17, 1985, Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation. HaiTisburg, PA.
•^^Ibid.
"" Gary Hume to Zvi Bar/.ilay. October 17, 1985, Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg. PA.
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changes, the revised plan would be submitted to the NFS to ensure conformance with the
above conditions and the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation.
Contemporaneously with approval from the NFS, a letter to Zvi Barzilay dated
December 19. 1985, from Don Klima, Chief. Eastern Division of Froject Review of
ACHF, expressed his organization's view of Toll Brothers' revised proposal. The ACHF
found the revised proposal acceptable provided Toll Brothers fulfilled the following
conditions:
1
.
Any major modifications for new construction or the rehabilitation of Biddle
Hall as presented in the plans dated October 31, 1985, would be forwarded to the
SHPO and the ACHF for their review and approval.
2. Flans for the rehabilitation and reuse of the Governor's Residence and Surgeon
General's Residence were required to be submitted to the SHFO and the ACHF
for review and approval prior to any construction.
3. Frior to the demolition of Laning Hall, Toll Brothers was required to document
the structure. The appropriate level of documentation was to be determined by
Historic American Buildings Survey, a division of the NFS.
'^'^
Klima asked Barzilay to sign and return the letter to record agreement to the indicated
conditions. It does not appear that Barzilay signed and returned the letter.'^' In January
1986 Barzilay received a letter from Donna Williams of the SHFO informing him the
state accepted and approved Toll Brothers revised proposal.'^'
After obtaining these approvals. Historic Landmarks for Living completed its own
economic analysis of the project and determined that the proposed renovation was not
Don Klima to Zvi Barzilay. December 19, 1985, Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
'*' The letter found in the files at the PA Bureau for Historic Preservation was not signed by Barzilay.
"" Donna Williams to Zvi Barzilay. January 21, 1986. Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg, PA.
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economically feasible.'^'' Consequently, the agreement Toll Brothers had with Historic
Landmarks to develop the site dissolved and the partnership collapsed.'^ Andrew
Terhune indicated that the attraction to developers of historic rehabilitation work
decreased because the Tax Reform Act of 1985 lowered the tax credit from 25 percent to
20 percent.
'^^
In January 1987. during the Architectural Coimnittee meeting of the PHC. the
Committee discussed the demolition permit for Laning Hall that had already been issued
in 1983 in the context of the new 1985 ordinance. The Department of Licenses and
Inspection extended the permit several times between 1983 and 1987."'^ The last
extension expired on March 26, 1987. Richard Tyler, Historic Preservation Officer of the
PHC wrote:
In February 1987, the Law Department, as counsel to the Commission, requested
the Department of Licenses and Inspections not to renew the demolition permit
for Laning Hall upon its expiration on 26 March 1987, a fiill four years after its
issuance and just days short of two years after the effective date of the new
ordinance.'^'
In February Mark MacQueen, Assistant City Solicitor, composed a letter to Roland Hall,
Chief of the Construction Section with the Department of Licenses and Inspections
(L&I), and requested that L&I "...refrain from granting any further extensions on the
Toll Brothers, "History of the Naval Home," Courtesy of Andrew Terhune, Special Projects Manager at
Toll Brothers, Inc.
'^Ib.d.
'*^ Interview with Andrew Terhune. October 16, 2001
.
'^* The Department of Licenses and Inspection renewed the demolition permit for periods of ninety days.
Correspondence between David Wismer to Toll Brothers. Inc., December 19, 1983 and Roland Hall to Zvi
Barzilay. December 2.3, 1986.
'^^ Richard Tyler to Patricia Bailey, September 10, 1987. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation, Philadelphia, PA.
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permit allowing the demolition of buildings on the Naval Home site at 2420 Grays Ferry
Avenue."'*^^ Upon receipt of that letter, Hall wrote to Zvi Barzilay in March and
informed him that Toll Brothers application for an extension of permit Number 82056
was denied. '^^ Hall informed Barzilay that due to revisions to Section 14-2007 of the
Philadelphia Zoning Code, Toll Brothers had to resubmit a new application and that
application was subject to laws in effect on the date of the application. ' This included
the new preservation ordinance that required approval from the PHC in order for the
Department of Licenses to issue a building permit for the demolition of Laning Hall.
One month later in April, Jerry Rogers, Associate Director of Cultural Resources
for the NFS, wrote to John Neale, Jr., Assistant Commissioner of the Office of Real
Property Policy and Sales at the GSA, and stated the NPS had "grave concerns" about the
preservation status and condition of the Naval Home. The final conveyance of the Naval
Home had not yet taken place, as Toll Brothers had requested and received several
extensions of the contract for sale. Therefore, as Rogers stated:
...no work has been undertaken on these buildings for at least ten years. We are
concerned that these nationally important buildings will continue to sit vacant,
unheated and without maintenance, literally rotting away, unless the developer
takes title to the property and begins work on the buildings. This increasing
deterioration is also affecting their historic and architectural integrity.
Rogers requested that the sale of the Naval Home be executed at the end of the current
contract extension. The ACHP also wrote a similar letter in June 1987 stating that the
'*^ Mark MacQueen to Roland Hall. February 20. 1987. Naval Home File. Preservation Alliance for
Greater Philadelphia. Philadelphia. PA.
'"'*
Roland Hall to Zvi Barzilay. March 10. 1987. Naval Home File. Preservation Alliance for Greater
Philadelphia. Philadelphia, PA.
''"'
Roland Hall to Zvi Barzilay. March 10, 1987. Naval Home File. Preservation Alliance for Greater
Philadelphia. Philadelphia. PA.
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ACHP endorsed the NPS recommendation to conclude the sale of the property to Toll
Brothers.
'^-
Toll Brothers wrote a response to the ACHP in July 1987, attempting to explain
the reasons for delay in closing the sale on the Naval Home. Douglas Gamble, Project
Manager for Toll Brothers, stated the action of the PHC was responsible for the delay.
Gamble wrote, "The net result of the action of the Historical Commission of Philadelphia
is to delay the project and to possibly significantly downgrade the economics of the
development."''''* Gamble explained that in Toll Brothers' view it was unfair to "change
the rules in the middle of the game" because Toll Brothers had paid $532,400 as of July
1987 for the maintenance of the site. Gamble also explained that on May 21, 1987, per a
request from the PHC for more information supporting the demolition of Laning Hall,
Toll Brothers presented reports from its consultants that demonstrated the economic
infeasibility of the rehabilitation of Laning Hall. During that presentation Toll Brothers
provided a letter from its architect, Elliot Rothschild, that described the possibility of
converting Laning Hall into forty-six small one-bedroom apartments, but that the layout
was inefficient.'^" In addition to Rothschild's analysis, Richard W. Huffman of WRT,
submitted a letter that stated, "feasibility of renovation is worse in 1987 than in
1980"
'^'
Jerry Rogers to John Neale, Jr., April 17. 1987. Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau of Historic Preservation. Harrisburg, PA.
'" Don Klima to John Neale. Jr.. June 12. 1987. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau of Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
"' Douglas Gamble to Don Klima. July 7. 1987. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau of Historic Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
"*
Elliot Rothschild to Zvi Barzilay. April 27. 1987. Naval Home File. Preservation Alliance for Greater
Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA.
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and suggested the entire project may be in jeopardy by the reuse of Laning Hall.'^^
Gamble reported that as of July, Toll Brothers was still waiting for a response to this
presentation.
hi August 1987 Patricia Bailey, Acting Director of the Office of Real Estate Sales
of the GSA, informed the PHC that the GSA intended to close its contract with Toll
Brothers no later than March 1988.'^*' The GSA contract with Toll Brothers was
contingent on Toll Brothers receiving all necessary local, state, and federal approvals to
develop the site with no less than 200 dwelling units. Richard's Tyler's response to this
letter came on September 10, 1987, in which he outlined the involvement of the PHC
with the Naval Home since 1982 when Toll Brothers entered into agreement with the
GSA. Tyler stated during the May 21. 1987. meeting the Chairman of the Architectural
Committee noted that in order to review Toll Brothers' application for demolition, the
Committee needed information detailed in Section 7(f)(.l-.7) of the new preservation
ordinance. '^^ The PHC also had its own consultant conduct an analysis of Laning Hall.
hi December 1987 Reaves C. Lukens, Jr., a real estate appraiser and consultant submitted
his report to the Historical Commission and his conclusion stated, "...that it is not
economically feasible at this time to rehabilitate Laning Hall for multi-residential
purposes or for any other economic use and we therefore suggest that it be
" Richard W. Huffman to Douglass R. Gamble. May 18. 1987. Naval Home File. Preservation Alliance
for Greater Philadelphia. Philadelphia. PA.
''*'
Patricia Bailey to Richard Tyler, August 27. 1987. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau of Historic Preservation, Harrisburg. PA.
"^ Richard Tyler to Patricia Bailey, September 10, 1987. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau of Historic Preservation, Harrisburg. PA.
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demolished."' ^^ Therefore, as the end of 1987 approached. Toll Brothers had not
implemented any stabilization plan nor had any of their proposals been implemented. In
October 1987 Leonard Wolffe, counsel to Toll Brothers, requested that the PHC cancel
its request to L&l to deny an extension of the demolition permit and promised that Toll
Brothers would take action to halt the deterioration of the historic buildings
immediately.
'^'^ The PHC did not honor this request, and, as Joseph A. Slobodzian
reported in The Philadelphia Inquirer, Toll Brothers threatened to sue the city and the
Philadelphia Historical Commission if the firm did not receive the permits needed to
redevelop the Naval Home before the GSA's March 17, 1988 deadline.'*"
"^ Reaves C. Lukens. Jr. to Richard Tyler, December 24. 1987. Naval Home File. Preservation Alliance for
Greater Philadelphia, Philadelphia. PA.
"" Leonard Wolffe to Richard Tyler. October 23, 1987. Naval Home File. Preservation Alliance for Greater
Philadelphia. Philadelphia. PA.
'*" Joseph A. Slobodzian. "Developer threatens to sue city over Naval Home permits." The Philadelphia
Inquirer. December 31, 1987, 3-B.
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II. 1988 to 1993: The Consequent Demolition of Laning Hall
Through early 1988, the PHC and Toll Brothers battled over who was at fault for
the delay in the project. In a letter to Zvi Barzilay, Richard Tyler wrote that Mr. Leonard
Wolffe, attorney for Toll Brothers, had accused the PHC of preventing progress on the
Naval Home Project. Tyler countered that "...it is clear from the history of this matter
that it is Toll Brothers that has prevented the project from going forward by not having
submitted the appropriate applications, as both the Department of Licenses and
Inspections and the Commission have advised it to do."'^' Along with letters from the
PHC. the Preservation Coalition of Greater Philadelphia, an historic preservation interest
group wrote numerous letters throughout 1987 and 1988 to the GSA. Senator Arlen
Specter, and Congressman Thomas Foglietta. among others, to express its concern about
the lack of maintenance of the buildings on the Naval Home site.'*" The lengthy delay of
the sale because Toll Brothers did not have all the necessary approvals in place increased
deterioration of the buildings. James Biddle, then Chairman of the Preservation Coalition
wrote, "We continue to be concerned about the lack of maintenance of the historic
buildings and would like to see a procedure established promptly with GSA's assistance
so that demolition by neglect can be avoided."'^"* Though these letters presented no legal
obligation on Toll Brothers, they reflect the increasingly political nature of discussion
'^' Richard Tyler to Zvi Barzilay, January 15. 1988. Naval Home File, Preservation Alliance for Greater
Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA.
'*- Numerous letters in the Naval Home File at the Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia,
including:
James Biddle to Terrance Golden, January 9, 1987
James Biddle to Congressman Thomas Foglietta. August 12. 1987, January 18. 1988,
James Biddle to Senator Arlen Specter, August 12, 1987, January 28, 1988.
'*''
James Biddle to Thomas Foglietta. January 18, 1988. Naval Home File. Preservation Alliance for
Greater Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA.
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about the reuse of the Naval Home and increased the pressure on GSA to close the sale.
Toll Brothers responded to these letters on February 12, 1988. Douglas Gamble wrote to
Congressman Foglietta and claimed that Biddle's letter on January 18, 1988, contained
"...several misleading and inaccurate and unsupportable assertions. Apparently Mr.
Biddle has elected to disregard the facts which he is most certainly aware of and to
undermine our continuing attempts to develop this important property."'**'* Gamble stated
that there was one issue on which Biddle and Toll Brothers agreed: the unnecessary
delays the projects suffered contributed to the deterioration of the three Strickland
buildings. Concurrently with these debates, on March 10, 1988 Toll Brothers and GSA
completed the sale and the company legally held the title to the Naval Home.'^'^
In March 1988 Kathryn Lewis, First Deputy City Solicitor, wrote to John Plonski,
Commissioner of the Department of Licenses and Inspections, to clarify Mark
MacQueen's letter of February 20, 1987. (Appendix C) Lewis explained that the intent
of that letter was to request L&I to consider that Section 14-2007 had been amended and
take that into account when considering whether to grant further extensions of the
demolition permit for Laning Hall. Lewis stated that L&I "...was not prohibited as a
result of Section 14-2007, as amended, from granting or denying further extensions of
this Permit."'*^ Lewis recommended that L&I reconsider its decision and take action the
department deemed appropriate concerning an extension of the demolition permit. John
^ Douglas Gamble to Thomas Foglietta. February 12. 1988. Naval Home File. PA Bureau for Historic
Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
'**' Thomas Hine, "Home-building firm buys U.S. Naval Home." The Philadelphia Inquirer. March 19.
1988, 1-B,4-B.
'** Kathryn Lewis to John Plonski, March 9, 1988, Naval Home File. Preservation Alliance for Greater
Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA.
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Plonski, Commissioner of L&I promptly responded on March 22, 1988, and reinstated
the permit for one ninety-day period that expired on June 30, 1988."*^ Subsequently, the
Preservation Coalition filed an appeal on Friday, April 15, 1988, objecting to the action
taken by L&I.'^*^ The basis of the appeal was that L&I had no power to revive a lapsed
permit per Sections 105.1 and 105.8 of the Philadelphia Building Code.'^'^ In order to
bolster the case of the Preservation Coalition. Christopher solicited help from the Center
City Residents' Association, a civic association that represents the area directly to the
north of the Naval Home.'*^" The appeal was heard on May 17, 1988, before the Board of
License and hispection Review. In September the Board sustained the position of the
City.'^' The Preservation Coalition brought an appeal before the Court of Common Pleas
in Philadelphia on October 27, 1988.''^- In October the Preservation Coalition, in
conjunction with the Center City Residents' Association, applied for a grant from the
Preservation Fund of Pennsylvania to conduct another reuse study that addressed the
placement of new construction on the site and the reuse of Laning Hall. While
Preservation Fund awarded the grant. Toll Brothers was not willing to grant the staff of
the Preservation Coalition access due to the pending suit,'^^ and ultimately the grant had
"*' John Plonski to Zvi Barzilay, March 22, 1988. Naval Home File, Preservation Alliance for Greater
Philadelphia, Philadelphia. PA.
'**
Christopher Stouffer to James M. Scott. April 20. 1988. Naval Home File. Preservation Alliance for
Greater Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA. (Appeal No. 25016)
''"
Ibid.
''^'
Christopher Stouffer to Stephen Huntington, April 29. 1988, Naval Home File. Preservation Alliance tor
Greater Philadelphia. Philadelphia, PA.
'"
Christopher Stouffer to Mary Lou McFarland. October 4. 1988. Naval Home File. Preservation Alliance
for Greater Philadelphia. Philadelphia. PA.
'''-
The Preservation Coalition of Greater Philadelphia v. Board of License and Inspection Review of the
City of Philadelphia. Court of Common Pleas. No. 4971. October term. 1988, Naval Home File.
Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia. Philadelphia. PA.
"''
James Biddle to Robert Toll. January 29. 1989. Naval Home File, Preservation Alliance for Greater
Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA.
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to be returned because of the dearth of cooperation between Toll Brothers and the
historical agencies. From 1989 to May 1991, when the litigation surrounding Laning
Hall was ultimately resolved, little stabilization or maintenance work occurred on the
grounds of the Naval Home and the condition of the buildings worsened.
In November 1989 a concerned citizen. Miles Ritter, a resident of 2349 St. Albans
Place, informed Richard Tyler of vandalism and looting that occurred on the Naval Home
site. Ritter reported that he observed vandals jumping the fence, stripping the property of
its materials and the guards' disinterest in the problem. '"^^ Other contemporaneous
reports of the site's condition came from Thomas Hine, the architecture critic for The
Philadelphia Inquirer. Hine wrote, "Even from the street, you can see plants growing out
of the fabric of the buildings, bricks falling from one structure, windows that have been
unsealed by scavengers, and pieces of the wall around the complex collapsing." '^"^ Hine
also noted that in the context of the real estate market in Philadelphia, "Earmarked for
residential development the complex has come through one of the biggest real-estate
booms in the city's history without any attention. Now it must weather a year in which
credit is Hkely to be tighter and fewer things will be built or rehabilitated."
'"'^
Hine's
conclusion was that the Naval Home was a test to determine if the city is capable of
preventing Toll Brothers from "...allowing the structure to deteriorate so badly that it is.
"^ Miles Ritter to Richard Tyler. November 9. 1989. Naval Home File. Philadelphia Historical
Commission, Philadelphia, PA.
"^ Thomas Hine, "'Naval Home, anchors decay," The Philadelphia Inquirer. December 2, 1990. l-I.
"* Hine. "Naval Home, anchors decay," 6-1.
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in effect, demolished."'''^ Throughout 1990 the Preservation Coalition's pending suit
delayed any forward progress of the redevelopment of the Naval Home.
In February 1991 L&l inspected Laning Hall and determined that the building
was imminently dangerous because "The exterior wythe of brick has collapsed from the
roof to the third level. The backup brickwork has collapsed leaving the fourth floor
exposed. The roof has partially collapsed."''^** L&I served Toll Brothers with a violation
report on February 11, 1991, that stated Laning Hall was imminently dangerous and
ordering Toll Brothers to demolish the building immediately. Toll Brothers, however,
did not act to repair or demolish Laning Hall, and in April the City brought suit against
Toll Brothers. '^^ Toll Brothers moved to join the Preservation Coalition and Center City
Residents' Association to this suit, as the company claimed that the appeal brought by the
two organizations prevented Toll Brothers from complying with the City's demand to
demolish Laning Hall. On May 3, 1991, Stouffer reported to Howard Kittell, then
Executive Director of the Preservation Coalition, on actions that transpired on May 2,
1991, before Judge Russell Nigro. Stouffer stated, "The Court entered an order ...
commanding Toll Brothers to repair or demolish Laning Hall. Additionally, at the urging
of the court. Toll withdrew its motion to join the Coalition and CCRA."""" (Appendix C)
Laning Hall was subsequently razed in 1991 along with Biddle Hall annex and
other smaller structures as shown on the original plan submitted in 1983. (Figure 30)
Hine. "Naval Home, anchors decay," 6-1.
"* Violation Report No. 55212. Department of Licenses & Inspections. Philadelphia. PA. February 6,
1991, Naval Home File, Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia. Philadelphia. PA.
"^ City of Philadelphia v. Toll Naval Associates, No. 3022. Court of Common Pleas. Philadelphia. April
22. 1991, Naval Home File, Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia, Philadelphia. PA.
""" Christopher Stouffer to Howard Kittell. May 3. 1991 . Naval Home File, Preservation Alliance for
Greater Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA.
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Figure 30 Demolition plan that called for Laning Hall and the Biddle Annex to
be razed, 1983.
From 1992 to 1993, there was no action by Toll Brothers to redevelop the site. As
previously noted, the real estate market in Philadelphia during this period suffered and
little new construction or rehabilitation occurred. In 1994. Toll Brothers began its second
major effort to design a redevelopment scheme for the Naval Home.
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ni. 1994 to 2000: Toll Brothers' Second Attempt for Approval
The period from 1994 to 2000 was distinguished from the first two in that the
plans and discussions centered on conceptual designs. Toll Brothers did not want to
proceed to the architectural details of the design before the PHC, ACHP, SHPO, and NFS
approved its conceptual plan.'*"
Early in 1994, Toll Brothers advanced a new plan for developing the Naval Home
site. This plan departed significantly from the 1984 plan which had been approved in
1985-1986. The plan called for 1,200 dwelling units in four L-shaped towers that ranged
in height from seventeen to twenty-two stories, with underground parking. "°" This
design, by WRT, placed the towers towards the rear of the property along Schuylkill
Avenue. The historic agencies favored this plan because it concentrated the development
on the rear of the site, and the front lawn remained untouched. "°'* Along with the high
rises, townhouses were planned for the Banbridge Street edge. (Figure 31) The entire
development was conceived as a gated community closed off from the surrounding
neighborhood. Andrew Terhune was the project manager of the Naval Home project in
1994. As reported by Eami Young, a writer for The Philadelphia Daily News, Terhune
said that there was no time frame for the project, but that Toll anticipated an
improvement in the real estate market that would make such a project profitable in three
years.
"'^^ The plan was a "preliminary design concept", lacking details on the site plan
and perspective rendering, illustrating that Toll Brothers had not determined the specific
" Interview with Andrew Terhune. October 16. 2001.
^»-
Ibid.
-^' Ibid.
""^ Earni Young, "Navy Home rehab," The Philadelphia Daily News. January 27, 1994, 25.
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features of the plan. (Figure 32) Toll Brothers seems to have been testing the water, as
Terhune said, "This is our first project inside the city limits. We're approaching it with
an open mind, and hope the residents will too.""""^
Figure 31 Site Plan designed by Wallace Roberts Todd, 1994.
' Young, 25.
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Figure 32 Perspective Rendering of Wallace Roberts Todd plan, 1994.
Before seeking approvals from the historic agencies, Toll Brothers wanted
community response. Several community leaders had the opportunity to view Toll
Brothers' plans, but their reactions were not complimentary. Stanley White of
Congressman Thomas Foglietta's office was disappointed that the project ignored the
neighborhood."*^^ In April 1994 Thomas Hine wrote that Toll Brothers' strategy was to
present to the community to see if high-rise housing aroused community opposition.'
Hine wrote, "The plan that Toll Bros, unveiled is terrible, but that is in keeping with the
peculiar ritual in which it is engaged. When you start with something as crude and
\
Young. 27.
Thomas Hine, "Floating a plan for Naval Home land." The Philadelphia Inquirer, April 3. 1994, Fl. F6.
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rudimentary as this plan, anything the developer does will look like a big
improvement."""^ Another major criticism of this plan was it did not address the historic
buildings." Ultimately, Toll Brothers abandoned this plan because the company
determined that residential high-rises had achieved little success in Philadelphia and
therefore a plan that depended on high-rise buildings was very risky for Toll Brothers and
not economically feasible.
"'°
In 1996 Toll Brothers engaged Goody Clancy & Associates, a Boston
architectural firm, to develop a schematic design for the redevelopment of the Naval
Home. This design was discussed at a special meeting of the Architectural Committee of
the PHC on September 17, 1996. Andrew Terhune presented the site plan and described
the development as a mixture of low-, mid-, and high-rise buildings. This scheme also
called for a "...gated community with convenient access to the amenities in the area at
moderate prices.""" This plan, like the previous WRT plan, called for 1,200 units on the
site. At the meeting in September, Terhune explained the first phase of development
would involve three mid-rise buildings on the comer of Banbridge and 24th Streets. The
proposal called for townhouses along Banbridge Street that reflected the existing two
story rowhomes located across the street. The remainder of the site was to include a
mixture of mid- and high-rise buildings. (Figures 33 and 34) Parking was to be located
underground with at least one space for each unit. According to this plan, the front lawn.
-^ Hine, "Floating a plan for Naval Home land." F6.
^"'Ibid.
'"' Interview with Andrew Terhune. October 16. 2001.
"" Report of the Special Architectural Committee Meeting. Philadelphia Historical Commission.
September 17, 1996, Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum Commission, Bureau for Historic
Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
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fence, and Biddle Hall would remain intact, but the Governor's Residence and the
Surgeon General's Residence were to be demolished. Terhune projected that the
planning and design development process would take two years and the condition of the
real estate market would determine the start of construction."'" The Architectural
Committee, led by its Chairman, Arlene Matzkin, questioned the demolition of the two
dependencies. In addition, Barbara Kaplan, Executive Director of the Philadelphia
Planning Commission, and Dan Deibler from the SHPO objected to the removal of the
dependencies. The demolition of the two dependencies was deemed unacceptable and
ultimately Toll Brothers abandoned this plan."'"* Dan Deibler wrote, "There seemed to be
some consensus that the site needed to be restudied; that alternatives needed to be
presented and discussed and that the phasing needed to be presented in a visual format
and demolition of the dependencies was unacceptable.'""'"* Objections from the
preservation community were widespread upon learning the plan called for the
demolition of the two dependencies. Milton Marks, vice president of the Preservation
Alliance for Greater Philadelphia, called it a case of "demolition by neglect.""' Wayne
Spilove, chairman of the PHC said, "A good-faith gesture would be to clean it up, cut the
grass, make it more attractive.""'^
-'"
Ibid.
"' Interview with Andrew Terhune. October 16, 20001.
"'^ Dan Deibler to US Naval Asylum NR File, September 18, 1996. PA Bureau for Historic Preservation.
Harrisburg. PA.
~^^ Ralph Cipriano, "Naval Home neighbors say the site is going to seed," The Philadelphia Inquirer. June
10. 1996, B5.
-'*
Ibid.
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Figure 33 Goody Clancy Plan called for the elimination of the Governor's Residence
and Surgeon General's Residence, View 1.
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Figure 34 Goody Clancy Plan called for a variety of mid-rise and high-rise
structures. View 2.
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When Toll Brothers disclosed the Goody Clancy Plan in 1996, the Preservation
Alliance for Greater Philadelphia became very concerned about the developer's plan to
eliminate the two dependencies. The Alliance took an active role, and urged by the PHC,
the SHPO, and the NPS, the Preservation Alliance applied for a grant to support a new
development analysis of the Naval Home."'^ The City also asked the Preservation
Alliance to take a role in the Naval Home to determine if an acceptable solution could be
found.- '^ On December 10, 1996, representatives from Toll Brothers, the Philadelphia
Historical Commission, and Preservation Alliance met with Herb Vederman, Mayor
Rendell's Deputy Mayor for Economic Development."'*^ The Preservation Alliance's
goal was twofold: to demonstrate how to preserve the most historically significant area of
the site and to determine how the owner could realize an acceptable rate of return on its
investment. In order to reach this goal the Preservation Alliance planned to hire two
consultants. The first was a real estate expert to determine if the development
assumptions were valid, and the second an architectural firm to analyze the historic
buildings and front lawn and create a design solution that would be acceptable to
governmental regulators, the owner, and the community.''*^ In November 1996,
Preservation Pennsylvania awarded a $20,000 grant to the Preservation Alliance in
support of the Alliance's advocacy effort to work on the Naval Home. Though there was
" Milton Marks to Caroline Boyce, October 16, 1996. Naval Home File, Preservation Alliance for Greater
Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA.
-'* Milton Marks to Brenda Barrett. Bill Bolger, and Caroline Boyce, December 1 1 , 1996, Naval Home
File. Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia. Philadelphia. PA.
-'''
Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia. Philadelphia Inienention Fund Gram Application,
October 16, 1996, Naval Home File, Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia. Philadelphia, PA.
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no legal agreement between Toll Brothers and the Preservation Alliance, Toll Brothers
allowed the Preservation Alliance to access the site and the company participated in
meetings with the Alliance.
"'°
The Alliance hired Stanley Taraila of Renaissance Properties to conduct a real
estate analysis of the Goody Clancy plan. His analysis showed that the plan called for
more building coverage and floor area ratio than was required to build 1,200 residential
units. In addition, the plan did not comply with RC-6 zoning, the zoning Toll Brothers
had sought in 1983. RC-6 zoning allowed both residential and commercial uses and also
permitted clustering of condominium buildings, allowing the use of the existing roads on
the site. Before Toll Brothers petitioned for the RC-6 Zoning, the lot was zoned for twin
houses, which would have required the construction of new streets in a grid pattern.
Taraila wrote.
The plan seems to represent a layout that would illustrate all possible building
configurations so that they would have the maximum freedom to mix and choose
building layouts in the future. There is certainly more than enough room on the
site to achieve a sensitive layout that would preserve the three major structures
and allows... Toll's stated goal of 1,200 units within the indicated mix of building
'21
types."
Taraila speculated that Toll's objection to reusing the two dependencies was that in their
current condition they were too expensive to maintain or rehabilitate. The Preservation
Alliance worked to create a new site plan that they presented to Toll Brothers in March
1997. Toll Brothers indicated that the Preservation Alliance's plan did not satisfactorily
"'" Milton Marks to Brenda Barrett, Bill Bolger. and Caroline Boyce. December 1 1. 19%. Naval Home
File, Preservation Alliance tor Greater Philadelphia. Philadelphia. PA.
""' Stanley Taraila, "Naval Home: Summary Analysis." January 7. 1997, Naval Home File. Preservation
Alliance for Greater Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA.
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meet the company's development needs."" According to Terhune. Toll Brothers "slowly
abandoned" the Goody Clancy plan for two reasons: the objections from the preservation
community over the demolition of the two dependencies and the cost of the underground
could not be economically justified in the mid 1990s."''
While working with the Preservation Alliance in 1997. Toll Brothers hired a new
architectural firm, Lessard & Associates of Alexandria, Virginia. Andrew Terhune
described the Lessard & Associates plan as a refinement of the Goody Clancy plan."''*
The main difference between the Goody Clancy plan and the Lessard & Associates plan
was that the latter plan retained the Governor's and Surgeon General's Residences. In
addition the townhouses in this plan were positioned adjacent to the dependencies and the
front lawn. The Lessard plan included a mixture of low- and mid-rise structures, but
most of the new construction sites were placed behind the existing buildings. (Figures 35
and 36) The plan included parking on the front lawn, but this parking would be sheltered
from public view by an earthen berm or plantings. Once Toll Brothers disclosed this plan
in May 1997, the Preservation Alliance attempted to modify it so that it would be
acceptable to the preservation community, including the SHPO, ACHP, PHC, and the
NPS. The Preservation Alliance hired Voith and Mactavish Architects as its architectural
consultants and the firm produced two plans.
'"" "Naval Home Conference," June 5, 1997, Naval Home File. Preservation Alliance for Greater
Philadelphia, Philadelphia. PA.
"^ Interview with Andrew Terhune. October 16. 2001.
"' Ibid.
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Figure 35 Lessard & Associates Conceptual Plan, May 1997.
ZONING PLAN
NAVAL HOME
Figure 36 Zoning Plan that accompanied the Lessard & Associates plan in 1997.
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The first plan modified the Lessard & Associates plan in two ways: it included the
additions to the rear of the dependencies and it attempted to enlarge the view corridor
between the dependencies and Biddle Hall."^ (Figure 37)
Figure 37 The Preservation Alliance Modifled Plan, No. 1, 1997.
When the Alliance presented this plan to the NPS and the SHPO the agencies did not
agree the plan was acceptable.""^ However, the historical agencies did agree to meet to
generate a final plan that would be acceptable to the NPS, the SHPO and the Preservation
~^ "Naval Home Conference". June .*>. 1997. Naval Home File. Preservation Alliance for Greater
Philadelphia. Philadelphia. PA.
'"'' "Naval Home Conference". June ."S. 1997. Naval Home File. Preservation Alliance for Greater
Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA.

1()4
Alliance. Voith and Mactavish generated an alternative plan to reflect the concerns of the
NPSandSHPO. (Figure38)
m
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specific plan, the task force offered a statement that explained what Toll Brothers was
required to do to meet the preservation requirements on the project.""** (Appendix D) The
statement required Toll Brothers to retain all portions of Biddle Hall and the two
dependencies, maintain through stabilization the three historic structures, preserve the
visual and spatial relationships between Biddle Hall and its dependencies along with the
views of the three buildings from Grays Ferry Avenue, and donate a facade and open-
space easement for the historic buildings and their setting."'*^ Along with the statement,
the Preservation Alliance provided a schematic diagram that showed the area of the site
in which no new construction was allowed. (Figure 39)
Figure 39 Diagram by Preservation Alliance marking the area where new
construction was prohibited.
; Ibid.
"* Don Meginley to Andrew Terhune, June 16. 1997, Naval Home File, Preservation Alliance for Greater
Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA.
--''
Ibid.
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In July 1997 Toll Brothers presented a revised plan to Herbert Vederman. then
Deputy Mayor for Economic Development, Wayne Spilove. then Chairman of the PHC,
and Richard Snowden. then Chairman of the Board of the Preservation Alliance."^" That
plan incorporated the Alliance's recommendations. (Figure 40)
Figure 40 Revised plan submitted by Toll Brothers on July 9, 1997.
The design retained the Surgeon General's Residence in it its entirety; the duplex
townhouses adjacent to the north and south gatehouses were pulled back on either side;
and one duplex townhouse was removed from the buildings next to the two dependencies
so that the ensembles did not crowd the historic houses. In addition, by moving the
townhouses adjacent to the two dependencies, the public would enjoy a wider view from
"™ Andrew Terhune to Herbert Vederman. Wayne Spilove, Richard Snowden. July 9, 1997. Naval Home
File. PA Historical and Museum Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg. PA.
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Grays Ferry Avenue.""*' Terhune led Toll Brothers' efforts to move this plan through the
approval process, but as with Toll's previous plans, the SHPO and the ACHP found that
the siting of the new housing units intruded into the space that defined Strickland's
original composition."'*^
In November 1997 Toll Brothers and the ACHP discussed modifying the existing
covenants placed on the property. The ACHP's concern focused on the future use and
treatment of Biddle Hall, the Governor's Residence, and the Surgeon General's
Residence and the potential impact redevelopment would have on those buildings. The
Council believed the existing covenant language lacked adequate provisions to protect,
preserve, and rehabilitate the setting of the three Strickland buildings before the buildings
deteriorated by neglect. "^'' In a letter to Terhune, Don Klima, Director of the Office of
Planning and Review with the ACHP, provided the Council's and the SHPO's
recommended amendments to the covenants. These covenants incorporated "basic
design principles for the front of the U.S. Naval Home site and more explicit language
regarding the preservation and protection of the three NHL buildings.""^'* The proposed
revisions to the covenants outlined specific design guidelines, provided for the
stabilization and eventual rehabilitation of the three Strickland buildings, and provided a
system for resolving disputes that arose as the SHPO reviewed any plans or
specifications. (Appendix D) Klima asked Toll Brothers to provide a written response to
:l
Ibid.
"'" Bonnie Wilkinson Mark to Andrew Terhune, October 20. 1997. Naval Home File. PA Historical and
Museum Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
"'' Don Klima to Andrew Terhune, November 4. 1997, Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg. PA.
--"Ibid.
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the proposed revisions, but Toll Brothers did not respond, and instead asked to move to
the plan approval process.""^^ Klima's response to Toll Brothers asked for "adequate
background documentation that provides the basis of the proposed site plan."" Klima
also stated that in order to provide the background documentation. Toll Brothers address
ten questions. (Appendix D) Among the questions Klima listed were the following:
what was Toll Brothers" response to the Council's proposed amendments to the existing
covenant; what factors did Toll Brothers consider in developing the proposed site plan,
i.e. market demand, topography of the site, zoning, financing, etc; did Toll Brothers
consult with the PHC in selecting the location of the new housing; and did Toll Brothers
reach any agreements with preservationists following the extensive discussions with the
Pennsylvania SHPO and the Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia. Klima
expressed his agency's dissatisfaction with the events of the past twelve years:
Our last formal contact with Toll Brothers regarding the reuse of the U.S. Naval
Home was in December 1985. We were quite disappointed to learn that no action
was taken to implement the plan during the past decade and that the National
Historic Landmark Buildings had been left vacant with minimal stabilization
activities. It is, therefore, important that we ...receive adequate background
information, as well as some degree of commitment from the property owner
regarding the viability of proposed redevelopment activities before we approve
yet another site plan.""
Toll Brothers responded to these issues in a letter on December 5, 1997."
-" Andrew Terhune to Charlene Dwin Vaughn and Brent Glass. November 14. 1997. Naval Home File, PA
Historical and Museum Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
-'* Donald Klima to Andrew Terhune. November 26, 1997, Naval Home File. PA Bureau for Historic
Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
-"
Ibid.
-'* Thoush no letter from December 5. 1997 was found, in a letter from Don Kilma to Zvi Barzilay dated
March 24, 1998. Klima discussed such letter.
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In March 1998, the ACHP granted approval for a zoning plan, dated November
13, 1997, and the development plan by Lessard & Associates dated November 11,
1997."'*'' This approval was subject to the four following conditions:
1. By no later than January 31, 2000, Toll Brothers will advise the Pennsylvania
SHPO and the Council of its reuse strategy for Biddle Hall, the Governor's
House, and the Surgeon General's House. Should Toll Brothers be unable to
meet this deadline, it will contact the Council at least three months prior to
request an extension and to summarize the status of project planning.
2. Toll Brothers will take appropriate measures to ensure that Biddle Hall, the
Governor's House, and the Surgeon General's House are preserved, stabilized,
and protected, particularly during site preparation and new construction activities.
3. As part of the local administrative review process. Toll Brothers will explore
the feasibility of eliminating the surface parking area proposed for the front of
Biddle Hall or, at a minimum, reducing, to the maximum extant feasible, the
number of parking spaces.
4. Schematic designs and preliminary and final plans and specifications for
construction in zoning categories Al and D, the area adjacent to the NHL
Buildings, shall be submitted to the Pennsylvania SHPO for review and comment.
Should the Pennsylvania SHPO object to any of the documents, the Pennsylvania
SHPO and Toll Brothers shall consult further to reach a compromise solution. If
the Pennsylvania SHPO and Toll Brothers are unable to reach a compromise. Toll
Brothers shall submit the plans and specifications to the Council for its
recommendations."
Prior to this approval, in January 1998, Toll Brothers received approval for the same
zoning plan (November 13, 1997) from the Pennsylvania SHPO.""*'
Concurrent with these approvals in 1998, Richard Tyler and Brenda Barrett
expressed concern that the conditions of the three Strickland buildings had worsened and
-" Donald Klima to Zvi Barzilay. March 24. 1998. Naval Home File. PA Bureau for Historic Preservation,
Harrisburg, PA.
-* Donald Klima to Zvi Barzilay. March 24. 1998. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harri-sburg. PA.
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requested a site visit. On March 5, 1998. there was a site visit attended by Andrew
Terhune, Brenda Barrett, Bonnie Wilkinson Mark, and Richard Tyler. Also in attendance
were Christine Piazza, intern from the Pennsylvania Bureau for Historic Preservation,
Samuel Harris, architect and engineer of Kieman, Timberlake & Harris, a Philadelphia
architectural firm, and Liz Harvey, Historic Preservation Planner from the PHC."
"
Samuel Harris assessed the structural stability of the three Strickland buildings and made
several recommendations for their immediate stabilization."**^^ Of the three structures, the
Governor's House was in the worst condition as moisture was present throughout the
structure. Hyphae fungi grew on the water-soaked beams, several joists had failed, and
others were in danger of failing. In addition in the front of the northern and southern
parlors, the weight of the second floor hearths had punctured the first floor ceiling, which
had no apparent structural support and was in danger of collapsing. Though Harris was
unable to enter the Surgeon General's Residence, he determined by walking on the roof
that the interior damage in this structure was not as severe as that in the Governor's
Residence. Harris recommended clearing all the gutters and leaders of the Surgeon
General's Residence. In addition, Harris's general recommendation for all three
structures was to reactivate perimeter drainage in order to redirect water away from the
buildings."^
-^'
Brent Glass to Andrew Terhune. January 5. 1998. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
-^- "The Report of the Meetmg Concerning the Structural Stability of the United States Naval Home,"
March 5. 1998. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum Commission. Bureau for Historic
Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
-"" "The Report of the Meeting Concerning the Structural Stability of the United States Naval Home."
March 5. 1998. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum Commission. Bureau for Historic
Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
-«
Ibid.
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Though Toll Brothers had approval from the SHPO, the PHC, and the ACHP,
ultimately the Lessard & Associates plan was abandoned, as Toll Brothers "discovered
that Philadelphia's high building cost (higher than either Washington or Baltimore and
behind only Boston and the New York region on the East Coast) also precluded mid-rise
construction."''*'' In September 1999 in a meeting with Brent Glass, Brenda Barrett,
Daniel Deibler, and Bonnie Wilkinson Mark, Andrew Terhune revealed Toll Brothers'
new concept for the Naval Home. This new concept involved only low-rise structures, no
taller than four stories. Toll Brothers also proposed an addition to Biddle Hall that would
be three to four stories. The density of this proposal was equal to the last two proposals,
1,200 dwelling units. Terhune indicated that this plan reexamined the 1984 plan
developed by WRT and Elliot Rothschild."^^ Developed in collaboration with Rogers,
Taliaferro, Kostritsky, and Lamb (RTKL), an architectural firm headquartered in
Baltimore, Maryland, Toll Brothers presented two diagrams of this conceptual plan to the
ACHP and the SHPO in October 1999."'*^ (Figures 41 and 42) This plan had a four-
story multi-family building on the northeast comer of the site that was to have one
hundred seventy units. There were two other four-story multi-family buildings shown
along Banbridge Street. The other major feature of this plan was an addition to Biddle
Hall that would contain between one hundred fifty to one hundred seventy units. The
addition was to be attached at the rear of Biddle Hall at the point where the previous
-••^
"History of the Naval Home," Toll Brothers description of the history of the Naval Home since the
company became involved in 1982.
-^''
Bonnie Wilkinson Mark. Meeting Notes from September 10. 1999. Naval Home File. PA Historical and
Museum Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
-'^ Andrew Terhune to Brenda Barrett and Charlene Dwin Vaughn. October 12. 1999. Naval Home File.
PA Historical and Museum Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation.
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annex attached and at the fire stairways, non-historic features added in the 1950s. This
addition would enclose the rear of Biddle Hall and create two courtyards. Similar to past
proposals, this plan had provisions for townhouses adjacent to the dependencies and
Biddle Hall. This plan showed a mixture of parking garages and surface parking lots,
with one of the lots located in front of Biddle Hall. The plan called for implementation in
phases. Phase one was to include the renovation of Biddle Hall, the Governor's and the
Surgeon General's Residence. Terhune described the differences between Toll Brothers
current plan and the Lessard & Associates plan:
1
.
The building at the Northeast comer which had been approved as a high-rise is
now proposed to be a 4-story structure of roughly the same shape.
2. The town homes, previously to the West, and directly behind Biddle Hall, have
been replaced by a building to be attached to Biddle Hall. This has been done to
make better use of public spaces such as the rotunda available in Biddle Hall and
to make them available to more of the residents.
3. The town homes to the North and South of Biddle Hall near the Surgeon and
Governor's residences are remaining essentially unchanged.""***
Terhune also requested that, as in the previous proposal, the State Historic Preservation
Officer, Brent Glass, act for his agency as well as the ACHP.
" Andrew Terhune to Brenda Barrett and Charlene Dwin Vaughn. October 12. 1999. Naval Home File.
PA Historical and Museum Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation.
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Figure 41 Final plan submitted called for an addition to Biddle Hall and low-rise
structures along Banbridge Street, RTKL, October 1999.
NAVAL SQUARE
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Figure 42 Phase one of the RTKL plan called for the construction of the addition to
Biddle Hall, the rehabilitation of the two dependencies, and a new building on the
corner of Banbridge Street and Grays Ferry Avenue.
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On October 26. 1999, the Architectural Review Committee of the PHC met to
consider Toll Brothers' new plan for the Naval Home and voted to recommend the plan
to the Historical Commission.""''' The Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia
provided testimony at the October 26th meeting in support of Toll Brothers" plan,
The revised concept presented to you today maintains the historic preservation
provisions ...The removal of the high-rise towers from the previous conceptual
plan improves the overall massing of structures on the site by maintaining a
similar height for most of the structures. The removal of the curb cuts on
Banbridge Street will allow for the preservation of the historic wall and maintain
the original boundaries of the historic site. The proposed addition to Biddle Hall
will allow for renewed use of the building in a sympathetic manner, by respecting
the height and sightlines of this key building."''*'
On November 10. 1999, the PHC approved the conceptual plan upon the
recommendation of the Architectural Committee."'" In December 1999 Brent Glass
informed Terhune that the SHPO and ACHP also approved the conceptual plan."^" Glass
also indicated that if Toll Brothers still planned to apply for the Federal Rehabilitation
Tax Credit, the SHPO was available to provide assistance in the application process.
In January 2000 Bonnie Wilkinson Mark and Scott Doyle, also on the staff of the
SHPO, visited the Naval Home site. The purpo.se of this site visit was to examine the
grounds where the proposed new construction was to be built and to assess the condition
" Andrew Terhune to Brent Glass and Charlene Dwin Vaughn. November 2. 1999, Naval Home File, PA
Historical and Museum Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburs. PA.
;-J°Ibid.
"" Andrew Terhune to Brent Glass and Charlene Dwin Vaughn, November 12, 1999. Naval Home File, PA
Historical and Museum Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
'^~ Brent Glass to Andrew Terhune. December 8. 1999, Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA,

of the two dependencies.-'^-' In addition, Robert Powers, an historic preservation
consultant who worked with Toll Brothers, had informed the SHPO that someone was
stealing the trim from the two dependencies. Photos taken by Bonnie Wilkinson Mark
confirm that the trim was no longer in place.
"'^'^
It appeared that the trim was removed in
order to salvage it. There was a bucket of blocks and door knobs in one comer. (Figures
43 and 44) Terhune recognized that Toll Brothers had to replace the trim.
Figure 43 Woodwork in Surgeon
General's Residence, January 2000.
" Bonnie Wilkinson Mark. Notes from January 1 1 . 2000 site visit. Naval Home File. PA Historical and
Museum Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
'* Conversation with Bonnie Wilkinson Mark. February 5. 2002.
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According to Wilkinson Miirk the condition of Biddle Hall and the Surgeon
General's Residence appeared to be the same. However, since the 1998 site visit, the
Governor's Residence showed further signs of deterioration. Though Toll Brothers had
placed structural supports in the basement (suggested by Samuel Harris), the supports
needed to be cross braced for additional support. In addition, the second floor had
collapsed into one half of the rear addition."^''
Figure 44 Arched trim in Surgeon General's Residence, January 2000.
During this site visit, Bonnie Wilkinson Mark encouraged Toll Brothers to
investigate the possibility of using the six story garage at the corner of Banbridge and
24th Street to provide parking facilities. The Graduate Hospital owns the gaiage, but at
the time only used one hundred twenty-five spaces of the four hundred available. Her
Ibid.
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thought was that using this garage would ehminate the need for a parking lot on the
parade grounds in front of Biddle Hali."-^^
In February 2000 Andrew Terhune informed the SHPO that the NPS had a
negative reaction to Toll Brothers' new proposal."" Toll Brothers moved ahead with its
plans and submitted drawings of the proposed elevations to the PHC and requested they
be placed on the Architectural Committee's agenda for February 29th.-'^'* (Figure 45, 46,
and 47) At the meeting, the Architectural Committee voted to recommend approval to
the Historical Commission provided Toll Brothers met the following conditions:
1
.
Recessed the north and south elevations three feet.
2. The new addition did not break the eave line of Biddle Hall.
3. Created a symmetrical west (rear) elevation.
4. Used stucco for the finishing material.
5. Established an order from base to eave for the bay windows on the addition.
6. Investigated the use of a base or rusticated base for the building.
7. Used the arched courtyard openings in a more ordered way."'^*^
While discussions with the PHC were in process. Toll Brothers was also in negotiations
with the SHPO.
" Bonnie Wilkinson Mark, Notes from January 1 1, 2000 Site Visit. Naval Home File. PA Historical and
Museum Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg, PA.
"'' Brent Glass to Brenda Barrett and Bonnie Wilkinson Mark. February 1 1. 2000. Naval Home File. PA
Historical and Museum Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
""^* Andrew Terhune to Randall Baron. February 15. 2000. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
"''
"'Meeting of the Architectural Committee of the Philadelphia Historical Commission." February 29.
2000. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation.
Harrisburg, PA.
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Figure 45 North and South Elevations of Biddie Hall submitted to Philadelphia Historical
Commission, February 2000.
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Figure 46 Elevation highlighting site lines from Grays Ferry Avenue, February 2000.
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Figure 47 West elevation (top) and north and south elevations (bottom) of Biddle Hall
with proposed new addition.
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On April 19, 2000, the SHPO received Toll Brothers Part 2 Rehabilitation
Certification Application for the current proposal. On May 23, 2000. Dan Deibler
informed Andrew Terhune that Toll Brothers' application did not meet the Secretary of
the Interior's Standards and Guidelines for Rehabilitation "because of the serious effects
to the spatial relationship of the three historic buildings and a lack of information that
does not allow a better understanding of the effects that the new construction will have on
Biddle Hall. And finally there is no documentation provided to justify the demolition of
the rear wing of the Governor's Residence.""^" Deibler specified how the plans Toll
Brothers submitted were unacceptable. The interjection of the four-story building in
front of the Governor's residence violated the spatial relationship between Biddle Hall
and the two dependencies. Deibler reminded Toll Brothers that any new building was to
be kept behind the front elevations of the Governor's and Surgeon General's Residences
and the rear fagade of the north and south wings of Biddle Hall. The SHPO also had
concerns regarding the design of the addition. Similarly, the SHPO reconmiended the
massing of the addition be recessed at least two feet behind the plane of the wings of
Biddle Hall. In addition, there was no architectural reference in the addition to
Srickland's design. The plans for the addition also lacked sufficient information to
determine how the new building connected to Biddle Hall both at the roof line and at the
stair towers. Deibler stated that Toll Brothers had to submit a structural engineer's report
to substantiate the demoliUon of the rear wing of the Governor's residence. For these
'^ Daniel Deibler to Andrew Terhune. May 23. 2000. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
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reasons, Deibler informed Terhune that the SHPO would not be comfortable forwarding
the application to the NPS because "we would recommend denial (1) for lack of
information and (2) for proposing to add new buildings into the landscape where they
were specifically excluded in the previous (1984) proposal."'^' In spite of the SHPO's
comments, Terhune asked the SHPO to forward the application to the NPS for their
262
review.
On May 3 1 , 2000, Bonnie Wilkinson Mark foi-warded the Part 2 application from
Toll Brothers to the NPS. Her recommendation was that the application did not meet
Standard One and Standard Nine of the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation and also lacked information and therefore should be denied. "^^ (Appendix
D) Standard One states, "A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in
a new use that requires minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building and
its site and environment." Standard Nine states, "New additions, exterior alterations, or
related new construction shall not destroy historic materials that characterize the
property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with
the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the
property and its environment."'"^"* In the SHPO's view Toll Brothers' project did not meet
this requirement because the proposed plan did not preserve the spatial relationship
between the three Strickland buildings. This was not a new requirement because in
1\
^^''^-
^^~ Andrew Terhune to Daniel Deibler. May 24. 2000. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg, PA.
"*' Bonnie Wilkinson Mark. State Historic Preser\ation Office Review & Recommendation Sheet. May 3 1
.
2000, Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation.
Harrisburg, PA.
-^ Secretary of the Interior, Standards for Rehabilitation, 36 CFR Part 67.
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August 1984, when the NPS granted approval. Toll Brothers submitted an application
that respected this relationship. The second problem identified was that the lack of
information regarding the new addition did not enable the SHPO to determine what the
effect of such an addition would have on Biddle Hall. This violated Standard Nine that
requires that additions and new construction be compatible with the massing, size and
scale of a property and its environment. Also Toll Brothers did not submit sufficient
information on the design of the remainder of the site or how each stage would be
phased. "^'^ Andrew Terhune explained that though the SHPO review was negative. Toll
Brothers wanted to submit this application to the NPS for feedback prior to moving
forward with the design details.
"^^
In June 2000 Sharon Park, Chief of the Technical Preservation division of the
NPS, informed Toll Brothers that its application did not meet Standards One. Two, Five,
and Nine of the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation.'^^ (Appendix D)
Park referred to the 1985 plan where the NPS did grant conditional approval for the
proposed rehabilitation of the buildings and site met the Standards. In addition Park
highlighted the differences between the 1985 plan and the current proposal. Park stated:
As shown on the 1985 site plan, proposed new construction consisted of buildings
placed individually throughout the site. The new buildings were sited so as to be
distinctly separated from and not impede views of the historic buildings. . .
.
In the revised rehabilitation proposal, the new construction has become massive
multi-family structures and groupings of connected townhouses rather than
'^^ Bonnie Wilkinson Mark. State Historic Presenation Office Review & Recommendation Sheet. May 3 1
.
2000. Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation,
Harrisburg. PA.
'** Interview with Andrew Terhune. October 16. 2001.
"*^ Sharon Park to Andrew Terhune. June 26. 2000. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg, PA.
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individual structures within the site. The new construction appears to be at least
twice as dense as the original proposal...
The size, scale and density of this new construction violates Standards 1 and 9. It
destroys the spatial relationships among these historic buildings, impinges on the
view of Biddle Hall from Grays Ferry Avenue and forecloses the historic views of
the building group from all vantage points. The individual placement of the
buildings in the 1985 plan understated the size and density of the new
construction while preserving some open space within the site. The solid
groupings of buildings in the 2000 plan emphasizes their mass and density and
obliterates virtually all open space within the site."^**
Park also stated that this requirement was not new, as over the past eighteen years the
NPS consistently advised Toll Brothers that new construction will only meet the
Standards if it is concentrated on the western half or rear of the site. Park further
explained that the proposed multi-family building at the comer of Banbridge Street and
Grays Ferry Avenue calls for the demolition of the existing perimeter wall and fence,
character defining features of the site. This portion of the proposal violated Standards
Two and Five which require that the historic character, materials and distinctive features
of a property be preserved. The last major objection expressed by Park was that the
demolition of the wing on the Governor's Residence violated Standard Two. Park also
mentioned that due to a "substantial lack of information in the Part 2" the NPS could not
determine if Toll Brothers proposal met the Standards. Paik wrote, "Without a more
comprehensive description of the overall rehabilitation, as required by program
regulations, we cannot determine whether major components of the project meet the
Standards."^^^ Park informed Terhune that Toll Brothers could appeal this ruling by
Sharon Park to Andrew Terhune, June 26. 2000, , Naval Home File, PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg, PA.
^^'Ibid,
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writing to E. Blaine Cliver, Chief Appeals Officer, Culture Resources, National Park
Service.
Toll Brothers appealed the June 26, 2000, decision immediately, and in November
2000 E. Blaine Cliver responded. (Appendix D) Cliver affirmed the denial by the
Technical Preservation Service Branch as issued in June 2000. After meeting with Toll
Brothers in September 2000, and reviewing the additional information provided by Toll
Brothers in October 2000, Cliver concluded that the project did not meet Standards One,
Two, Six, and Nine of the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation.'
Cliver described the history of the review process and the significance of the October 17,
1985, conditional approval. Of that approval Cliver wrote, "That approval ensured that
the basic overriding historic character of this nationally significant property, established
by the monumental front of Biddle Hall, by its relationship to the Governor's and
Surgeon General's Houses, and by the expanse of open ground in front of these structures
would be preserved.""' ' Cliver explained that though the earlier project never took place,
in 1999. when the NPS received a new application for the Naval Home, the NPS began
its review with the conditions established by the 1985 approval. The new proposal did
not resemble the previous plan, and the Technical Preservation Service Branch found the
proposal did not meet the Standards for Rehabilitation. Cliver stated he agreed with the
reasoning established in the 1985 review and reaffirmed in the June 26, 2000, decision.
Cliver found that the proposed new construction did not meet Standards One, Two, and
-™
E. Blaine Cliver to Andrew Terhune, November 28. 2000. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
"'
E. Blaine Cliver to Andrew Terhune. November 28. 2000. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg, PA.
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Nine. In addition, he found that the demoHtion of the rear wing of the Governor's House
failed to meet Standard Two and Six. CHver's main objection was to the buildings
proposed between Biddle Hall and the Governor's and Surgeon General's Residences, to
the row of townhouses at the southern comer of the site, and to the wing of the new
building at the comer of Banbridge Street and Grays Ferry Avenue that projected in front
of the Governor's Residence. (Figure 48)
NAVAL SQUARE
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Figure 48 Highlighted areas indicate E. Blaine Cliver's objections to the 1999 proposal.
Cliver stated, "These proposed new elements would fail to preserve the key components
of the historic character of the property identified in previous reviews.""^" On one point
regarding the new proposal Cliver disagreed with the Technical Preservation Service
Branch. Cliver stated the addition to Biddle Hall would not diminish the character of the
"'"
E. Blaine Cliver to Andrew Terhune. November 28, 2000, Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
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building for the following reasons: the addition was sited at the rear and met Biddle Hall
where a previous wing once connected; the addition would not have been visible from the
front and it did not reorient the building.
Though Cliver did not reverse the earlier denial, he thought a proposal could be
approved provided several conditions were met. To receive approval Cliver stated Toll
Brothers had to remove the proposed new construction between Biddle Hall and the two
dependencies as well as the row of townhouses at the southern comer of the site. The
building proposed for the comer of Banbridge Street and Grays Ferry Avenue could be
constructed if Toll Brothers modified its design and removed the portion that projected in
front of the Govemor's Residence. The rear wing of the Govemor's Residence and the
perimeter wall would also have to be retained. Cliver further explained that the material
presented left many questions unanswered and in order to receive approval, specifications
pertaining to the materials, color, design, and height of the addition needed to be
submitted. In addition Cliver stated "...any plan for work on Biddle Hall and the other
structures must also satisfy the 'conditions and understandings' set forth in the October
17, 1985, letter culminating several years" worth of National Park Service review and
negotiations regarding these buildings.""^"* These previous discussions, as mentioned in
this chapter, particularly involved the location of parking spaces in front of Biddle Hall.
Cliver indicated that the original agreements Toll Brothers reached with the NPS had to
be honored. Finally, Cliver stated that if Toll Brothers chose to modify the project to
meet the requirements he outlined, the new proposal should first be submitted to the
'" E. Blaine Cliver to Andrew Terhune. November 28, 2000, Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation, Harrisburg. PA.
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SHPO. As the project stood, however, it did not qualify for the Federal income tax credit
for historic preservation.'^'* CHver's decision was final — Toll Brothers could not appeal
his decision.
Subsequently, there was a series of telephone conference calls between the SHPO
and Toll Brothers. ~^^ The first of these took place in December 2000. Zvi Barzilay
explained that from Toll Brothers' perspective the approval process had been too
complicated and as a result no project may ever be built on the site. Barzilay also
commented that Toll Brothers had economic requirements that the SHPO did not
understand.^^^ Brent Glass responded that for over twenty-five years the SHPO worked
with Toll Brothers to create an acceptable proposal. Glass also reminded Barzilay that
Pennsylvania led the nation in historic rehabilitation. In June 2001 the National Park
Service reported that over a five year span, Pennsylvania was second in the nation
following New York in historic rehabilitation.'^^ From 1995 to 2000 Pennsylvania had
two-hundred seventeen rehabilitation projects totaling $441,686,218 in private
investment."^^ The SHPO recommended Toll Brothers examine successful rehabilitation
projects recently completed in Philadelphia."'"^ Following this conference call there were
"^^
E. Blaine Cliver to Andrew Terhune. November 28. 2000. Naval Home File. PA Historical and Museum
Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
"'' Conversation with Bonnie Wilkinson Mark. February 5. 2002.
-^'' Bonnie Wilkinson Mark. Notes from Conference Call. December 20. 2000. Naval Home File. PA
Historic and Museum Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
^' "Top Ten States Ranked by Certified Expenses Over 5-Year Span." Federal Tax Incentives for
Rehabilitating Historic Buildings. U.S. Department of the Interior. National Park Service. June 2001.
'-''
Ibid.
"''' The SHPO referred Toll Brothers to the recent rehabilitation of the Philadelphia Savings Fund Society
Building designed by George Howe and William Lescaze from 1929 to 1932. A private developer
purchased the building and converted it to a hotel from 1998 to 2000. There was a complementary addition
to the rear of the original structure and this is the reason SHPO referred Toll Brothers to the project.
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two others in 2001."^" However, these efforts did not lead to another proposal. Before a
scheduled fourth conference call was held. Toll Brothers cancelled and the SHPO has not
heard from the company since that cancellation."**' While there has been speculation on
the part of the ACHP that Toll Brothers currently wants to sell the site,"**' Toll Brothers
did not confirm this information.
^^ Conversation with Bonnie Wilkinson Mark. February 5. 2002.
"*" Phone Conversation with Charlene Dwin-Vaughn. January 31, 2002.

Chapter 4: The Future of the Naval Home
Thus far this thesis has addressed the history of the Naval Home, the
organizations involved in its reuse, and the past proposals advanced by Toll Brothers and
their respective outcomes. Through this analysis, I have clarified the events of the past
twenty years and highlighted the complications surrounding the approval process. This
chapter will provide suggestions to improve this process.
This chapter will also demonstrate that though Toll Brothers has not found an
acceptable reuse scheme, the site, along with the three Strickland buildings, presents a
prime opportunity for residential development. Residential developments adjacent to the
Naval Home by two different realtors illustrate that today's real estate market will
support new construction in that location. Whether Toll Brothers or another developer
succeeds in the rehabilitation and redevelopment of the site, a viable solution must be
found to ensure the preservation of this National Historic Landmark.
Approval Process
The approval process was a hindrance to the Naval Home's rehabilitation and
redevelopment. Though the covenants adopted in 1982 made an attempt to protect the
historic features of the site and guide new development, they did not clearly establish a
procedure for Toll Brothers or the preservation organizations to follow. The result was a
complicated and disjointed sequence of events with which all the parties involved
expressed frustration. The confusion left Toll Brothers to fumble through the process and
in the end the site suffered. At this point, there is an opportunity to define a
guide for the
129
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approval procedure and thus increase the probability of creating an acceptable
development plan.
A reference guide to the approval process will only be successful if two other
changes are taken into consideration. First, Toll Brothers should recognize that its
strength, based on the company's past experience, is the planning and development of
new housing and therefore it would be prudent for Toll Brothers to hire a preservation
consultant. Preferably this individual or organization will have experience with and
knowledge of the redevelopment of complicated historic sites such as the Naval Home.
Toll Brothers can only stand to benefit from capitalizing on the knowledge of a
preservation consultant. The consultant can become a facilitator or mediator between
Toll Brothers and the historic preservation organizations. In addition, before any work
can continue change is also required on the part of the preservation agencies. The SHPO.
ACHP, NPS, and the PHC need to assign one or two representatives to oversee the Naval
Home site. As the past twenty years have shown, four agencies was a burden to the
developer and contributed to the confusion. Possibly the SHPO and the NPS can work
together as the primary reviewers of the project and the ACHP can be called upon at
times when disputes arise between the SHPO, NPS, and Toll Brothers. While it would be
preferable to reduce the number of preservation agencies to one, in order for Toll
Brothers to receive federal tax credits, the NPS. as the administrator of the tax program.
needs to remain involved. The role of the PHC can be eliminated or limited to a
minimum amount of involvement as the SHPO can assume responsibility for the
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Commission's tasks. These two modifications, along with a clarified approval process,
might lead to a successful rehabilitation and development program for the Naval Home.
In order to redefine the approval process, it is important to review the definition
of site planning. Gary Hack and Kevin Lynch in their book Site Planning define site
planning as "the art of arranging structures on the land and shaping the spaces between,
an art linked to architecture, engineering, landscape architecture, and city planning.
""'^^
The authors condnue that the aim of site planning is both moral and esthetic. The eight
stages of site planning as defined by Hack and Lynch follow: defme the problem,
determine the program, analyze the site and its user(s), create a schematic design and a
preliminary cost estimate, develop the design and a detailed cost estimate, write contract
documents, the bidding and contracting process, construction, and occupation and
management. Though this description appears to be a linear process, it is actually a
cyclical process as later phases influence earlier ones and decisions are reworked. The
advantage to the stages described by Hack and Lynch is that they are easily adaptable to
unique sites such as the Naval Home.
I grouped the planning stages described by Hack and Lynch into four phases that
can be applied to the Naval Home: analysis, schematic design, design development, and
implementation. (Figure 49a-49c) Before advancing from one phase to another approval
is necessary. A brief description of each phase follows.
Phase one requires a detailed site analysis that will be used in conjunction with
design guidelines to determine the developable areas on the site. In the case of the Naval
^^ Gary Hack and Kevin Lynch. Site Planning . Third Edition (Cambridge. Massachusetts: The MIT Press,
1984), 1.
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Home, rather than attempting to analyze all the issues involved, it is better to first identify
those issues that have the most impact on the site. A SWOT analysis provides a
framework for identifying these crucial issues. A SWOT analysis identifies the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats or constraints of a site."^'* While strengths and
weaknesses are internal to a site, the opportunities and constraints are a reflection of
external factors that impact the site. This initial analysis is very important, as it will be
used to create a preservation and development strategy to guide all future work on the
site. Along with a SWOT analysis, phase one requires a stabilization and maintenance
plan for the historic structures and a statement clarifying the company's objectives. An
initial cost estimate is also included in this preliminary process. The goal of phase one is
to determine the developable areas on the site. Two documents shall be required at the
end of phase one - a stabilization plan for the three historic structures and a diagram
indicating the developable areas with the approximate square footage of each area.
These documents are to be submitted to the SHPO for review. If the SHPO approves the
documents submitted. Toll Brothers would continue to phase two and define the program
for the site and begin to develop a schematic design. However, if the SHPO raises
objections, the plans would be forwarded to the ACHP for their review and comment.
The ACHP, within a period of thirty days would either concur with the SHPO or
recommend modifications so that Toll Brothers could resubmit the plan. Approval from
phase one would be necessary for Toll Brothers to proceed further.
"** SWOT was originally designed as an analytic tool as a means to evaluate businesses, but the technique
can also be applied to a physical site.
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Figure 49a Phase One, Naval Home Planning and Approval Process.
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Figure 49b Phase Two, Naval Home Planning and Approval Process.
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Figure 49c Phase Three, Naval Home Planning and Approval Process.
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The main effort of phase two is to refine the development program described in
phase one and create a schematic design that can be presented to the SHPO and NPS.
This phase is divided into two so that an architectural plan for the buildings will be
developed concurrently with a site plan that considers the landscape of the site. Together
these two plans will be combined and presented as the schematic design.
The architectural component in a project of this type will probably be done over
the course of several years in different stages. Before any new construction will be
permitted on the site, the rehabilitation of Biddle Hall and the two dependencies must
begin. New construction may be developed concurrently; however the priority during the
first stage should be to stabilize the Strickland buildings so rehabilitation work can begin
immediately. It is probable that no development plan will be approved if this is not the
scenario. Therefore. Toll Brothers will have to submit descriptions of the remaining
stages and provide the following information: how each area will be developed, with
what type of units (townhomes, low-rise, mid-rise, etc.), the height of the units along with
their general mass and scale, and most importantly, how the new units will relate to the
historic buildings. The relationship between the new construction and the existing
structures was a major point of contention in the past. However, this conflict will be
avoided as the site analysis should identify the non-developable areas of the site.
The landscape of the site is integral to the site's character and as significant as the
three Strickland buildings. The landscape features especially worth noting are the front
lawn designed by Strickland, the specimen trees, the perimeter brick wall, and the site's
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topography. Over the past twenty years, the SHPO and the NPS repeatedly indicated that
these elements are important to the site. Both the SHPO and NPS emphasized the
importance of the front lawn and stated it was to remain as originally intended and free of
parking. In order to determine what specific tress should be saved, a survey identifying
their condifion and significance should be undertaken. In addition, another key element
of the site is the perimeter brick wall that also needs to be surveyed to determine its
condition and how it should be treated in the future. While much of the wall remains
intact, there are sections along Banbridge Street where the wall has been replaced with a
chain link fence. The section of wall between the two gatehouses on Grays Ferry is
capped by decorative ironwork that dates to the nineteenth century. Both the SHPO and
NPS in the past twenty years identified the importance of the preservation of the wall and
ironwork. Finally, the site's topography offers nice views of the suiTounding
neighborhoods, and this should be taken into consideration when placing and designing
new individual dwelling units on the site. Along with the topography it appears that
many of the original roads are intact and can serve as a guide to shape the development
along the site. The third entrance along Schuylkill Avenue can possibly be reopened to
introduce another vehicular access point to the site. A complete analysis of the landscape
will help identify any issues (i.e., access, circulation, environmental) that may be
problematic to the site's development. Once identified, the problems can be addressed in
the site plan. Components of the site plan and architectural plan will provide the basis for
the schematic design.
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Once a schematic design is complete it will be presented to the SHPO. Similar to
the approval process suggested for phase one, if the SHPO has any objections the plan
will be forwarded to the ACHP for its review and comments. The ACHP would have a
thirty day period to review the design and either concur with the SHPO or provide
suggestions for Toll Brothers to incorporate and resubmit the design. If the SHPO
approves the schematic design, it would be appropriate to submit the design to the NPS
for their initial review and comment. If the NPS agrees with the SHPO that the plan is
acceptable. Toll Brothers will begin phase three, design development. However, if the
NPS disagrees with the SHPO, the NPS will be required to explain its objections and also
submit the design to the ACHP for comments. In this way, the role of the ACHP will be
defined to be similar to that of a court in reviewing an appeal in a legal suit. Conceptual
approval from the NPS would be required before Toll Brothers could proceed to design
development.
During the third phase of the approval process the schematic design will be
refined into the final development plan. First, design details for the new construction will
be specified through a series of architectural drawings. The end result of this work will
be construction documents that can be submitted for final approval to the SHPO and
NPS. Along with this work, the rehabilitation scheme for the three Strickland buildings
will be detailed in a similar manner. Simultaneously, the Part 2 application for tax credits
should be completed and submitted with the final development plan to the SHPO. The
SHPO will review and comment on the design as well as the Part 2 applicafion. Upon
complefing its review the SHPO will forward the application and its recommendafion to
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the NPS for final approval. Once the NPS approves the application. Toll Brothers would
proceed to the final phase, implementation. The implementation of a complex project
like the Naval Home will require management to ensure all work is carried out according
to the specifications, hi addition, it is highly recommended Toll Brothers draft a
management plan so that upon completion, there is an established procedure for both
short term and long term maintenance of the site.
Site Analysis
A new site analysis must be conducted to determine the potential for reu.se and
redevelopment of the Naval Home. In order to assess the site's potential and demonstrate
the effectiveness of SWOT as an analytic tool, 1 conducted a site analysis of the Naval
Home. My goal was to identify developable and non-developable areas within the site.
My initial findings are discussed below.
The three Strickland buildings are character defining features of the site and are
one of the site's greatest strengths. They provide a focal point for new development. The
formal front lawn as designed by Strickland reinforces the composition and relationship
between the buildings. Therefore, no new construction should be permitted in this area.
Along with the existing historic features, the site's topography offers views of Center
City and the surrounding neighborhoods. The steep slope along Banbridge Street may
provide inspiradon for an architect to design a solution so that homes can be built into the
slope. However, this type of design may prove to be costly and prohibit this constmction.
In addition the landscape including the specimen trees are an important part of the site's
composition.
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The landscape also reflects the Naval Home's history and its preservation is as
important as the preservation of the Strickland buildings. Another of the site's strengths
is its considerable size of twenty acres. Though the front (east) portion of the site is
occupied and off limits to new development, most of the land towards the rear (west) of
the site is available and suitable for residential development.
The Naval Home site also presents weaknesses, some of which are the direct
opposite of its strengths. For example, while the size of the site is large, its unusual
trapezoidal shape is a weakness in that it is more difficult to configure new construction
on the site. In addition, while the topography offers architects opportunities to create
innovative design solutions, the resulting cost of such construction may prohibit its
realization. Due to the poor condition of the three Strickland buildings, the cost of
rehabilitation has been described as "excessive" by Toll Brothers."^'^ This cost prohibits
Toll Brothers and may prohibit another developer from executing the project. Another
challenge of the site is that access is limited to the two entrances on Grays Ferry Avenue
and one entrance on Schuylkill Avenue. There is a possibility that other entrances can be
built along Banbridge Street at points where the perimeter wall no longer stands. For
example, at the intersection of Banbridge Street and Schuylkill Avenue, a chain link
fenced has replaced the original brick wall. (Figure 50 and 51) In addition, between
Taney Street and 26th Street, there is another chain link fence between two breaks in the
perimeter wall. Rebuilding the wall is not recommended. Instead, it may be possible to
create terraced gardens and a pedestrian connection between the site and the residential
neighborhood to the north.
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Figure 50 View of the rear of the Naval Home site showing the break in the
perimeter wall.
Figure 51 A chain link fence replaced the perimeter brick wall on Banbridge
Street between Taney Street and 26th Street.
'^* Interview with Andrew Terhune, October 16, 2001.
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Despite the weaknesses identified above, the Naval Home is an asset to the City
of Philadelphia and its potential for residential development is a prime development
opportunity. The location of the site is excellent as it is within one-quarter to one-half
mile from Center City, the locus of residential and commercial activity in Philadelphia
and University City, the educational center of the City. Two realtors. Prudential Fox &
Roach and Coldwell Banker built new townhomes adjacent to the site within the last two
years. (Figures 52 and 53) The Prudential development consists of three story
townhomes with three bedrooms, two and a half baths, deck, patio, fireplace, and a two
car garage. The list price of the homes built in phase two of the project is $475, 900 and
includes a three year tax abatement. "^^ Southbridge, the development by Coldwell
Banker is also three story townhomes roughly 2,800 square feet with three to four
bedrooms, three baths, a roof deck, and a garage. The list price of these homes is equal to
$375,000 with a ten year tax abatement."^^ The price of the Coldwell Banker townhomes
may suggest what new townhomes on the Naval Home site could potentially command as
Southbridge is located directly north of the site at the intersection of Banbridge Street and
27th Street. Both of these realtors recognized that a central location between Center City
and University City is a prime opportunity for residential development. The Naval Home
is in an equally advantageous location to capitalize on the market.
-*'* "New Construction." Prudential Fox & Roach Realtors, available from http://www.foxroach.com;
Internet, accessed 25 March 2002.
"*' "Buyer Property Search." Coldwell Banker, available from http://www.coldwellbanker.com; Internet,
accessed 25 March 2002.
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Figure 52 River Park Place Phase I. New townhomes constructed by Prudential
Fox & Roach in the residential neighborhood to the north of the Naval Home.
Figure 53 Southbridge. New townhomes built by Coldwell Banker at the corner
of Banbridge and 27th Streets.
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Along with current residential development, two current planning studies identify
the Naval Home as an opportunity. A New Vision for the Tidal Schuylkill, a plan
developed as a collaborative effort by the Schuylkill River Development Council
(SRDC), the Tidal Schuylkill Task Force (an alliance of thirty-five private and public
stakeholders), and a professional planning team led by EDAW, Inc identifies the Naval
Home and its future development as a potential force that could reinvigorate the river.
(Figure 54) Along with the SRDC's plans, the University of Penn.sylvania is also
working to strengthen its relationship to Center City by expanding its campus toward the
east. The University has plans to create improvements along the South Street Bridge and
the future development of the Naval Home as a residential community might attract the
university's staff and students.
The parties involved in the Naval Home including Toll Brothers and the
preservation agencies are both an opportunity and a constraint to the site. While Toll
Brothers brings capital to the site, their lack of experience with urban environments and
historic preservation has limited the company's confidence relating to investment and
action over the past twenty years. The site has not realized its full potential due to these
constraints. In addition, while the preservation agencies served to protect the significance
and architectural integrity of the Naval Home, the number of agencies and at times their
lack of coordination hindered the site's redevelopment.
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Other constraints that hinder the site's development include the following three
physical barriers: the energy plant operated by PECO Energy Company, the John F.
Kennedy Vocational School, and the Graduate Hospital parking garage. (Figures 55, 56,
and 57) The PECO energy plant creates an industrial barrier to the west that both
reduces the site's attractiveness for residential development and prevents further
expansion for new construction. The JFK building is six stories tall and blocks the view
from the Naval Home to the river. In addition, access to the river is blocked by this
massive building and the CSX Lines. LLC railroad tracks that run adjacent to the
riverfront. The analysis done prior to A New Vision for the Tidal Schuylkill also
identified the CSX railroads tracks as a physical barrier. (Figure 58) Another obstruction
to the site is the four-story parking garage at Banbridge and 24th Streets. Owned by the
Graduate Hospital located at 1800 Lombard Street, this garage is a barrier to the
residential neighborhood north of the Naval Home. In addition the underused garage is
reserved for employees of the hospital. In 2000, of the four hundred spaces available, the
hospital used only one hundred twenty-five spaces.'***^ Perhaps an agreement can be
arranged between Toll Brothers and the hospital in which the developer leases the unused
spaces. This would eliminate the need to build parking directly in front of Biddle Hall
and thereby enable the preservation of a significant portion of the site.
-** Bonnie Wilkinson Mark. Notes from January 1 1. 2000 Site Visit. Naval Home File. PA Historical and
Museum Commission. Bureau for Historic Preservation. Harrisburg. PA.
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Figure 55 The PECO Energy Plant creates an industrial barrier for residential
development.
Figure 56 The John F. Kennedy Vocational School creates a barrier to the river.
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Figure 57 The Graduate Hospital Parking Garage on the left sits directly to the
north of the Naval Home site.
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I summarized the above analysis in a drawing that represents the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and constraints of the Naval Home. (Figure 59) From this
summary, I discerned six developable areas of the site and one non-developable area, the
front (east) portion of the site. Any new construction in this area would destroy the
relationship between the three Strickland buildings and the character of the site. There
appears to be ample space towards the rear (west) of the site to build new housing units.
In addition, as construction is currently underway by Coldwell Banker, Toll Brothers may
be able to capitalize on the market momentum of that development. Along with the
SWOT, I estimated rough square footages of each area and recommended specific height
limitations for new construction in each area. For example, in the areas closest to the
historic features, the height limit of any new construction should not exceed three stories.
The main objection of this guideline is to ensure that no new construction breaks the
height established by the roof line of the existing structures. In contrast, the height limit
for new development on the rear of the site is more flexible. A new building in these
areas can be as tall as eight stories. Along with these height limitations, I suggested
locations at which new access points may be introduced. For example, along Banbridge
Street where the perimeter wall no longer stands, it may be possible to create a pedestrian
entrance through a series of terraced gardens. On the basis of this site analysis I have
shown that there is adequate space on the site for new construction without major
intrusions on the existing Strickland buildings or their setting. Hopefully these
recommendations will lead to a solution that will generate sufficient economic benefit to
enable preservation of the Strickland buildings and provide a profit for the developer.
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The Naval Home site has the potential to be reused and redeveloped. A review of
the proposals suggested over the past twenty years demonstrated that the approval
process was complicated and time-consuming. The lack of a clear, cohesive process led
Toll Brothers and the historic organizations into a series of misunderstandings and
battles, over the course of which the condition of the buildings worsened and the cost of
rehabilitation increased significantly. Further investigation into the financial constraints
on the treatment and reuse of the historic structures is needed. This thesis has
demonstrated that the internal strengths of the site, along with the opportunities that exist
today, point in a positive direcfion toward finding a sensitive solution. It is my hope that
this thesis will lead to a development plan that preserves the Naval Home site and ensures
its vibrant future.
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We also ask that the interested aeency contact the General Services
Administration (see the address within the attached surplus notice)
by copy of their letter to us so that they are also aware of the
expressed interest.
Upon receipt of an expression of public park or recreation interest,
we will furnish the necessary forms and instructions for the
preparation of a formal application.
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Advisory
Council On
Historic
Preservation
1522 K Slreal. NW
Washington. DC 2O0O5
MEMORANDUM OF AGRHEMENT
WHEREAS, the General Services Administration (GSA) proposes to dispose
of the U.S. Naval Home, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; and,
WHEREAS, GSA, in consultation with the Pennsylvania State Historic
Preservation Officer (SHPO) , has determined that this undertaking as proposed
vould have an adverse effect upon the U.S. Naval Home, a property included
in the National Register of Historic Places; and,
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation
Act of 1966, as amended (16 U.S.C. Sec. 470(f)); Section 2(b) of Executive
order 11593, "Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment;" and
Section 800. 4(d) of the regulations of the Advisory Council on' Historic
Preservation (Council) , "Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties"
(36 CFR Part 800), GSA has requested the comments of the Council; and,
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 800.6 of the Council's regulations,
representatives of the Council, GSA, and the Pennsylvania SHPO have consulted
and reviewed the undertaking to consider alternatives to avoid or satisfactorily
mitigate the adverse effect;
NOW, THEREFORE, it Is mutually agreed that the undertaking will be
impleineated in accordance with the attached proposal from Mr. R. Carlton
Brooks, Director, Real Property Division, General Services Adninlstration
to minimize adverse effects on the above-mentioned property.
Executive Director
{
I '
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Chairman '
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
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lliu Ci'ncr.il Servtci-.t AJi.il.iI ft ral Icn (i;S.V) xlll l.i.s.uo tliat O'X fol l.ivl.i,; him-..., ,!.
Jic tJki-n to .ivoj'j or nitlgatc poccnl1.ll .iilvcrsr effects pt the ;.n|r of It'C Ui. It nl
Klotes Hnval Hone (the Naval Home). MI nitlon!* will be roordlKnlcd with thr I'onii-
.•'Vlvonia State Historic Preservation Offlrer (Slim) nnti thr Advlsntv (dim. 11 ni
Historic Trcservatlnn (the Connrll).
1. CSA will offer the ULip-riy Tor puMl. s;il.: •>/ seolcd l-ids. rrl..r to Ih.
opcnlnii of blrl*, Lli« propprty will l.o .iilvpi t lai-.l for .it IrnsljlO Hjiv.-*. ri>.-
ntlvi>i t (semen ts will hu In .i Cormjt r.niLMally iir.<-H hy r.ry\, .iii<l uill conpiv
In all respects wleh rSA and Federal Tropi.-rty H.iiinfipment Rc(:>ih>t lon-t rr-
gnrdlng disposals by p-jbllc iaifts.
2. The sate notices will Identify tlic H.ivnl llomc and advliip prospective
hlddera th.it the property Is listed on the Nntlonal Register of llli^turle
rioi-ea and inuV.t l>e pieservcl or proLecleil, .'ind tin- lilsli>rlc prOM-rvat Ion
covenants contained h> Attachment A will be inrliideil In the Ixxi rueHMit
of conveyance for the property.
,
), rSA will advertise the Kale wld'-ly. ..tlllzliiR Ur locnl nnd n;.lloi.i.|
nntllns ILtts, paid ndverllslnc:' In local anil rerlonal iK-wspnr'-r'' . ;"ul
by providing publicity rt?tonfle9 t.i nntlunal piihl Icatloiw . Ni'tJces
of sale «UL be addrctued specifically to aM Interested partle.i who
have contacted GSA, the SIlPO, or the hi<ldli>R .jf.ency.
>. Upon completion of llu> bid openlni;. '"•SA vlll .iilvtse ri.e SIlPO .ind tin-
rnuntll of the resiitls. If an icioplalO i- bl'1 is not 1 1<.-.> Iv.'.l , i;S.\
will c<.n-;ult .vltli Sliro ,ni.l the Cumcll on f.iill.or nrt l/.n to he tikin
to eCfcrt tlie dlyposlLIon of tho pri>pni"lv. Ir Hie pkUiK tlmt levhiod
pl.ins arc necessary to .iccnjnpl ish disposition, CSA, tl..' SITO, .ind the
Council may mutually ORrec to the tcvlnlon of these »( l|.iilal I.hin.
n.MF-RAI, SrRVICES AnMimSTIl.\TrON
i
l>lrr<-«or. Real Property Division, rPRS (IMte)
IT-HNSTLVANIA STATE IIISIOKIC PHI-SlIRVAf ION ni-TIti;it
(l).Tte)
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The United States Naval Hone will be conveyed subject to the tollowlnj
coven.int5, which shall be considered as covpnant« rnntiln|t with tlie Isnd:
A. Anv alteration, Improvcncnts , nov development nnd/or demoMtlon .it
the U.S. Naval Honr conpinx shall be m.id.< '<nly after o^t.ilnlna the wrlttrn
approval of the Pennsylvania State Historic Preservation nfflcpr nni the
Advisory Council on Historic Praservatlen.
B. In the event of • violation oC the above covenant, the State Historic
Pre.tervatlon Officer or the General Services Ad^lnlstr.it Ion m.-»y institute
.1 »tiii to enjoin such vlolntlon or for damages by rcJsoii of .my btcJii-I>
thereof.
C. Thes« coven.inlM shjiU be hlniUng on the nrnntee. .»nd all hrlr-<. succes-
sors and assigns in perpetuity. However. tliL- Advlso(^- Council on Historic
Pre.'sorvatton, in ronsuUatlon with the State Historic Preservation Officer
Mv, for good cause, Bodlfy or cancel any or all of the provisions of these
covenants upon application of the r.rantee or the r.r.intee's mirces<:nrs In
Interest.
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lavitatlon Ho: GS-OW-DR(P)-12218A
CSA Control No: 3-N-PA-684
Opening Date: March 10. 198 2
BID FOR PURCHASE OF GOVERNMEHT
PROPERTY
(To be executed and submitted
in duplicate).
FOR SALE OF
UNITED STATES NAVAL HOME, containing
approximately 20.53 acres of fee land
and 33
buildings located at Bainbridge
Street and
Grays Ferry Avenue. Philadelphia.
Pennsylvania
TO: GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
-
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
7TK AND D STREETS, SW. ,
WASHINGTON, DC 20407 1
SU».Ea ta:' (1) The Provision, of C--^-^«- IVJ.'.'':olTllTvZ
Schedule portion thereof; (2)
the I"!^^^^^"'^
^ J° "^^e Special Terms of
"^ '"^'TTl iTolj^-mrT-ulirK'^^lh the provisions
of the Bid
Sale, Invitation No. GS-0«
V
^
incorporated herein as a part of
this
Form and Acceptance, all of
whlcB "e "
^^ accepted
bid, the undersigned blddrt
hereby ofera "^ ^gr e if^t^^^^
^^^ ^^^^^^^^
fJciibfd in^rairinerta^i^rforBi::
f" Z... H. P-ce i. . .tered belov:
BID PRICE ,
j
«,
"
'
<i 1.200. 000.00
Enclosed is a certified check,
cshier', cheOc. or postal .oney
order payable
to General Services
Administration in the sum of n^l^ HllNOR t^n THF.im
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($Jj0,^00^
>
a, a bid deposit. THIS BID IS
SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIOHS
DESCRIBED in Attachment A.
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I
ATTACHMENT A
THIS BID IS SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
(1) Toll Brothers shall receive all necessary local,
state and federal approvals to develop the Naval
Home for no less than two-hundred (200) dwelling
units.
(2) Toll Brothers will submit their plan to the
Pennsylvania State Historic Preservation Officer
and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
after a zoning permit has been granted.
I
(3) The Pennsylvania State Historic Preservation
Officer and the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation would have thirty (30) days to
review the development proposed.
(4) Toll Brothers will settle within sixty (60) days
of receiving all necessary approvals.
IF THE ABOVE CONDITIONS ARE NOT SATISFIED, Toll Brothers
shall be under no obligation to settle the property and
all deposit money shall be returned.
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In the evenc chls bid Is accepted che InstruoeDCs of conveyance should naaa
Che follovliig as Crancee(s):
TOLL BROTHERS, INC., or Nominee
101 Witmer Road, Horshan, Pa. 19044
(Include nane of spouse, if applicable)
BIDDER REPRESENTS) (check appropriate box)
1. That he operates a^; an / / Individual doing business as
partnership consisting of
or a / X / corporation. Incorporated In the State of Pennsylvania
or a I / trustee, acting for ,
2. (a) That he / 7 has, I "A I has not, employed or retained any conpany
or person (other than a full-time bona fide employee working solely for
bidde r) to solicit or secure this contract, and (b) that he / / has,
/ / has not, paid or agreed to pay any company or person (other than
a full-time bona fide employee vrorklng solely for the bidder) any fee,
commission, percentage, or brokerage fee, contigent upon or resulting
from the award of this contract; and agrees to furnish Infomaclon
relating to (a) and (b), above, as requested by the Contracting Officer.
(For Interpretation of the representation, including the terms "bona
fide employee", see FP.MR 101-45.313-4 (41 CFR 101-45.313-4).)
Name and address of bidder (street, city, state, zip code and telephone number
Including area code) (type or print).
Toll Brothers, Inc.
101 Witmer Road. Horsham. Pa. 1904 4
21.S-441-4400
Signature of person authorized to sign bid
Signers name and title (type or print).
)n. Joseph Duckworth
W. Joseph Duckworth
Executive Vice President
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CERTIFICATE OF CORPORATE BIDDER
George E. Casey, Jr. Certify that 1
Vice President _of Che Corporation naned as
(Sec. or other official title)
bidder herein; that W. Joseph Duckworth who aignad thla
bid on behalf of the bidder, vas then Fxpriitivp Vice President
(Official title)
of said Corporation; that said bid was duly aignad for and on behalf of aald
Corporation by authority of its governing body and la within the scope of Iti
corporate powers.
(sua.)
I ^
ACCEl^AHCE BY THE GOVEBUMENT
GS-OI»W»(P)-12218A as conditioned in Attachrent A to this Offer
The foregoing bid No. . / is accepted by and on behalf of th«
United States of America, acting by and through the Administrator of General
Services,,on this 18th day of « Marrfl 19 82 •
|
Signature of Contr&tlng Officer Title of Contracting Officer
B. C. MftLTBY
I .A^ // 1 nj ^--r^ "pirector
1 C\fy lA^/i-J^lK^ /Real Property Dlvi-sion
t . 4 .
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
PENNSYLVANIA HISTORICAL AND MUSEUM COMMISSION
WILLIAM PCNN MCMOMtAL MUSEUM ANO ARCHIVCS BUILOIMO
OX lOXtt
HARItlsaURO. PCNNSYLVANIA ITIBO
June 8, 1982
Zvi Barzilay
Project Manager
Toll Brothers
101 Witmer Road
Horesham, Pennsylvania 19044
Re: ER«ei-101-0200
Dear Mr. Barzilay:
I enjoyed meeting with you and Dick Tyler on the Naval Home complex
and I cun hopeful we can all work together for the successful reha-
bilitation and redevelopment of the site. To summarize our
discussion, there are three historic preservation requirements that
need to be addressed in planning your development project.
A) Philadelphia Historical Commission - All the buildings
on the Naval Home grounds are classified as historic
buildings or landmarks by the city of Philadelphia. Under
a city ordinance (14-2008 Historic Buildings) no demo-
litions or alterations may be undertaken without a permit
from the Department of Licenses and Inspections, which is
granted only after review of the project by the tr-hiladelphia
Historical Commission. While the city can recommend the
postponement of demolition, the period cannot exceed six
months
.
While the time is not ripe to request any kind of permits
from the city, Dick Tyler has offer the possibility of a
preliminary review by the Commission. In both of our
opinions the requirements for rehabilitation under Federal
Law (see next two sections) should satisfy any concern of
the city in this area.
B) Advisory Council on Historic Preservation - As you
know sale of this property is subject to covenants running
with the land that require any alteration, new development
and/or demolition at the complex to be made only after
obtaining written approval of my office (Bureau for Historic
Preservation (BHP) ) and the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation (ACHP) . To enable you to make the best
possible decision before entering into the purchase of the
site, I would recommend that you obtain written preliminary
approval from the BHP and ACHP of your redevelopment plan
for the entire complex which should include provisions for
the eventual documentation of significant structures that
may be demolished and use of the Secretary of Interior's
Standards for any rehabilitation work.
163
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Zvi Barzilay
June 8, 1982
Page 2
This review should be coordinated with the National Park
Service. I have suggested to ACHP that we all meet to
visit the site and develop a preliminary approval letter.
C) National Park Service - If an important element of
your development of the site is use of the 2 5% investment
tax credit, then I also suggest you coordinate your plans
with the Regional Office of the National Park Service (NPS)
who have the responsibility for certification of reha-
bilitation for the tax benefits. Because this project is
so important (and complex) , NPS will probably agree to
give a preliminary review of the proposal. As you know
their review will encompass the total site plan not just
the rehabilitation of specific historic structures. This
may raise questions aOaout any proposed demolition.
In conclusion, I will try and set a meeting later in June to arrive
at a preliminary approval position. If you have any further
questions, do not hesitate to call.
Sincerely yours,
Brenda Barrett, Director
Bureau for Historic Preservation
(717)783-5321
cc: Richard Tyler
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• w*i« Mn>
United States Department of the Interior
NATIO
WASH I
NAL PARK SERVICE
INGTON. D.C. 20240
VJo^
..V
\->c *«*''...«.*
^V 9 1982 ^^0Mr. Zvi Barzilay
Toll Brothers
101 Vitmer Road
HoPiham, Pennsylvania 1900*
Dear Mr. Rarzilay:
I a-n »Titing to briefly summarize the agreements we reached during our
meeting in
|»Mlicielphia on November 1, 1982.
Toll Brothers is seeking preliminary approval that the proposed development of the U.S.
N*val Home property would meet the Secretary of the Interior's "Standards for
Rehabilitation" to qualify for Federal tax incentives contained in section 212 of the
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981. At this time, you are asking that, as part of this
process under Department of the Interior regulations 36 CFR Part 67, I approve the
preliminary site plan prepared by Wallace Roberts and Todd.
Recause the 1979 U.S. Naval Home Reuse Study attaches equal architectural significance
artd reuse potential to Laning Hall andjiddle HaJI, I must have very convincing
Information supporting Ihe inteasibility of reusing Laning Hall before I can approve its
demolition as part of the overall project. We agreed that a letter addressed to me
containing such supporting information could fulfill this requirement. Wc also agreed
that a check-list of preservation treatments—mutually endorsed by this office and your
lir-n-would have to be prepared for the five Strickland buildings at the front of the sue
(Biddle Hall, the two residences and the north and south gate houses) before I would
*?prove the preliminary site plan. The framework for this check-list will be prepared
Ar.nR a visit to the Naval Home site on November 10, 1982, with a final version
^•^•nltted to you shortly thereafter. I want to emphasize that final certification for the
rr*iAbilitation project will occur only after completion of the project, and will be
crrwlitioned upon your carrying out the elements contained in the above-mentioned
pret<Tvation check-list. .»'
Finally, we discussed the fact that my approval of the preliminary site plan would be
contingent upon minor modifications in the location of certain proposed new residential
tnits.
I look forward to a productive visit on the 10th, and to our arrival at a mutually
agreeable preliminary site plan.
Sincerely,
l*t In I. lelMt
Lee H. Nelson, AIA
Chief, Preservation Assistance
Division
oci JPA-SHPO
Advisory Council
Mr. Richard Tyler
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m asTLv muMum
United States Department of the Interior r;^ V' „
NATIONAI. PARK SERVICE
'^
'^ '"''
WASHINGTON. DC. 20210 ^ iO f^
NOV 24 |??2/^
Mr. Zvl Oaruiay '^
Project vliiw^cr
lOi iVitrner Road
Hors.'Uiix, I'nvoylvania iXMr4
Oc^ Xir. UarzUayi
&dS«d on our daoJttion* (kirin^ t>te U.S N«vaJ Home ut« vitit on NovcniO«r il), 19^2,
J Iwve prc?.ircO a li»t of pr^&a-vdtiuri, mdinlcn^tnce anfl rcp-jir necJ» wiiioi will Be
nccc^ary to rt.-iJin Uic liuioric Ui.tractcr al t;ic tive AiUiiini $U'lc<<iaiiu Uutluin^s M.
the tront !>\ tiw &i:e. WiUi yuur cnJors;..-iicnt a.-U co.iinnitii>i;nt to uiiJ.:rtaKu ine
rciiajuiiauon accordtn^ to ine louowiiu; lut ol conciiioiti, aivi v«:tit my receipt ol a
letter ftocqiutety Ju^tiiyuij iltc (iemotiuonot taning Hall, 1 Ain (jrcparvd lu a(>provc
tii>! overall oevclo^.iiait i>roposal lor l.~>o U.S. Nav^ Home Site, i moiUJ tx-^-tCX Hdrl
2 ot a Hutoric Prescrvauon CeftitiCutio.i A.ipucation ii> .m: completed -it yojr
eATlieit cortvcnii!fice orio sent iivuui^o tiM State rtisruric Prcscrvaiiivi Otlicx-r l.> tn<s
blltoc lor review. M more <>et.iiJe(> ^lans tor the U.S. NavoI tlonie ure oravkit up, 1
would oxpcct lurtner can»ultation witii you And yoor vcjuiecis.
I. eiOOLEHALL
1. Uool - The stBJKilns seam metal rool, «itn Its dsfmers and m-^itors, is •
pTjniiucnl texture ini(.\-,rAl to fix: ori^ivtl 5triCKl.uiu i](:«i,,n ol ;iiu-jla rt ill. It* iMye,
color d.'W |}rv>truJiiv; ieaturcs pUce d \\i\ti\ cop o.> in<: jjcadc oi v.u ouiluir.^. l.'u:
ni<it 3*1011, ilopo, color ol the root — liiCiiK.iri^ tiio«e ciemcnts ol ti>> oor.ne!^, an\l
nionitort — will i>e retdln'^vl in plAce an j rc-tMircJ. U iK.->.x-&s.iry bcc<tu..i: ul um
deteriorated co.i.liuort, All or part ol tiM rooi un;i iu leuturst may oe replucod wita
hi^cortcally dp,jropriate irHitcrl.il* instftllni jmi linu>ite4 in t^e k.iriio loaiincr <u t.ic
ori^ivtl nateriau. II urvCertakcn. Mis treat>iient will iruiniain ain acccrave iii»(oricl
a,>,;v:^r4nt:c ol iiic ruol ^nd its ictirck «ir.m vic.voo iru ii i.ic iront ol liie uaiioui^.
In oru.*r to injure tna luture structurja mic-irit/ ut iMi'.cic Hiiil, ir.'S rrK>i dr<iin>t;a
»yitcai (ii>!:iixJinj gutter* and oo«ns,>out*> will sc repatrw-o uMns nistc.-icuily
ap',;n>,'>riat<! dcUU*.
2. Vcraiida*
llvt veranda* on The north «n4 touth wtnt^i of aidJI* Mali contribute In a sutetantial
way to the strong horieontal c-iiracter oi t.vjw ^i>rtions ol irto timlOLis. ) .^cir
0|/e.iii«u. pifictuiteo oy cast iron colU'iins arn) uTjUj^iU iron raiiin^j, caiiri.jMte* \a
tiirs c;ivtracter. To .luunt-un the on jnw iii.;r.tci.v oi toe Irani l.i':a.l2 v. ranijs, wwy
«rili OL- lott open, uncnclo3i:u, and v-ijlatructeo uy u.ny ^tcrrriiu^iit or ootrusivo
partitio.'tt. To insure incif luture inio^.nty, iha iron colu-nn* ciw riijm.,* wiU oo
rcuiiK-H' in ^.luC!;, repaired in a senMtive irtanncr a nccc« jf y, j«ii rcp-mtcJ in a
iiisturioiily oii^ropriutc cnor.
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Cutting down and convtsrting Dcrl^iitseiectisd windows tu <k>MO «rtO be allowed on
ll>? front i^oatfcs erf itc Mn-jj, The mr*^ cioors wjil Sii uecailoJ iii a iHiituicr
coosutcnt wiifi uie cniu-iicfc:r ol tivs veranws and trve lacaoe. five rs^fiAimo;;
windows will ix r^xAinisi inw«;i ^kJ reixiirea, or, li tiiceisary due lo cc^wioidied
ctt;wition, rcjlaced «ijih wir>d>Jvirs (avhv,; liw sa.Tic rc.vdl, jw:ic confi/.uraii-an, (n'jntin
prof iJe, ond tolur a» ti>e orijjinal wlrtUovsis. 1 iv; rear cK'vation v*>rinOiii >n<iy oa
crMilossd urnxi «U<i2Jr>ij '*ith verucaJ jiiinti jjIucch utfiino liiJ oiit iron (A»Jumr«. Ali
oi t/ie i^oiieti ciiclo»ur«s, if i.Tstaiicd, vill ue placed DCiuAd trw ir;;n co.u.Tins ind ruJs
an(i '*ili iriasntjin Uki scrtsc ol ojiiainesi smujn iiic verajiLiii possess. Uno:>tf usivc
<tairway$ will be allowed i3i^ ine rear elcvutiuci veraivdas K> provide verticdJ
circijiatlvin,
i. Facade Matoofy and Main Block iitylistlc and Oriumental Peafufe«
Btddlp Jiall'* mwjmcnuil, clitssiuiliy ^leiiiiicd portico otoveys more clearly ttidn any
other ieaiurie oil t/ic isJt<i wiiliani S^ricAlLjna's particjijjatuKU.i the Ctas.«aii itcvivai
niovejiiHil jsi tfiL UiKtsd States, b>!cau4e oi it» iym.Hkitf y, sciUe, rTiaicrruu, <,nd
dinjilina, ix ri^rruuns oftc oa tiie imtsi exairiples i>i Orccit iieviv<*i artiuLcciore m
Antcrica. As a rs4uJt ai tile impoct«ifvc« oi this psx-ticn ol tos Kte, no suiwunuve
alterations will i>e iin(ieri^<;n en ttte iacacK's main t>:oci< aixi iiariiai);^ ii^ys.
SbMjc litre masohry dcanirt^ usirj; Va ;j<:htlest iiieiin» possiWe tfio iurasive ittcttiOCsJ,
rnay be liseo to Fcrttove ro« sfcura. i-tisoof y on tl>e enure bjiluin^i u:>ciuaiiv^ iiie
winiiij will be rcpuitited, it anu wiitrc ruscuiiiry, ijsini iriort<i,' w matoi i,iu oriamii
mortdr in oimpoiiuoiri, stCs^nulh, color, mtd (ooU;)^. Window antj d^/or Oj>c»jin^ on J;i>r
ijvairt blcck mnd ULsiiua;^ o^ys oi ttn: i^iCAae will remain incr^uji^^eii, nor wti't i^\y iiew
openings 3c Jtitroduced. iMndoxv swh, f ra-Tics and doors will lie le(t intact arxi
r«paifed or, vmerc ueoessary due to deixjf iciiitca coridition, i-^iiSoccd wiin tiioit.*
inatdiiri t;i:! reyeal, ptine aiKt panel co«i£i^^i;rdtJ3n. r.mntin oirwl muIIiqo uiji, ,ii-ofiiu,
And colcr as tiie orji^iniJ*. T.ic mociiiinentai slairway bcnedl.l ttv: jicrtico «M c-uaux
intact Awi uiKJivitlLM. The rion-ori^jirwi CiSJii Jramcj iir>nninj' the stiUrvvAy v.'iii !*<;
removed. (.Jivobtrusive r*Hinjis :;iay b* jnstalica, >i roguir&o oy cuuj, tO' restrict
access M or niikc iate J or potjcstfiun use tfit: masoiif y pl<iUorrn4 currshtly accupioi
by tne tent fr-inics.
<». Domed AsstriTiJly Hall
The synvnetrtcal do.Tved ssseinuly hail i» t'lC toast si^]ilic«ot ir<t«rior sp^cu u*\ tiM
site. It Convey* tl"^- classiuil icie^s ot the Cireex ^tvjval moverrterrr, and tj
unuenial»y integral I? tJie uvercLl drc:iitE^tur.ti cndf<»c>cr <it bt^U t-t^iJi. Tise
M»eriii>iy iiali wul r«i)i<iinimuct m\o rcstoroi, witn nu periiViriciit vertical or
horizontHJ partitions int>taUeci.
'• IntoritK h'catures
Certain £uaturesoii tne intorlor oj aiddle Mali, inciudirtg ttw vuultcrt ceiling,
fireplaces, main stairway, dcor> ^sJ u i.Ti convoy i;icthot)i ot I'oiistructioti ;if)d
dctfliiiiig present in nign-qujJity tTicjijlc-cture oi tnc c^ly ot-.q rmJ-iVtA jantury, i>ui
not pres«it in modefn constr-JCtion. \iiic.iB possmle, i:r':3i:iccs iuic nriiinCdfi, v<iuit(^J
ceilings iXid doors *ith llieir njitdwaru aii;; tiim wi;l bii retairwd in pijce aiw it
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™.re«arv reu^red. The flat arcn main stairways
wiU be rc-tained in place. •» »
?!^n.Tz^ that^ tne iQP iioor of the b.Jdle MaU w.n^s.
interior partitioniug of tne
in their exterior visual appearance.
6. Biddle riaU Annex
AS a later and much lew architecturaUy
signiiicant addition to the buUdin^. the
demolition of Biddlc riaU Annex wiU be
permitted.
U. GOVERNOR'S RESIDENCE AND SURGEON
GENERAL'S RESIDENCE
1. Exteriors
Th- orisioal exterior integrity
and architectural
*""'"f «/ ?^7^|J[i^"~'-
detaiUng.
2. tnterlors
Both residences were ^-^c* -"^ -^^jfJ'^^fiTarn'o^r^^^^^^^
interior spaces and
-^"/^^J^^ whue t ^ burioTGeTier.l's Res.oence
fi<«r plan
Residence remains larjjely intact,
n '"^ ^ s , ori;;inai elaoorate^ Deen substanually altered. In both '«^,^^^^^' '""*^°Je "^^i^ ".ntact. w.uie
wood fireplace "^^^^'^^^'^^V^i'^T.^^^t^^^^^ tne res.ueaces.
much plaster cornice '^°^^"^J1^;^^^„Z^,,^^ wUl be kept intact, wun no
the spatial arran^enient of «'^^''J«';"°" f^^°\ „artiUonini of tnc Surgeon
Taot retained intact and, where necessary,
repaired.
U, NORTH Af^D SOUTH
GATEHOUSES AND FRONT FENCE
The north and south «atehous«
^^^^-nUrc. ^^tor« i^^^^^^
and in ti«ir detaUing.
compauole
*'»'^
J'^,^1™^^^ msidc arKi outsioe
help frame the front of tnc ^--^'°^^^^Z^,'^^ i^oTitectural cnaracter. r.«
nerspectives. contriouw to »«/'"^y^J^"f "!^' ^..served. The winoows and oours
will
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Uio»e (Diitoiin^ tne reveai, pane and panel oonIi,;uration, mtntin and muUion size ana
proliie, and color us the ori^culs. Tiic exterior siucco will je rosioreO, wnere
necciisiry, uun^ msioncaUy appropruu- materials aiiJ oetuuiii;; Unciuoinj icorutj),
and pointcNl on liutoricaily api>ropriatc color. I'Ik: sianJiHt; scoin metal rouls anJ
drainii;e systems uncludin^ gutters jna ilownspootsj «m oe repdirea or, wttere
necessary uuc to dcterioraico coiWiuon, re^iacecj \vni\ Historically a^,jropriate
cietailin^;. Tiic iron latcc anu ^Jtcs uctwcen tiw; f^atenouscs wUl oe sensitively
rcpairco and repainted usiP), Historically ap)>rO|>riate colors and oetuilin^ Tne
m^arbie fence i>ase will se clcane-i, d necessary, usin^ uie gentlest n>eans possiole uio
abrasive inetrKKisj, arKi repointed, where necessary, usin^ mortar lOaiaun^ tne
ori^nal in coinpoution, strcn^tn. color, ano tooUni;.
:Ay final condition relates to the placetneni (on your site plan; of the new housuvt
uiits Between BiOole riall ana tne governor's i<csio<:nce. Alternatives to tnis
placement shall Ov considerol so tnat tne nuts are placed well oeiund tite front plane
ol diddle Hall uwt forward ot tne centerUitc axis ut bidole Hall, as is ,<raposeo for
the new uniis Between BidOle Hall and tne Surgeon General's Residence;.
1 looK forward to yotir response to these conditions and to your written justificauon
for tne Oeiooliuon of Lansin^; Hall. Snould you nave questions aooui any as,«.-ci ol
this letter, please do not hesitate to fet me know.
Sincerely,
ImB. Hclsflt _,
»
—
^Ifiued
Lee H. Nelson, AlA
Chief, Preservauon Assutance
Division
rrfPA-SHPO Attni Brenda Barrett
Advisory Council, Attn: Clijrlcne Uwin
Ituladelphia Historical Cornirussion Attnt Uf . Kicnard Tyler
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United States Department of the Interior .Ad^.c- ^
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
WASHINGTON, DC 20240
I ILX7LV ufiit ro: ^y
Mr. Zvi B.rtil.y
FEB I 6 BBS
Toll Brochcrs
101 WiCBer Road
Borshaa, Ptnncylvania 19044
Dear Mr. Barzilay:
Re: U.S. Naval Boae, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Thaak you for yoor latter of Hoveaber 24, 1982, and the ancloaure froa Hallae«,
Robert* & Todd concerning the infeasibility of reuse for Laning Hall. I trust
that you hava received my letter of the aaae date listing conditions for the
rehabilitation of the five Strickland buildings (and their setting) which oust be
Bet before preliminary approval of your proposed project can be granted for use
of the Federal tax incentives.
The Vallace, Roberts & Todd letter does not, on its own, adequately document the
economic infeasibility of developing taning Eall. However, ay own inspection of
the building, coupled with an assimilation of the information in the comprehen-
sive reuse study published in 1980, have convinced me of the iofeasibility of
developing laning Hall. Its deaolition (together with demolition of aU other
non-Strickland era buildings) will not ^fr'I^^ '' ' it— r-rri fi -^••' -in fl' ^ j]*^ —
project, provided that the conditions cdTmy letter of Wovej
jfg f
74
,
ioht^.^. —••
,
and that the historic character of BiddTyTBT^tVe f banking buildings, the
troiytal settiilg) gatehouses, and front wall/fencing are preserved. These
preservation aspects jre essential to sustain the landmark status for this
property, and to receive the tax benefits.
It is my understanding that yqjj have recently received City Council approval of a
zoning variance for the site that will allow your project to proceed. I look
forward to receiving a Part 2 Historic Preservation Certification Application,
via Che State Historic Preservation Office, in the near future so that review of
the whole project by this office and the State can be accomplished in an exped-
itious manner. Rational Park Service preliminary approval of the project cannot
be issued without the receipt and approval of an acceptable Part 2 Application
for each of the buildings to be preserved and/or rehabilitated. Such an appli-
cation Bust document the preservation aspects outlined in my November 24 letter.
As you know, final certification of rehabilitation can be issued only when the
work is completed and the structure is placed in service. If you have any
questions about ay decision or the certification process, please lot me know.
Sincerely,
Iti Lb* 1. ItiiM
iMft R. Nelson, AIA
Chief, Preservation Assistance Division
^OVI) b^Odti' us
m^
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
PENNSYLVANIA HISTORICAL AND MUSEUM COMMISSION
WILLIAM P£NN WEMOWAL MUSEUM AND ARCHIVFS BUILDING
BOX 1026
HARRISBUHG. PENNSYLVANIA 17120
August 3. 1983
Lee H. Nelson, Chief
Preservation Assistance Division
U. S. Department of the Interior
National Park Service
18th and C Streets, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20240
Re: U. S. Naval Home, Philadelphia
Dear Lee:
We recently received from the Solkin Group persepective rendering
showing the new construction and its relationship to the historic
buildings on the Naval Home site. We would like to offer the
following comments for your consideration:
1. The placement of the new buildings appears to be the
same as earlier submitted to the city under the zoning
approval. Per your conunents at an earlier meeting on
the project, we would like to see the building sited
further from the historic buildings and at least (for
the two on either side of Biddle) behind the center
line of Biddle Hall. The plan with the rendering may
not be precise - but I think the possibility of moving
those buildings, even slightly, should be explored.
2. The scale, massing and design of the new construction
is acceptable. While the material to be used has not
been specified we believe the buildings' color and
texture is a critical issue. Because the historic
buildings on the site are range from light tan/yellow
to gray, we believe the new construction should be in
that color reinge. The texture should be as "flat" and
close to that of stone or stucco as possible. We be-
lieve stucco would be the best treatment, but would
consider a brick or other material which met those
guidelines. We strongly believe that red brick would
not be conpatiblc with the historic structures and
would not Be an acceptable material. The fact that
red brick is common in Philadelphia and the surrounding
neighborhood is irrelevent.
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Lee H. Nelson
August 3, 1983
Page 2
Please let me know if you have any other comments or questions.
Sincerely,
Brenda Barrett, Director
Bureau for Historic Preservation
cc: Dick Tyler
Zvi Barzilay
Elliot Rothchild
Thomas C. Barton
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United States Department of the Interior
4
•o o
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
WASHENGTON, DC. 20240
P78(424)
WJB 2^
&p^
'2 Ht. IhoM* C. Barton, III
• SalVio Group, Archiceetn and Plaimeri
C 1528 Halaat Street
• Philadelphia, Penniylvania 19102
u
a.
y
Dear Mr. Barton:
u
o Ke: O.S. Naval Uoae, Philadelphia, Paoaaylvania
\
Tbank you for your letter of July 14 and the perspective drawinga of the
new construccioD — in relation to Biddle Ball and the hiatoric
residences — which accmpanied it, I apologize for the delay in
responding; auoner is a difficult tiae.
I aa pleased with your deaign of the new units in the hiatoric contest;
their scale and aaising is quite cogpatible. However, I have two
concerns. First, as 1 said in ny letter of November 24. 1982, which
responded to the proposed site plan: "Hj final condition relates to the
placement (on your site plan) of the new housing unit* between Biddle
Hall and the Governor's Residence. Alternatives to thia placeaent shall
be considered so that the units are placed well behind the front plane
of Biddle Ball (not forward of the centerline axis of Biddle Hall...)."
It appears froa the nost recent drawing that oo change has been asde
In the location of the units. Pleaae reassess thc'Si.eif housing units'
proposed placeaent on the site to aioialKe their iopact on the historic
buildings.
'"
Secondly, you aantion the aateriala to b« used in the new eonstruetioo
and cite coqiatibility with the surrounding cosaunitles as well as with
the materials on the Naval Ucae site. It a«eaa to ne that ccnpatibil-
ity with materials in the surrounding co^amities is unnecessary,
as this site is so insulated froa thea. Your reaction at our June 20th
aeecing to the discussion of a stucco coating oo the new construction
was not positive. I would like you to rethink that position in light of
the fact that the historic residences and the gatehouses have painted
stucco walls. Stucco would be a low-maintenance solution, and could be
colored a buff or gray to blend well with the stone and stucco of the
historic buildings on the site. Please consider theec concerns, and feel
free to contact oie or Susan Dynes of my staff at 232-343-9590, if you
have any questions.
Sincerely,
Lee a. i.3J.soa RECEIVEOI
La« B. Relaoa, AU
Chief, Preservation Assistance
Division Ht^m ftV^TJTffl,
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loll UrOtllCrS KA WFTMER road, HORSHAM. RA 19044 (215) 441-4400
September 9, 1983
Na . Brenda Barrett
Director
Bureau for Historic Preserwaclon
Pennsylvania Historical & Huseua Co««iB«loii
Box 1026
aatrisburg. Pa. 17120
Dear Brenda:
Re: U.S. Naval Home
Philadelphia
Your letter of August 3. 1983 caught us sonewhat by surprlee.
since It is not consistant with our previous dtscuasions.
With regard to your first comment, I would like to advise
you
that Lee Nelson requested that we consider to set back
the
bulldlQgfi on e-thec side of Biddle Hall a couple of feet
behind
the facade of Biddle ttall as opposed Co -behind the
center line
of Biddle Hall- as described in your letter.
We have modified
our site plan in response to Lee Nelson's request
and we are
hopeful that the City will approve the change, since it
is not
entirely consistant with the previously approved Zoning
Plan.
Your second comoient is of great concern to us. In
our prevloua
discussions, it was generally agreed that the new
construction
would be less restricted, since the forum and the
material would
be conventional and therefore would not be
constructed to
resemble the historic structures. It was also brought
up that
the new construction would accentuate the historic
buildings and
their symmetrical setting. The use of red brick
is not foreign
to this site. Lanning Hall and the wall
surrounding the sxte are
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Ms. Brenda Barrett
September 9, 1983
Page 2
built out oi red brick and both seem to be very compatible with
the entire site.
As we all realize, the Naval Hone site Is not In the most Ideal
location, and major compromises would have to be made in order to
market this site. ~The fact that red brick is common In
Philadelphia and the surrounding neighborhood," is a very
relevent issue, which could not be overlooked, as we have been
advised by our Marketing Consultants. There are various examples
throughout the country where unindlgenous materials were a major
marketing obstacle. I trust that neither you nor us would like
to see the market reslstence to purchasing units In the Naval.
Home. Therefore, I hereby request that you withdraw from your
recent request, and provide us with the flexibility necessary to
make our project a success.
I am looking forward to your response.
Very truly yours,
TOLL BROS. , INC.
Zvl Barzilay *~^
Vice President
ZB/bhn
Two Pages
CC: Lee Nelson
Dick Tyler
Elliot Rothschild
Tom Barton
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United States Department of the Interior
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2024O VJ
P7J<»2») »«*«
«<>
«l
V
Mr. 7vl imrtUir
Toll Brothers
101 'WltTitr R(»<«
Hortham, PennsylvwUa I'M**
Hear Mr. BM-zUoft
Thank you far arranflr^ the Mn-eh 6 meeting with the State Hbtorlc Prp««rv»tJ«i
OHlcs »tilf, the National Park Service staff, Richard Tyler, yo-jr development team,
and other! with an Interest in the fiiture oi the U.S. Naval Home, a Natlonai Hbtorlc
l.Brylmark in PhBadelphia.
It va» Uiaftil tor o» all to disoits the three major issi«s that have come to light as a
r«ult of the State's review of your Hiitorlc Preservation Certification Application-
Part 2. Those iMuet are: the proposal to pot parking In front of BldrJle Hall, the
Intention to widen the north gate from Gray's Ferry Avenue to alio* lor two-way
traffic, and tt»e proposal to entargc the winiSows on the front of the main Mock of
middle HaJU Of the three items brought up at the March 6 meeting, two were
resolved, and the third (parking in front of Blddle Hall) «»» exhaustively discusaed, «o
that the site designers have guidance for redesigplni; the p«kjng plan to pre»i«rvo th«
landmark «ttit^ of Blddle Hall, the Commandant's residence and the Surgeon
General's residence.
Parking on the lawn In front of Riddle Hall Is, as was obyUMt at the meeting,
somethlni- about which we have grave concerns; any final plan must retain the
hbtortc setting for the landmark structures. As statec< in the U.S. Naval Home
'teuse Study, 'The.-ensemble of thrae major Stricktand-dosigned buildings arranged
wotmd the -reat tree-shaded lawn, with ancillary gate houses and cast-iron fence,
creates an irreplaceable and ualque environment... HUtorlcally, this group is
nationally Imoortant as the So.Tie of three Important Institutiowi the Naval Asylum,
the Naval Home and for a short time, the Naval Aca:iemy. Architecturally, this
group Is Imoortant as the largest collection of StricVland-des'uned hulldings still
standing. The survival of this quiet green oasis, now surrounded by the dcfwe urban
fabric of the city, b a rare urban event." «"« concur with that asaeisment of the
holldlngj and their setting.
We inderstand the need for substantial numbers of parking spaces on the site beca«««
of the ^lenslty of fx»»»in? units. The lawn, which serves as a fr,>:rti$piece for the
Striekland-deslgned huildlnf.j, must, however, remain as -jntooched at possihle. To
tr/ to Insert as many a? f.3 purk'n' jpoces in this location i-ould be unacceptahte. As
1 stated It the meetin", malntlnlns> the vista of ftlddle Hall end the l>W residences
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Mr. Zvi SanUqr
from Cr»r^ Vmrf Av«m» b «ia«ntUL Ve look ferwsn) to seeing a n«w site piM
«wt accomplMiM ttwt aim, even U h <*«ans reducing t^e number of new unit*
bunt. AnottMT •^ticn you wight cofMidv b to provide bwement parking In thoe« new
•HiUdlnjsat 9m l«»rth<!»»t ct the site th«t cuinot have tt»e« floor* because ol the
gra<!e chancb A» *Intarpreting the Standardi" bulletin concerning • timUar case i*
«Kl«M<l f«r jmtt Infermatien.
indenlnft of one gate, and ch«R«iii| the opcratlen 9l the ether can, «i« beDeve, be
*ticcass<uUy accomplished. The enlargement of windows In the center section of
Blddle Hall is an unacceptable Change to the iandrnvk. Before final approval of yeur
project, we wUl need to review detailed drawings on the parking and on the entrince
gate iMuas. A< 1 a<n sure you are aware, this project, Uke all of the ethera for which
the 2J% ITC Is aought, most meet the SeeretvYs "Standarda," and emlntata the
historic diaracter of the propertiea tn*el«ed. A oopr of the itenderda and (eMeUnea
Is encloaed for your Information.
In aplte of the fact itM your Part 2 ap^Ucatlon he* net yet beaa tranamltted le ew
office, I feel thas we have come mue^ doaer to an ultimate apyicyel of your
pn^poaed profeet. I hope thet aU ottier pr^lems can alao be reaotted a* they arise.
Piesae feel free «» contact me er my staff if you have any <|uestlani regarding our
review,
Sneertir,
/Sea/ Gary J,, Hoaa
GaryUMHiM
Acting C?rief; Praaei rrtlon
Aasiatafioa DlvWon
EfKioat«ea
a» MARO (Harrlaon) ACHP (awrlene DwiiO
f PA SHPO (attni Brenda BarrettL
Rit»wd Tyler
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United States Department of the Interior . VV
;y NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
••''
^ ^(J,^
WASHINGTON. DC 20240
IN IICPI.T Ktnji TO; ^ \^
Mr. Zvi Barzilay t^^Si-^'^^"' r-, MAY I 'CCil
Toll Brothers
101 Vitmer Road . ;;
Horsham, Penrtsylvania 1904* SSJK'J K i^'IiTfini
Dear Mr. Barzilay:
We are in receipt of the revised site plan dated April 12, 19S4, which responds to
the issue of the parking lot in front of Biddle Hall and our concerns about the
impact of the parking lots on the National Historic Landmark setting. While we
believe that the modifications made to the plan attempt to address our concerns
on this one issue, we are extremely disturbed about other changes which have
appeared on this plan for the first time.
Diring our discussions with you in Philadelphia on March 5, 198*, with regard to
what we coi^ider excessive number of parking spaces on the Naval Home site, you
responded to a question from Susan Dynes, Historical Architect on my staff, that
the number of parking spaces was absolutely necessary to service the 390 units (on
the City Council "approved" plan) to be located on the site. We now note that the
April 12 plan identifies 402 units. The site plan also indicates that the additional
12 units will be located in the three historic buildings. We are concerned about
increasing the number of units in the three buildings from 65 to 77. We remind
you that a detailed list of features that must be preserved in Biddle Hadl, the
Surgeon General's House and the Governor General's House was identified in our
letter to you dated Noveml>er 24, 1982. The additional 12 units also undermine
your argument for the ratio of parking spaces vis-a-vis housing units. You will
recall that there was considerable discussion on this point in our Philadelphia
meeting.
While you have addressed the pnrking spaces in front of Biddle Hall, the ctianges
to the parking plan in three other areas: between Biddle Hall and the Governor
General's House, between Biddle Hall and the Surgeon General's House, and
directly in front the Surgeon General's House, have increased in the number of
spaces to the point that they are negatively impacting the setting. Changes to
this design will be necessary. For example, the parking lot in front of the Surgeon
General's House is within a few feet of the veranda and located directly in front
of the house. Our suggestion in the Philadelphia meeting was that increased
parking could be placed in that area but it should be located toward the perimeter
of the property, not directly in front of the building.
An additional new item to appear on the site plan is the traffic control court
immediately within the main gate on Gray's Ferry Road. The size of this facility
alone is disturbing. Three lanes of traffic, a large fence-enclosed area and
another gatehouse, located approximately 70 feet behind the gate, appears to be
^o
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excessive, and quite contrary to our frequently stated objective to preserve the
setting of Biddle Hall mnd the two residences. Since it is our understanding that
there will be a 2U-\xnir security guard at the gate, we do not see the need for a
new gatehouse or accommodations for three lanes of traffic. To comply with the
preservation objective, parking and traffic control areas must be minimized not
expanded as in the April 12 site plan.
Because of the serious questions which these new Items raise, the National Park
Service cannot address, in isolation, the single issue of the parking spaces in front
of Biddle HalL Regrettably, our attempts to deal with one issue at a time on the
very complex problems of the development of this National Historic Landmark
site have proven most unsuccessful because of the manner in which you make
changes and introduce new elements into the development proposal. Therefore,
before the National Park Service will proceed with any further review of this
project, all documents must be submitted Including tl->e coimplete plans for the
rehabilitation of Biddle Hall and the two residences.
Sincerely,
Gary L. Hume
Deputy Division Chief
Preservation Assistance Division
Richard Tyler
Executive Director
Philadelphia Historical Commission
1313 City Hall Annex
PhUadelphia, PA 19106
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
1100 Pennsylvania Ave., NW., #809
Washington, O.C 2000*
I Dr. Larry E. Tise
State Historic Preservation Officer
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
P.O. Box 1026
Harrisburg, PA 17108
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/n\!<''^'^I\ General Services Administration, Region 4 i / C / C d
C«Mab«c 31. 19M 4-«-rA-iM
CMtTMt Ko. GS-M-ini-(r) 1221211
gECElVCD
Vs. ZtI Busil«7. Vlec-PrcaUwie
JAN 41985
Toll BrpthM*
101 Nltnaur load „
HoT.l>i». PA IMM
^jjjjj plitSUlJftT^W
Baar Hr. BartUayi
Thank you, aad Bvk Xall, for taking Cha tlaa to aaa aa. Aa prDataad, I
hav* eontactarf • aualiai af iparaeoa lavolvad la tka hlatorlo prasnratiaa
aapacca f>t tha Ba?al Bona projact. After cocveraatlons »ltb Hr. Tylar
of the Philadelphia Co^ilaalon and Ma. Donna Wllli«aa of tha Paanaylvaala
CaoalaaloB I hara conoladad It la In Toll Brothara bast lataraat ta
yroaaa< aa follomi
1) Oa* «askln« dnartaga tvt tba thraa algnlflaaat bnlldfnga, stiaxd
\mmm, gataa, willt at*, to Mr. Tylar so aa te coapl'ata tha
appsawal preeaaa •Itk'.tha CaMnlaalon. TUa, aa 70a kaoa, la •
nacaaaar7 past •( tha panlt procaaa.
2) Prapaca Bha caaplata tax act part XI aubniaalon for tha aatlra
project. Behialt thla to the Comlaalon In Harrlaborg. Aftar
roTlav tbara. and any nacaaaary nodlfleadona, cba packaga
ahMtU go to tha HatlsBal Park Sarrlca (HPS) In Voahlngtoa. I
mdaratand the Adviaory Cooncll (Ha. Cbarlsna Dwln) la vUUag
x» aaaapt tha JiidtaaaAt of SPS vhich will aafe* Ufa a llttla
far you.
1) Aftar caoylatlaa of tba abova. yott ahould ba In a poaltlon to Bvt«lt
y««v TCTlaad plan t« the city aad procaed with obtaining tba aaadarl
paxwlta.
I ««anet ovarly atraea tha laportanaa af prawKtas aai^laia iavalafMa*
plan to all of cha coacaread partlaa aa aoon aa paaalbla.
I ralaad tba iaaoaa of procaading on tha baala of ceaeaptoal daalgn mA
prnraading with oanr coaatruetlon only. Balthar of thaaa propoaala ara
paaalblOf aa tbara ara only two raallatle actleoa opan to yon. Blthar
prooead aa ootllnad abora or eloaa all affort and olvatarlly default.
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I hap« you will elect to proeasd. I will be happy to ia««t vlth you at any
tl»e to aaalat In any way I can.
Flca»« keep na posted aa Co your prograaa.
tlocaraly.
^©led B. C. f/^LTBy
B. C. lUtLTSl
Mractor
Dlapoaal Dlvlalon
Mr. Tyler
Philadelphia Ulatorlcal Conndsslon
1313 City Ball Annex
PhUadelphia, PA 19107
Ms. Donna Willlasis
Conmonwealch of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Hiacorlcal and Museum Conmlssion
UilUaa Penn Memorial Huseua
and Archives Building
Box 1026
Barrlabucg, FA 17120
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Advisory
n^^^A'^ .^ ^^'^
CoimcilOn (/}d^^ ^
Historic
Preservation
The CXd Post Office Buildmg
1100 Pennsylvaiiia Avmue, KW, #809
v*'bi'>si"^^i«>^ MAY 3 11985 Y/-CJUru -/0
^^^^^ '^
• EXFruriVt' DIRECTOR
Hr. Zvi Bartilay
Vice Preaidenc
Toll Brother8 DevelopaenC Corporation
101 Vicner Road
Borshaa, PA 19044
REF: Proposed Adaptive Reuae of the D.S. Raval Base Coaplcx
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Dear Mr. Barzilay:
This is a follow up letter to the meeting of April 4, 1983, vith
representatives from your development team, the National Park Service, the
city of Philadelphia, the Pennsylvania State Historic Preservation Officer
(SHPO), and the Council.
As you are aware, the Council's review of this project is required by Che
ratified Meaorandm of AgreeBenC of October 28, 1981. The HOA provides for
the property to be transferred with preaervatioQ coveoancs that allow the
Council and Pennsylvania SHPO to review redevelopaeot plans for the
property. Your proposal, which calls for the deoiolition of all but the
Strickland Buildings and front gates and gatehouses, has been submitted to
us for review. However, we have concerns with several elements of the
proposed plans for both new construction and rehabilitation.
During the loeeting we identified those treataents that required further
clarification. It was our understanding that you would prepare the
following docunentation and forward it to the National Park Service and the
Council within a two week period:
a. a conceptual plan for the treataent of the entrance gatea;
b. a scope of work proposed for the rehabilitation of the gate
houaes;
c. evaluation of the feasibility of retaining Che west gatehouse;
d. study of the location of existing exCerior lighting and its
location in the redevelo|Bent project;
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c. dociBcotatioD of how historic elcscnct reaoved •• part of this
project will be categorized and stored;
f. •nal7si« of proposed changes to the feoeatration of Biddlc Hall;
g. dociaeotatioo of the proposed treataent for the east and periactar
walls;
h. dociacntatioa of the propoaed treataent of the •raada, including
the repair of the floors;
I. eraloatioD of the feasibility of retaining the gaxebo;
j. dociaentation of proposed site iaproveaeots, including the use of
outdoor furniture;
h. docuaentstioD of propoaed treataent and reuse of buildings flunking
Biddle Ball; and
1. dociBentstion regarding the location of HVAC eqaipaent in
Kiddle Ball.
To date we have not received any of this inforBation. Given your desire to
initiate construction activities by Septeober 1985, we are concerned that
we will have insufficient time to complete our review.
We would like to be kept infonoed of the status of this project. If there
are to be extended delays, adviee us accordingly so that we will know when
to expect the ioformstioo. We are prepared to provide any sssistsnce we
can to allow you to meet your deadlines; yet, we resain cooccroed about
materials arriving at the last possible aoaent and unrealistic deaaods aade
for the Council's canaents.
If we can be of further aasistance, please contsct Ms. Charlene Dwin at
202-786-0505.
Your continued cooperation in this aatter is appreciated.
^aatern Diviaion
I of Project Review
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V\'
United States Department of the Interior
F/ii{t^t)
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
P.O. BOX 37 127
WASHINGTON. DC 20013-7127
CCT IT 865 0CT2:jj;::5
"^'...uj rifc.
i.lr. ^vi uarzilay
Vice Hr«'sii>iit
Toll urothets
lUl Wit.iier UodO
ttorsridiii, Pennsylvania IWtit
Re: U^. Naval Home, Hiiladelphia, Pennsylvania
I'roiect Numbers; PA-a<>-0i>7ft, 0375, 0676, 0^77 arnJ 0^6
Taxpayer luentiiication Number: Zi-liZ7 iWi
Dear .vir. iMTzilay
:
we iiave com^deteti tlie review of the revised "Historic Preservation Certilication
'Vplication - Part ^" lor the above listed jjroperties and dated July Z, i'i'&i. Tl»ese
reviseu applications were received in our oiiice vn /Vui^ust 13, I'JSi, Tlte proposed
reliubilitation ol oiuule Hall, the Governor's Kesioence, the Surgeon Cenerul's House,
tiie vjjteiiouses and hence, anU the proposed site plaii and Idnascapin^, meet the
becretuf y ol tlie Interior's "Standards lor Ueliabilitation" with certain understanomgs
and coiiditioits that are explained below:
Unuerstanoin^s developed tivou)^! meetings and on-site inspections:
There will be r>o changes to the size and shape of window openinj^s on the
central pavilion of the lacade of biddle ilall. A previous proposal to enlarge
wiiiuows in the central pavilion is not a part ol tiiis Part II application.
v^leaiung specifications lor the masonry walls and tlie iron lence will be
submitteo to tiw itational Pari< Service lor review and approval prior to
uiiuertaKUi^ the work, jpecilications for trie stucco repair and masonry
ropointinj, will also rei^uire review aiio approval belore cominencido work.
Tlie apartment doors on the rear veraiiuali ol Liiddle ilali will be wooden six
panel doors as sliown in tlie October I91ij drawings.
All doors and interior trim in the rotunda will be preserved in place. Uoors
lioui tii<? rotunua into lloilkin)^ apartments will be left in place with any code-
reijuired construction placM behind the doors.
Tl»e only work to be unuertaken ut this time on tlie interior ol tlie vjovernor's
residence ana tue jur^eon ije.ieral's U'siuence will be surli repair and
inainte-iianco lev^uirev. to prevent iartiier deterioration ol tlie historic
materials, vvlien plans are developeo lor tlie interior work on these two
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lAnoniark structure*, the/ wiU require revie» by the State and the National
*'"'• i<rvice lor cv/nlw.>iiuicr witn t.ie iwcretory ol tlie Interioi'i "^tixHJariJS
tor Kerusoilitdtloo.'
^pecUlcaTlon* ui tiie exterior U^itln^ Ilxtures and ctKle required exit staira,
r^liJn^s dtitl equipment wiU M submitted lar revle» and ap^rowdl <ii Uiis
iiiateiiai i» ueveiuf>ej.
the f«rt U 4ii>|jUcatloii is a)>|<roved with the foUowln^^ conditions
AU orl&lniU Interior wood trim in Qidole tull, removed as part of ti«* lurrln^
out and insuiatui^ of tiie exteriiol nuUMiry waUs, is U> uc Cdrelully reuistiaieu
in its-ori^tnhi locati>>n. ihU is St>eciilc<iUy u re<iulreiii«iit lor the secoou liuor,
uit is a ^enerul re«4uire(iie>^t ior ali windows surrounus, iMses, ChalrriiUs, etc.,
tlMt remain in place anu are troin tite earliest periods oi constructioik.
The niasmry base oi the teoc* enclu«in^ the entrance j^te coinpo^mo will au
elliittiiated IrvNii tiie desist to inlnliiil,6e the hiit>act ol this tenciii,; on the
historic setting.
ii clianje* and/oc amendments to the project are propoaed, these ctkan^es aiMl>er
amehtiiuents inust t>e rrvlewcu and a^/proved in writing Oy the National faik
jervif». Any revised materiai sudmitteu lor coniormance with the conjitioo listed
a4M>ve «rwuid de submitter to this oliice throu^ the :>tate iilstoric Preservation
Ofllce. Also, any suostantive ciiaik^e In the work as described in the revised
applications, dated July i, iVii, siiould be brou^t to our attention in writlnj^ prior to
•xecutlun te ensure contijiueu cwilorniancir.
%rtiie tIte review process lor thi* project, Involving city, state and multiple federal
appruvkls, iias been particularly couipllcated, we are pleased to note tlut toe linal
desif^ lor tiiis rtational historic lajKjinarK will preserve a ni^ de^ee ul historic
iikateriai una «iii preserve the lustorically si^ilicant setting iut the threc-nuildln^
complex.
»b«:er«ly,
fSlgasdj Cary 1. W»»
Ciary itume,
tjeputy cmel, freservatioii
Assistance Division
Mr. Uary Ruben, RA
Oirector of Desi^
Historic i.andinark<< lor Living
iO S. Kroht Street
h>nUjdelphia, t>A. IVlOb
Ms. Charlene Uwin
CAuvLsory Council)
MS. Oonna Williams
tSHHO-FA J
Mr. Di<:k Tyler
Executive Uirector
Philadelphia iiistorical Commission
1313 city Hall Annex
PhUadelphia, PA. 1;^106
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Advisory slk*»
Council On
Historic
Preservation
The Old Post Office Buildiog
1100 PennsylvMua Avenue. >W, #809
Mtashington. DC 20004
DEC i 9 IT55
Mr. Zvi Barzilay
Vice Presideac
Toll Rrochers
101 WiCMC Road
Borshaa, FA 19044
UP: Proposed Adaptive leuae of the lUval Boae Coaples
Philadelphia, PeoosyLvaaia
Dear Mr. Barzilay:
Thaak you for your recent rciponae to oor letter of May 24, 1985. The
additional information that wa( aubaitted allows the Council to coaplete
its review of your redevelop^nt proposal for the D.S. Maval Ho»e Coaplex,
as specified in Covenant A of the ratified Me«oraodu» of Agreenent
dated
October 21, 1981, aaoog the General Services Adainistration, the
Peoosylvaoia State Historic Preservation Officer and the Council.
The current plana for the siting and design of new construction
within the
coapleE, including proposed parking areas, is synpachetic to the
character
of this property. Becsuse proposed plans li»it the construction of
townhouses to the rear of the complex, new construction will not
sigoificsntly alter the historic setting along Cray's Perry Avenua. As
you
are aware, one of our primary concerns has been that proposals
would alter
the setting and exteriors of the historic Strickland buildings
which front
on Cray's Perry Avenue— Biddle Hall, the Surgeon Oenernls's
Bouse snd the
Governor's Residence. The concerns we sutaitted to you regarding
the
initial plans for the rehabilitation of Biddle Ball have
now been resolved.
The plans have been revised to incorporate sensitive
tteac»eots that will
reault in the retention of the existing window openings in the
Central
Pavillioo area, the repair of the existing flooring on the verandah
and
replace«ent in-kind, as necessary, and the reuse of
significant interior
eleoents. Therefore, we find that the proposed rehabilitation
of Biddle
Ball adheres to the recosuaended approaches in "The
Secretary of the
Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for
Rehabilitating
Hiatoric Buildings." It is unfortunate that the Surgeon
General s Bouse
and the Governor's Residence are not to be rehabilitated
as part of this
phase of the redevelopment proposal. Bowever , we
encourage you to take al
quickly as possible, appropriate aeasures to stsbilite
the interiors and
exteriors of these buildings so that they will not be
allowed to
deteriorate through neglect.
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We are pleated to tee th«t the current prppoaalt call for the reute of the
exlttiag li|bt fixture* aod the gazeboi witbio the coaplcx. The iocorpo-
rttioo of theie eleacDti iato the tite iaproveaeot plan* for Biddle Ball
will certaialjr preserve the biitoric aettiog of the front of the coaplei.
While, it ii regrettable that the weat gate houie viU ha*e to be
deaoliahed, your plant to rehabilitate aod reute the north tod touth gate
bouaes along vith the new entrance gatea offert an acceptable coaproaiie
tolutioo.
Overall, i»e find the current pcopotal for the redewlopoeat of the D.S.
Naval Boae acceptable. In order to tatiafj the requircaantt of Covenant A,
we would like to ensure that loll Brothert consults with ut in the event
that substantial revisions are aade aod in the developoeot of future plans
for the coaplex. Agreeneot to the following cooditioot will evidence your
acceptance of this reaponsibility:
1. If any iujar aodif icatioot are aade to the plant for aaw
construction (i.e. revisions in siting, aodif icatiooa to the
existing design concept, relocation of parking areas, etc.)
or the proposal for the rehabilitation of Biddle Ball at
presented io the aeetiog of April i, 1985, and in the
revised plant tubaicted on October 31, 198S, Toll Brothert
will forward the proposed revisions to the Penoaylvania
SBPO, or bit designee, aod the Council for review aod
approval within a H-day period.
2. Plans for the rehabilitation and reute of the Surgaeo
General 't Boute and the Governor 't Retideoce will be
tubaitced to the Feootylvania SBPO, or his designee, and
the Council for review aod approval prior to the initiation
of any coostructioo activities oo the buildings.
3. Prior to the deaolitioa of Lanoing Hall, Toll Brothera
will record the structure. This will be done to tbat there
will be a peraaoeat record of the existence and appearance
of the atructure prior to iti daaolitioo. The Bittoric
Aaericao Buildingt Survey (BABS) [Rational Park Service,
600 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pcnntylvania) will be contacted
to deteraine the appropriate level of docuaeotatioa required.
Oocuaentation aust be accepted by HABS aod the Penoaylvania
SBPO notified of itt acceptaoce prior to deaolicion.
If you agree to these conditioot, please sigo the coocurreoce line and
return this letter to the Council.
The Council would like to take this opportunity to coaaeod Toll Brothers
for the concerted effort they have aade over the last three years to
addrett the preaervatioo ittuet related to the rcdevelopaent of this
National Bistoric Landaark. We are certaio that once Phase I is coapletcd,
the project will be noted for its creativity io preserving the historic
setting of the D.S. Naval Boae while developing the reaaioder of the
coaplex for ioteotive retideotial developaeot.
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We wi»h you such lucceat with thii cxcitiot project.
Coocur : (date)
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"^^ United States Department of the Interior ^ y -'
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
P.O. BOX J7 127 ^Bf^l?^.' -
"
WASH[NC70N, D C. 200IJ-7127
yii - = '
H(i2i5(42<»)
APR 1 7 '.387 ,r.P°. 2
' 1537
Mr. lohn V. Veale, Jr.
Assistant Commissioner
(Office of '"eal Property "olicy and "^ales
Ceneral Services Administration
ISth and ~ Streets, ^'."/.
"'ashington, "^.C. 20405
f'ear "'r. "•'eale:
Tie ^Jational Park Service has ?rave concerns about the preservation status and
physical condition of the ".". Maval "ome in "^iladeiphia, 'Pennsylvania, ^he I'.S.
"'aval Home is currently owned by the Genera! 5ervices Administration but a
contract is pending to sell this property for development to ''"oil Brothers, Inc. of
Horsham, Pennsylvania. The '-'ationg.f "ark Service is involved in this project
because the developer has applied for Federal tax incentives for rehabilitating the
buildings under the Internal P.evenue Code.
"Tie U.S. Naval Home is a National Historic Landmark, designed by the architect
"'illiam Strickland, it is our understanding that the General Senrices Administration
fCSA) has been looking for reuse proposals for this property since 1976. In 1987, CSA
entered into a contract that includes preservation restrictions with '''oil "rothers,
Inc. for the sale of the approximately-I8 acre Naval Horr.e prooerty.
The National Park Service has been actively involved in the project since 1982. ''e
Save met numerous times, in Philadelphia and Washington with the developer, the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, the CSA Atlanta Regional Office, the
City of Philadelphia, and the Historic Preservation Office of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania. After considerable negotiation, we believed that all the concerns of
the various preservation agencies had been addressed, and in 1°S* the •''ational "ark
Service issued a preliminary certification of rehabilitation (inder the Internal
Pp'/enue Code, final certification can be issued only after the work is comoleted).
The final conveyance of the property, however, has not yet taken place because Toll
"brothers, Inc. has requested and received several extensions of the contract for sale
LTT'er the terns of that contract. Consequently, no vork has been undertaken on
these huildings for at least ten years, "'c arc concerned that these nationally
important buildings will continue to sit vacant, unhealed and without maintenance,
literally rottin" away, unless the developer takes titie to the property and begins
work on the buildings, ''his increasing deterioration is also affecting their historic
and architectural integrity.
"^is situation has continued for an excessively long ;>eriod of time, therefore, we
request that the sale >€ executed at the end of the cuT»nt contract extension, ""e
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Mr. John V. Neale, 3r. 2
also urge that provisions be tiade for the maintenance of the buildings during that
period between closing on the sale and the completion of the rehabilitation. If the
developer is unwilling to sroceed with the project and close on the sale of the
property, ve recommend that all necessary preparations be made to reoffer the
property for sale to a ourchaser who could undertake such a project in a reasonable
time so that our ultimate ^oal can be achieved—the long term preservation and reuse
of this architecturally and historically significant property.
My staff and I would be pleased to jive you a complete briefing on the U.5. Naval
Home and current reuse proposal, if you would like, ^lease feel free to contact me
or Gary Hame of the Preservation Assistance 'T^ivision (3*3-9573), for any further
inform ation.
Sincerely,
Jerry L. Rogers
Associate Director, Cultural Resources
cc: Mr. 3raney 'laltby
Office of ^eal Estate Sales -*DR
General Services Administration
75 Spring Street, SW
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
Ms. Conna Williams
Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
P.O. Box 1026
Harrisburg, .'Pennsylvania 17108
Ms. Charlene Dwin • » ".
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation- - -r
1 100 Pennsylvania Avenue, M.^V. S809
Tashington, D.C. 2000* . -
Mr. Dick Tyler
Executive Director
Philadelphia Historical Commission
1313 City Hall Annex
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 1?106
Zvi 3arzilay, Vice President
Toll Brothers
101 Titmer Road
Horsham, Pennsylvania 190*4
Assistant Commissioner
Office of Pveal Property ^lanagement and Policy
General Ser/ices Administration
ISth and ^ Streets
Vashin<jton, O.C. 20*05
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Mmrv.r/i
'Advisory ,. ^^/^fe!:
CoundlOn SSCOV^O ^ R\\ -—
^
Historic
Preservation
The Old Post Office Building - BC'T/ • 'Sdll V ^^^
llOCPeiinsvlvinia Avenue. NW #809 "•>2U>'iiO rHt«S>...iiiUll v ,
Vfeshinglon, DC 20004
5?|-AliA7^' iO \
June 12, 1987
Mr. John V. Heal, Jr.
Assistant Commissioner
Office of Real Property and Sales
General Services Administration
18th and F Streets, MW
Washington, DC 2U40^
REF: Disposal of the U.S. Naval Home Complex
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Dear Mr. Veal:
We recently received a copy of the letter of April 17, 1987, to
you from the National Park Service regarding the referenced
project.
On December 19, 1985, the Council forwarded a letter of
"Conditional No Adverse Effect" to Mr. Zvi Barzilay of Ttol
1
Brothers, the successful bidder for the Naval Home which had been
excessed by the Department of the Navy to GSA in the late
seventies. Although Toll Brothers has complied with the
provisions of the Preservation Covenants attached to the ratified
Memorandum of Agreement of October 28, 1981, it appears that the
property still has not been formally transferred. consultation
among Toll Brothers, the National Park Service, the Council and
the Pennsylvania State Historic Preservation officer was
initiated in April 1982. Between 1982 and 1985, we held numerous
meetings to review the proposed scope of work and develop a
mitigation plan that would ensure the sensitive treatment of the
Strickland Buildings along Gray's Ferry Avenue and compatible new
construction on the remainder of the site. Unfortunately, the
project is not proceeding according to the schedule we were
given, nor has Toll Brothers taken the necessary actions to
ensure that the significant buildings are adequately maintained
to avoid deterioration through neglect.
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We endorse the recoBmendations of the National Park Service that
provisions be made to conclude the sale of the property to Ttoll
Brothers at the end of the current extension period; that
neasures be taken to ensure that Toll Brothers implements a
maintenance program that will commence as soon as possiDle and
continue until the project is completed; and that GSA tatce steps
to reoffer the property if the developer decides not to go
forward with the purchase. The Council has been involved in the
review of plans to dispose of the U.S. Naval Home Complex since
1976. We are therefore concerned about the ongoing delays
related to the disposal and preservation of this National
Historic Landmark. We remain committed to monitoring the
activities related to the redevelopment of the property to ensure
that the Preservation Oavenants developed by the consulting
parties are satisfactorily fulfilled and that every effort is
taken to avoid adverse effects to the property.
In order for us to stay apprised of the current status of this
project, we request that you provide us with a status report
which includes the current development schedule from Toll
Brothers if they are to proceed with closing. If they choose not
to go forward with the purchase of the U.S. Naval Home Complex,
GSA should advise us of future actions that will oe taken to
comply with the provisions of the Agreement.
Your continued cooperation in this matter is appreciated.
Sincerely,
r
^ (^<l^'^
Don L. Klima
Chief, Eastern Division
of Project Review
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General Services Administration, Region 4
75 Spring Street SW.
Atlanta, GA 30303
August 27, 1987
4>N-PA-684
&SC.
SEP 2 J987
Dr. Richard Tyler
Ptilladelphia Historical ConmiBBion
1313 City Hall Annex m(i}S^ Pf<s
Philadeljihia, FA 19107 - - ** "-^-^ .
Dear Dr. Tyler*
On Marcti 19, 1987, you attended a meeting with Zvi Bare i lay of
Toll Brothers, Inc. and H. Howard OeVane of this office,
concerning the closing of the sale of the U.S. Naval Home.
He have a contract with Toll Brothers, Inc. which we will enforce
fully and unequivocally. This contract i« contingent on Toll
Brothers receivina all necessary local, state, and federal
approvals to develop the property for no less than 200 dwelling
units. We were almost in a position to close when the City of
Philadelphia changed its guidelines concerning historic
preservation. As was pointed out in the March meeting, we feel
that a five-year delay is unconscionable, and we intend to
conclude this matter, one way or another, no later than March
ld88.
To this end, certain understandings were reached at this
meeting,
oil Brothers, Inc. agreed to re-submit Us reuse plan for Waning
Hall and has done so. The General Services
Administration (GSA)
agreed to monitor the progress of Toll Brothers, Inc. toward
compliance with the terms of our contract, but have been
precluded from doing »o by your failure to respond to us.
our letters to you of June 9, July 13, and July 27, 1987,
all
asked What your decision was on the reuse of LanJng
Hall. While
you arc under no legal obligation to answer GSA,
you "oke it
impossible for us to determine if Toll Brothers, Inc.
i8j°l"9
everything it can to consurnraate this sale. We assuoe
they are.
we continue to receive letters from third P"'^^^"^'"^"^,^?^
""**
Toll Brothers, Inc. tor the lacK of development
of this taclllty.
All we can tell these people at this time is
that you have failed
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to advise us of your response, if any, to the r»UBe plan
submitted to you on Ksy 21, 1987.
Sincerely,
PATRICIA E. BAILEY. Acting 0?xiiM
Office of Real Estate Sales
PATRICIA B. BAILEY
Acting Uirsctor
Office of Real Estate Salca
oci Toll Brothers, Inc.
Attni Zvi Barzilay
101 Hitmer Road
Horshanv, PA 19044
Ms. Bonna Williams, Director
Pennsylvania Historical
and Museum Commission
P. O. Box 1026
Uarrisburg, PA 17108-1026
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CITY OP PHILADELPHIA
'-}' umi
PHIlADELPHfA HISTORICAL COMMISSION
1313 Citv Hafi Anngn
Philadslphti. p»nnsylvBruft 19107
MU 6-4643 and Mu fr-4Sa3
uosTGOMCnv JR
fiW
msi*® 10 6«ptMib9r Ida?
U^ fk/Jt^ ^|^m^
Patricia B. Bailer
Aotins Director
Office of Beal .S3t«t>o Sales
G«n«rftl Services Adninistration, Region 4
75 Spring Street
Atlanta. GA 30303
Dear tUss Bailey:
Thank you for your letter of 27 August 1387 and j^nivioua ones
concerning the United States Naval Home in Philadelphia, 1 can
readily
underst^d your desire to resolve this .latter, '^'f^"®' /<»°: "^1?^**^^^^
^
see the realisation of the developaent potential of
this eignificant
historic oowplex.
FroB the very beginning, the City and the Historical
Coi«issio»
assumed an active role in seeking a reuse «°"=^3*^S7a"iQflo t^ city
preservation for the Maval Home. To this end in 1979-1980.
he C
retained Wallace. Roberts and Todd, and Day and
ZlBmerman to undertake a
c«5r^^n»lve reise study of the facility «ith funding provided by
the
City^ the National Park Service through the Pennaylvanla Bureau for
Historic Preservation. Upon the acceptance by
the General Services
Administration in 1982 of an offer by Toll Brothers for ^t**^^;;^^
«°-*;
the City strove to facilitate the expeditious
development of the site by
Toll Brothers. This Included a proopt rezoning
of the Parcel to RC-6 and
tha'coMit«ent of substantial Co«.unity Develop.ent Block
Grant monies to
the adjacent neighborhood.
By June of 1962, the Pennsylvania Bureau
for Historic Preservation.
v.^ u»ir<Xn*l PArk Service and this Commission had begun to work
with Toll
Irothtrs in the e«S^attorof the prompt implementation
of a development
!ftn Throughout 1982 1983. 1984 and 1985 the
several federal, state and
^i^cipIiagfnclL conducted a series of meetings and
exchanged "U^'^
Tetters with Toll Brothers in an effort to
resolve diverse Issues such as
Jhetrea^nt of the front lawn, the siting and materials of
the new
const^c^n! tL overall site pUn and the '^--l^^^^.f^^'^^^^^^J^
"
?hc submission of plans and the response
to *i""^^°"» ^^ ^^^^?^|?***i^
falhlon hindered somewhat this process.
Finally, in ^ctober 1985. tba
National Park Service issued a conditional
approval of Toll Brothers
"HisSric Preservation Certification Application
- Part 2" for the Naval
Home.
I should like to clarify the role of the
Philadelphia Historical
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Patricia E. Bailey
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10 Septesber 1987
CoBimission and its staff In tha Mhol« process. This becomes particularly
inportaat in view of the letter dated 7 July 1987 from Douglass R. Gamble
of Toll Brothers to Don L. Klina of the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation tilth copies to you and Howard D«Van«. Indeed, the CoaalssloD
directed that I respond to that letter.
Although this Coaalaslon has no fomal or legal role in tha review of
appllcatioas for the federal tax Incentives or conpliance with section 106
of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. as amended, I did
participate in. many of the oeetlnga with the state and federal
preservation agencies and Toll Brothers since 1882. I recall objecting,
oocasionally strenuously, to several elenents, including the materials and
siting of tha new construction, particularly in relatlooship to the three
Strickland buildings; the overall site plan which I believed failed to
reflect the urban context of the Naval Hone, and the intrusion of parking
on the front lawn. Indeed, I understood that the concurrence in the
desolition of Lanlng Hall represented a concession is. return for the
preservation of that front lawn. I think It more accurate to say that I
accepted, rather than approved, nany of these elements over the several
year course of the process, and that this acceptance stemmed from a
deference to the consensus formed by that process and to the very limited
authority oyer demolitions provided in the 1955 preservation ordinance.
Under Philadelphia's historic preservation ordinance of 1956. this
Commission could designate buildings only, review building permit
applications for such properties, and delay demolltioos for a period not
to exceed six months. Pursuant to this ordinance, the Commission approved
the demolition of Lanlng Hall In March 1983 with the understanding that
the front lawn would be maintained. In November 1983. tYie Comnission'a
Architectural Committee considered a submission for Biddle Hall, the
Surgeon's House, the Governor's House and the new construction. The
Committee found the proposal for Biddle Hall acceptable and suggested but
mod'est revision. During its discussion, the Committee raised objectio&s
to the parking plan for the front lawn and noted that the massing of the
new townhouses did not take full advantage of the available site and that
sogie more sympathetic treatment could have been developed. The CoDiittee
also observed, however, that the ordinance did not extend a iurisdlction
to the Commission over the new construction. At its meeting of September
1985, the Commission approved plans for the rehabilitation of Biddle Hall
for sixty-two apartment units subject to our receipt of a conplete set of
specif icationa. The Conunlsaloo also requested plans for other proposed
renovations at the Naval Home and for the use of the front lawn- The
specifications arrived in March 1886 and were approved. This process left
the developer free in early 1986 to begin work on Biddle Hall and to
demolish Lantng Hall; indeed, the demolition could have occurred anytime
afte^ 3 March 1983.
On 1 April 1985, a new historic preservation ordinance went into
effect in Philadelphia; I have enclosed a copy of it for your reference.
It empowered the Commission to designate buildings, structures, sites.
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PatrlolA K. Bailay
Pafie 3
10 Septaab«r 19S7
objects and districts, provlde^l for review of imm oop«truetloB. and
eatabllshod new standards tor grantlag of demolition p«r»its. When w«
aotlfied the developer's architect in March 1986 of the approval of the
rehabilitation of Blddle Hall, we also asked, pursuant to the aew
ordinance, for the plans for the Qovernor's Bouse and Surgeon's Bouaa, the
treataent of the Gatehouses and Fence, the site plan and landscaplns
desisn, and the plana for new construction. We received a site plan and
aohematic drawings for new construction In December of that year. At its
January 198T meeting, the CoBODlsslon approved in concept the stabilization
of the GovernoE's House and Surgeon's House and requested a stabilization
plan. It also required a minor change In the new security fence. Once
asain the CobbIssIoo expressed concern about the siting of the new
constractioQ, particularly^ Its relationship to the Governor' s and
Surgeon's Houses, the use of the front lawn for parking, and the design of
the new townhouses. The Commission also drew attention to the
requirements of the new ordinance for demolition permits. In February
1987, the Law Department, as counsel to the Commissioi;, requested the
Department of Licenses and Inspections not to renew the demolition permit
for Waning Hall upon Its expiration on 2& March 19B7, a full four years
after Its issuance and Just days short of two years after the effective
date of the new ordinance.
At the request of Toll Brothers, the Architectural Committee held a
special meeting or 21 May 1987 to address these several issues. The
developer did present the old site plan and proposal for the new
construction without consideration given to the several suggestions raised
over the years. Much of the discussion, however, focused on the
demolition of Lanlng Hall. To demonstrate the necessity of razing Lanlng
Hall, the developer submitted a letter from its architect that described a
possibility for Introducing 46 apartments into Lanlng Hall and that stated
that the plan would be Inefficient. We also received a letter from
Bichard W. Huffman, who had participated in the 1979-1960 study. It
reviewed briefly the history of the site since 1980 and essentially
reiterated the conclusions of the 1979-1980 study. The Committee's
Chairman noted that in order to evaluate an application for demolition we
must have the data specified In Section 7(f)(.l-.7) of the ordinance.
Subsequently, I sent to the developer's counsel a copy of a previous,
successful submission to serve as a model. To date, we have received no
additional material.
I have based this letter on a careful review of our files which date
back to 1960. I believe that the record reflects a consistency of
articulated concern, especially for the front lawn, the site plan, and the
design of the new construction. Moreover, on many issues the National
Park Service and the Bureau for Historic Preservation raised similar
questions. I also think that we have shown considerable forbearance and
patience while the Naval Home continues to deteriorate. We exercised only
that jurisdiction allowed in the law prior to 1986 and did not invoke the
desMlition provisions of the 1986 ordinance until 1987. In addition,
various City departments sought to facilitate the expeditious
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Patricia E. Bailey
Pa^e 4
10 Septeaber 1837
iapleaentatlon of this developaent. Including r«zonlnfi. rehabilitating a
DQ»b«r of bouB«8 in th« lunddlate neighborhood and approving peralt
applications. Again. Lanlng Hall could have come down aaytlM« between
Harch ol 1983 and March of 1987. and work could have started on Blddle
after Harch 1986; but nothlnf was done. This Is not a record of
obstructlonisa by the City of Philadelphia or the Historical CooalaaioD.
As of this date, >fa continue to await the information requested la
Hay 1987 to deiionstrate the necessity for the deaolltlon of Laolns Ball
and a new application for a deoolltlon permit. 1 can assure you that upon
Its receipt we will respond proaptly.
Should you require any additional infomatlon, please do not hesitate
to contact ae.
Yours traly,
Richard Tyler
Historic Preservation Officer
f^-*-
RTiaJ
Bnel.
Don L. Klina, Advisory Council for Historic Preservation
Douglass R. Gamble. Toll Brothers, Inc.
Donna Hlllians. Director, Bureau for Historic Preservation
Jerry T. Rogers, National Park Service
Katherlne C. Stevenson, Mld-Atlantlc Regional Office,
National Park Service
Kdward A. Hontogaery. Jr. , Chairwan, Mellon Bank
Christine Washington, Advocate Coomunlty Development Corp.
Oavld Brownlee
Joan Ferreira
Caroline Golab
David Hollenberg. John Milner Associates
Jason Nathan
Baverend HlIliaB D. Tboaipson
Christopher Cashaan, Deputy Director of Cooaerce
David Dambley. Coaaissioner, Dept. of Public Property
Barbara Kaplan, Executive Director, City Planning Coaaisalon
Rebecca Northrop, Office of Housing
John Street, Esq. . Councilnan. 5th District
David Hisner. Deputy CobudIss loner, Dept. of Lie. & Insp.
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CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
L*W L^EI»ARTM£NT
1692
20 F^jcuary 1987
Rolard Hall, Chief
Construction Section
Deparfcnent o£ Licenses and Inspections
Public Service Concourse
Municipal Services BuildLng
Philadelphia, PA
RE: O.S. Naval Hoik
2420 Grays Terry Avenue
::d
-?,o.::
DEPT, Cf It:
C-: ;f. c::
Dear Mr. Ball:
On 18 March 1983, the staff of the Philadelphia Historical Coranission
stairoed and signed an Application foe BuUding Pemit to allow for
the
demolition of selected buildings on the Naval Har« property.
This
apol -cation was signed pursuant to Historical Comassion action taken at
its neeting of 3 Mar=h 1983. subsequently, a permit was isaue4
iiy the
Depernnent of Licenses and Inspections and extended numercLs
times. The
most recently granted extension will expire on 26 March 1987.
On 2B January 1987, the procosed development of the Naval
Home
property once again came before the Historical Cortnissicn.
The historical
CoKmission ana its Architectural Connittee considered infomeily the
following issues:
1) plans for ^he stabilizatiwi of the Governor's
Residence and
Surgeon General's house;
2) the pro-josed treatment of the gatehouse
and fence;
3) -.Te proposed sii;e clan arvi. landscaping
design;
4) plans for new construe: icr. on the £.ite including
elevation
drawings, detaiJiS and building Mtenal specifications.
In particular, the proposed oenclition of Laning
Hall, a John ;icArthur
desimed buildinc located on the Ma'/ai Hone site, received
special
attention. Under the Historical Comission's origxr,a;
preservation
ordinance, :he Corrussion could cr2y delay denolition
for a period of six
norths. The old law did not require that an owner o. a
designated
_
ba--dinq give ccr^iceration to the preservation and
reuse of a desicnated
buUc^ng and, as a result, many buildings ;/ith a potential
for ^^n econanuc
reuse were demolished. With the passage
of a revised preser-^ation
or-inance in Secerrtoer of 158', cane new and
evcpandcd pcwers tor the
199
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Roland Hall
Page 2
2C Febfuary 1987
Historical Coiraissicn- Under the revised preservation ordinance {14-2037)
an owner oE a desigjated building rajst deinonstra^c Chat no reasonable,
economic reuse of a designated resource exists and t:-at decBlition is
necessary.
It is !iiy understanding that in exercising its discretion in
determining whether to renew permits, the Department of Licenses and
Inspections considers, among other factors, whether there has been a
change in the law since the ture the permit was originally issued. Given
the change in the city's oreser.'stion law and the outstanding significance
of (<cArthur's Laning Hail, I, as counsel for the Philadelphia 9ii:torical
Connission, request that the Department c: Licenses and Inspections
refrain from granting any furrher extensions cr. the penrat allowing the
denclition of buildinqs sn the Naval Home cite at 2420 Grays Ferry Avaiue.
If you should wish to review this rratter with me or with mc-iibeta of
the Historical Connission staff, we will meet with you at your
convenience.
Sincereiy,
/
Mark tlacQueen
Assistant City Solicitor
MHjsj
CBvid Wismer, Deputy Coirmissioner
Licenses and inspections
Patricia sieriontkowcki
Phxladelphia Historical Conroission
CL'T. a=^ Lie.
c:;i:?. :. •;;
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CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
SEYMOUR KURLAND
City Solicitor
63t -3231
March 9, 1988
Commissioner John .Plonski
Deoaz-nent of Licerises i Inspections
VZb Mun-.cioal Services 31dg.
Fhiladelchxa, ?A 19102
Re: Permit No. 82Q56 - Demolition
2420 Grays Perry Avenue
Dear Connnissioner Plonski:
I an writing Co correct any misunderstarding
which nvay
have resulted fron a letter dated Febraary 20.
i987, scr.-
bv Ka-k McC-aeer., an Assistant Ci-y Solicitor, tc
Roland
i'all rh-ef o= Cor.5tr-.u--h:.on, Dspartr.er.t cz
licenses ana
wni=h «as issued oy L&I en or About March 15, 198
3.
I undcrstsnd that the Psrnit when issued,
was valid
fo' BIX (6J months ^-nd was extended many
-.ines, a" th« request
o-"-he owner, and each extension was zo- a
ninety ..90) day
oe-icd. m Feoruary, 1587, Mr. y.cQueer, t.nen counsel uc
"h» Philaael:;nia Historic Coirjrtssior, (the
Co.-ri.r.T ssior. ),
wrotfto Rolana Hall cor.cerninq int.r ^1^: ( 1 i a
pending
iafcrmal review by the Conoission ar.c -t.
Archi.cctu el
CoiTjnit-.eP; ;2> the cri9zr>£l Kistyric ?r<^.=ierva
tion v;--_n.5r_ce
("T'^-2007'1 wl-ich «.35 -In efface at '.he tim^
-he Psrn.it was
printed; and (i» the revised Historic P---'--- ^^^^.^f^^^
cf December, 1934, Ordinance No. 3-b,
wnich becam-^ "^e-^^* _.
a-.-i- 1985 (-14-2007, as amenaed ). i-n
v.-r-w o. -n^-
ir^o:-rMior., Mr. M =3ucen whi'e ackncwledg- r?
that the .x -.ens i en
of
°
For:. It was a matter within Lil's
discret:icn, w=nt on
to stat4( the following:
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Ccirnnibsioner Plonski
March 9, 1988
Page -2-
'Given the change in the city's preservation
law and cutstandir.g significance of McAr^hur's
Larinq Hall, T, as counsel for the Philadelphia
Historical Ccmniiss : en, recuest -.hat the
Depart/rent of Licenses & Inspections rpfrain
iron grar.tintj cir.y farther ex-er.stons or.
the permit allowing the deno^ition cf
buildings on the Nava' Horae Site at 2420
Grays Ferry Aver.ue . "
After a review of this matter, it appears that the intent
of this letter should have been to request LSI to take into
consiieraticn the fact that 14-2007 :>ad r.epn amended, whon
considering wncther to grant further ext-R:-..sior.s cf the Psrnit.
flccordincly, the letter should not ;->ave seen construed to
direct or automa-ically preclude LtX froir, .issuing further
exter.sions
.
It _s andisputed thit the Perir.it had beer, e-xtended many
times, s^nce the effective rtrite cf the 14-2C07, as ^icnended,
and such extensions wer-s pern-lssible pursuant to Title 4
of the Philadelphia Code.
However, in responding to yet another request by the
owner to «jxter.d th= Peririt, Mr. Hall, by letter dated
March 13, 1987, advised the owner as follows:
"In this c&se, I ha ve been advised by
the Law Rao^rtment tnat Section 14-2037
of the Zoning Code regi: ' a-.ir.; Historic
Buildings was amended effec-ivc April
1, '. >35, and that nc fcrther ex-,gn 5i cns
of the Pernit be granted " (inphasis
From this letter it c-.ppears that Mr. McQueen's letter
was construed to automatically pr«»clude LSI fro.ii grar-ting
the requested ext.er.sian . To the i/:tent that Mr. KcQueen ' s
letter created this impressi.'ir. , it was inadvertent a,-id incorrec:
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Conutiissioner Plonski
March 9. 1988
Page -3-
Lhl was rot prohibited as a result of 14-2007, as
amended,
from grar.t3.na or denying further ext&nsi.or.s of this
Pernixt
.
-o the extent that L&I's de-.erir.inatipr. r.ot to
renew t.ne
Permit was fcased un «r . McQueen's let'er, I believe
; t woald
be appropriate for you zo reconsider this natter
and at
this ?ine CO take sach actions as you dcen
acpropr^at- ccncerr.ir.g
an extension of the Pernit.
r •nc?& this letter clarifies the position of
the Law
Department conceding this matter.
Sincei^ely r
Kathryn S'. Lewis, ^v„
First Deputy City Solicitor
KSL/pac"
Attachments
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March 10, 1987
Mr. Zvl BarxllAy
TOLL BROTHSSS. IMC. .
- 101 Ultxisr Road
ttorahan, P«. 190A4
rREj Building Perxalt Ko. 82056/63
_> 2420 Graya Ferry Avenue
' Dear Mr. BarslLsyt
PIoaBe be advised thac your reqoe*c for aa eactenalon of Che
above referenced petmlt is denied.
' Petialt extenaloaa caa noc ba gr*nCe<l In cases «bex» th« laws
under which tlia original approvals wsr« granted h«v« changed.
- In Chia ca.ee» I have been advlted by tha Law Departaaeat that
- Section L4-2007 of the Zoning Code, regulating blatorlc buildings,
i"^wa3 ancnded effective April I, 1985, and that ao further
extenslDns
I
, of the pctmlc be granted.
You aay £lle new appllcatlona for tiie wotli authorized by the pemlt
and Buci^ applications wUl be rtt\-lewcd by the Historical CocciBalon
and by this Dcpartnsnt based on laws in effsct en tha date of
appliaaclont
iincerely.
Roland W. Hall, P.c.
Ctil^f , Conetructlon jectiou
HV;ii/!JQ3h
cci District :-2
Dep. COBTJ. Al^T.KiT
Pitrlcla ^lcn.ior.tl<0v;3'.a. Historical Comtasioa
(lark M-jtcOicc, Liu- DeparCcent - 10^7 ^'<->. ,n,w<i;
"ile /
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wj^^^ CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
EPAfrrUEMT Of llCtNSES AND IKSKCTIO"
Ui^CJpri S4mcM fiv-14-Afr (^•'<^^«tP^^ ^'C?
CO'BENCEC. XOSLEV
DftPutyC
March 22, 1933
Mr. Zvi Borziloy
Toll Brothers. Iric.
101 Witnier rJoot)
Hurshom, Penna. I904A
Re: Building Permil #82056-83
2 '»2G Grays Ferry Ave-iue
Deor Mr. Borziloy;
The Deportment of Licenses ond Inspections has been odvised by
First Deputy City
Solicitor Kothryn S. Lew^s that we ore not bound by o previo<JS letter dated Februory
20, I9S7 froTi Assistant CKy Solicitor S\a:'< MocOueer.
Accordingly, we hove re-evaluated oil the clrcumstcnces of the case ond hove
considered the following facts:
(0 Building Permit fl82056 for demolillon of Laning
Holl at 2420 Groys
Ferry Avenue was iss'jed on March 18, I98i-
(2) Ouilding Permit ^/823'")6 wos issued o ser.es
of 90 ("oy extcoi.o-is
through Mnrch of 19R7.
(3) FurfSer extsrsion v/as denied by letter
of Mnrrh IC, I ?87 froii
Roland W. hoi:, P. = ., Chief o' Constrk^c: ar, acsed on the
kt:sr trcn
Mr. MocOueei.
• W Dcpar-mcr.tol policy in effect througfi December 31, 1997, would
sretlude -xtersion of a oer/nlt beyond its five ycnr
o-inn/ersory Q.
issLC -c- cny recsor. The five /ear dale on fie
subject pern.f is
;AorcS .3. 1583.
(5) Toll Srothers tuok title to the
property on Morch I C, 1988, from i ,?
Feiterol rje:ieral Services Administration.
(6) You comr,:itt;d !c '. •:.-
' once to -,lohill7e :-(: remc^n.rg ex.s'oci
b„ l.r-ins on f.e si'.-. TS,s wo-',:
.v!ll inol.,..!-.- ro..^:i.r ol roof l-rc<V
scc.-ng of .v:iirlows rep-Vir of .Icv/r.^ ,o-.t5.
rcmovol ..f I.:irc:n3
vcqclolioo, or-l protectior fron v:iri.ol.5iT).
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Mr, Zvi Dorzila/
Poge 112
March 22, 1938
:n coniicierotion of the obave, we hove concluded thot the subject
permit should be
reinsloted for one ninety day period, to expire on X-ne W, 1988.
8c odvised thot no extensiors will be granted beyond June 30.
I98S. if work .5
conmenced by June 30. I?83, the permit will, of course, remo-n
,n effect until
completion of demolition provided ttiol there is no cessotion ol
activity for more than
180 days.
Sincerely,
JOHN^^Of^SKI
Cornnissioner
JP/DLW/s
Roland VK Hal!, P.^., Cb;ef. Corstruction Section
Dr. Richard Tyler. City Historian
Flora cwf th Wolf, Cnief Assistont City
jolicitor
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CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
September 28, 1988
Christopher F. Stouffer, Esq.
1100 One Penn Center Plaza
Philadelphia, Pa., 19105
tOAlO Of lICtNU AND INS«CTIOM ttVlfW
7IC mmue pal U/vlt«« Iwlldiftt
Appeal No.
Appellant
:
Premlaos
:
Subject Matter:
Executive Sessioa
25016
The Preservation Coalitioa of
Greater Philadelphia
2420 Grays Terry Ai/enue
Demolition Pernit Oboection
Dear Sir:
This is to advise you or the deciaion of the Board of License
and Inapection flsview In regard tc the above uppnal (a), ^^ qqq
verbally annoimCHd at a public hearing held September 22, 1938.
CITY ATFIEnKJ).
MI APPE/Ii FHOH TFIS BBCISIOW MAY 3E TAKEN TO THE
COURT
OTt GCtinON PI.EAS OT PHILATELPtilA COUU'rY WITHIN 50 DAYS
FHJI-i THE DATE OF THIS DECIKIOK LE?-rEH.
BOARD OP LXcEKSE AM^MIK^PECT
JAMES II. SCOTT, JR.
Adminiatrator
JMS/gc
cc: Lenard L. WolCfe , jcsq.
IIMic..1})lR.».l>»fl,
EXHIBIT A
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^ CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
LAW oePAHTMENT
15Jh KcKH Wk(»wrip#; S«nnc«* m»itd**g
VIAV i^
May 9, 1991
Lsnard Wclffe, Esquire
Portnoy. Haupt & Wolffe
4") Carbj Food
Paoli. PA 19301
re: City of Philadelphia TS. Toll Naval Associates
OCP, April lerm. 1991, No. 3022
Dear Mr. Wolffe:
Plea.se f:od enclosed a copy of the Court Order entered in the
above-captioned matter.
Your attt-ntjon is directed to paragraph 5 which schedules the
compliar.cc hearing for June '.3, 1991, at 9:30 a.m. in Courtrocjm 2O20,
1500 Che-s'nii-. Street, ?'ii lade 1 phis , ?.A.
Sincerely yours,
a'RELtY An'm.L cole
DlVTSIOKAlJoFPlTY C'TY SOLICITOR
(215);9;-534C
CAC/c
enclosure
cc: Dav>J ViRme.t, Deputy Commisisoner. LSI
Maiia PetriLlo, Deputy Ci-.y So':icitor
^liVi'!;topher Stouffer, Esquire
Stanley Krakower, Esquire
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CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, LAW DEPARTMENT
By: CORELEY ANTELL COLE
Divisional Deputy City Sollcitoc
Attorney Identification Ko. 33571
1101 Market Street - loth Floor
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107-2997
Telephone; (215J 592-5340
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
VS.
TOLL NAVAL ASSOCIATES
310 3 Philmont Avenue
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
C0U3T OF COKMON PLEAS
CIVIL TRIAL DIVISION
TERM, 19
NO.
APRILTERM 1991
3022
AND NOW, this =^'''^*^day of ^' /f > 1991,
upon consideration of the Complaint and a hearing held thereupon,
it Is hereby ORDERED and DECREED that:
1. Defendant, TOLL NAVAL ASSOCIATES (hereinafter
defendant"), shall forthwith Txips±3=n£. demolish the iiwninently
dangerous premises located at 2420 Grays Ferry Avenue in the City
of Philadelphia (hereinafter "Laning Hall"). The rehabilitation
or demolition shall meet the requiremeiits of Title 4 of the
Philadelphia code. The defendant shall allow the subject
premises to be inspected by the Department of Licenses and
Inspections to determine whether these defective conditions have
been corrected.
2. irotlce to innediately repair or demolish 'Laaing Hall
and the Code violations to be corrected are set forth with
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specificity in the Violation Notice attached to the Cotr.plaint
which was duly served upon the defendant.
3. The defendant shall thereafter maintain the subject
premises in compliance with the requirements of x.he Philadelphia
Code of Ordinances, and shall correct in a timely manner any and
all violations of which notice is given. Representatives of the
City shall be permitted to inspect the subject premises to deter-
mine coiTipllance with the Code.
4. The defendant shall allow representatives of the
City, including any contractors hired by the City, to enter the
subject premises for the purpose of making repairs or demolishing
the property
.
2 5. A hearing shall be held on the I
O^^
day of
X^^O^-C^ . 1991, at 9:30 a.m., in Courtroom 17X0, One
^— :. Penn Square/2 D20, 1500 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA, to
determine what sanctions are to be Imposed against the defendant
for non-compliance with any of the terms of this Order-
6 . This Order shall be entered by the Prothonotary as a
Final Decree.
BY THE^eoi
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Monday, June 16, 1997
INFORMATION FROM THE PRESERVATION AIXIANCE
Fax to: Andrew Terhunc
From: Don Meginley
The preservation community is very pleased with most of the development
plan as presented in the latest site plan show by Toll Brothers.
Rather than attempt to offer design changes, we have offered a simple four
part statement as to what we desire from your organization to meet the
requirements of the preservation interests on tliis project.
This would appear to be a clear opportunity to have your design team
attempt to meet the parameters while siill producing a project plan which
also meets the needs of your company and stock holders.
Certainly the experience and background you displayed for us in our last
meeting gives us encouragement that you can take such guidelines and
create a modification of the plan which will be both financially successful
as well as upholdmg the commitment to this National Historic Landmark
site.
Thanks for your continued efforts in moving forwaid on this important
project
Telephone: (215) 546-1146 / Fax (215) 546-9109
211
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Any plan which will be used to develop the site will:
1. Retain all portions of the three existing historic structures, i.e. Biddle
Hall and Its two dependencies.
2. Maintain, through stabilization as necessary, the three three historic
buildings as soon as possible, especially areas of ongoing deterioration, e.g.
at the Governor's Quarters.
3. Preserve the visual and spatial relationships between Biddle Hall and its
dependencies, and the views of these three building from public rights-of-
way (Gray's Ferry Avenue) by constructing no new buildings or above-
grade site features in the zone shown below.
4. Donate a facade and open-space easement for the three historic buildings
and their setting as defined by the zone shown below.
^^3^% f<2^w^t^ T^WJM-u.^
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Advisory
Council On
Historic
Preservation "jl-o^f^-foi^^^
The Old Pusr Officr Buildir.p,
1100 Pinin!!vlv:mia Avenue, N\V »ao<) DC/*dl#tP\
Washington. IK:i0nO4 ilfci^telVcD
NOV 1 3 1997
kinvJ - 4 1997 HISTOWCNOV * 'y^' PRESERVATION
Mr. .^drew Terhune
Toll Brothers. Inc.
3103 Philmont .Avenue
HuDiingdon Valley, PA 19006
REF Amendment to the Covenants for the
U.S. Naval Home
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Dear Mr. rcrliunc:
We received your letter ol October 22, 1 997, following up the October 8th
.m-sile meelmg held
to discuss roll Brothers' current development concept for
ihc US Naval Home. A.s discussed
durine the meehng. tl^e Council believes Ihal the existing covenant
language does no; :ontain
adequate prov-i<;ion5; tn ensure that tlie setting of ihc ihrcc remaining
National Historic Landmark
(NHI.) Buildiniis-Biddlv: Hall, the Governor's House and the Surgeon
Gencniri Hou!,c-is
preserved and the buildings are rehabilitated before they deteriorate by
neglect. Aeccrduigly, the
Council and Pennsylvania State Histonc Presen-ation Officer
(SHPOi recommended that the
covenants be amended to incorporate basic design principles for the liont
of the U.S Naval
Home site and more explicit langiage regarding the preservation and
protection or tlie three NHL
buildings
The proposed Amendment and Restatement of Restrictive
Covenants submitted with your letter is
basically consistent uiih our Jiscussions. However, ii
docs not include the level ot detail that the
consulting pan.es-cii.cusscd among the Cit>', Pennsyivan.a SI IPO,
Council md Preservation
Alliance lor Greater Pmlaclelphia--thoueht necessary to
protect the U.S Naval Home
Specifically the amendment includes a design concept map, but
should abo I) outline design
guidcimes iieeotiated during the past eighteen 1 1 81
montlis; 2> provide for the stabilizanon and
cvenmal rehabilitation of the NHL builti.iigs; and 3) provide for revolving disputes tlw. may
anse
during the Pennsylvania SHPO's review ol plans and specifications
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The Pennsylvania SHPO and Council have tonsulted, and are submitting for your consideration
revisions to Toll Brothers' proposed amendment (sec enclosed) We believe tha! incorporation
of our revisions will assist Toll Brothers in moving forward with its current development project
while reassuring tlie Pennsylvania SHPO and the preservation community of its commitment to
preserve, protect and ultimaicty reuse the NHL Biiildinus. Funher, language has been included
that rsqiiues the Council to provide rceocmnendwions regarding any disputes in a timely manner
so as to avoid delays in project implementation
Please review our revised amendment and provide wntlcn commenls to the Pennsylvania SHPO
and the Council at yotir earliest convenience, li may be useful if the Philadelphia Historical
Commission and Mayor's Office were also given an opportunity to review otit revi^ion^ since the
City will be required to consider the provisions of the preservation covenants during its review of
Toll Brothers' development proposal.
Should you have any questions or desire to discuss this matter further, please conttict Mr. Brent
Glass, tlie Pennsylvania SHPO or Chariene Dwia Vaughn, AJCP We appreciate your
coopi;ration in thi^ mailer.
Office of Planning and Review
Enclosures
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ACHP AND PENNSYLVANIA SHPO
PROPOSED REVISIONS
to (be
AMENDMENT AND RESTATKrVTENT
OF RKSTRiCTIVE COVENANTS
No changes are recormnended to page 1 , the introductory paragraph and the "Whereas
Clauses,"
Paragraphs A, B and C should be revised to read as follows (new language is writteo in
itulicb):
A. Any alteration, demolition or new development imdcrtakcii within the "Approval
Area' ( as defined in the map in Attachment A ) shaiJ adhere to the design guidelines in
Attachment B and be submitted to the Pennsylvania State Histonc Preservation Officer
(SHPO) for reWew and approval !n the event that the Parmsyivania SHPO objects lo
proposed demolition plans, design concepts orfinal plan.'! and specificaliont because
these itc'tivitres may compromise the intcgritx' ofthe three Salioncl Historic Landmark
(NHl.) buildings and the covenantee and the Pennsylvania SHPO cannot resolve the
iibfeclion, the covenantee shall forward all documentation releviiiit to the objection to the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (Council) including the covenantee s
proposed response to the ohjcctwn. Within iO-days following receipt ofall periincfll
Jucumenlatiun. the Council shall tatce one of thefollo-nin^ actions.
I. Advise the covenantee that the Council concur.^ in the covenantee 'sfinal
decision, whereupon the covenantee will respond to the objection accordingly, or
2 Provide the covenantee with recommendations, which the covenantee .Khali take
into account in reaching a final decision regarding its response to the objectioiL
B. The covenantee shall stabilize andprotect the three MIL buildings—Biddle Hall, the
Governor 's HouTe and the Surgeon General 'f Ilouxe-placing ihem in .secure and
weather light condition to prevent damage to the historicfabric or character defining
features Hie covenantee shall adhere to the procedures set forth in the Nationnl Pork
Service Preservaiion BriefNoJ I andprovide the Pennsylvania SHPO with, at a
minimum, annual reports summarizing the condition oj the three NHL buildings Upon
written re<jvest. the Pennsylvania SHPO shall be permitted lo inspect the tlirce SHL
buildings to verify the conditions ofthe liisloric properties.
C- Unless otherwise agreed tn by the Pennsylvania SHPO and Council, the covenantee
shall initiate rehabilitation activities on the three /\'HI. buildings by January 2000 lo
ensure the long term preservation of the historic properties
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D. These covenants shall be binding on ihe covenantee and ail heirs, successors and
assigns in perpetuity. ITie Pennsylvania SK?0. /oUvwirg considiation with the Council.
may for good cause modify or cancel any or all of the provisions of these cavenanis upon
application of the covenantee or the covenantee's successors in interest.
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ATTACHMENT B
DESIGN GUIDFLINES
for
NEW DEVELOPMEN F. DEMOLITION AM> REHABILITATION
NOVEMBER 1997
The covenantee shall ensure that the design of aew construction within the "Approval
Area" depicted in Anachrtient A is compatible witii the histonc and architectural qualibes
of the L' S. Naval Home, and adheres lo f/jc recommended approaches in The Secxttarf
ofInterior's Standards for Refiahililation and Guidelines/or Rehabilitating Historic
Buildings (Stiwdards). The designfor the new constrnviion wii! udliere, a a minitmim,
lo the pro\'isio)!s outlined behw.
a The pariuie ground infront aJBiddle Hall shall he retained as open space
b The set back/or new construclion shall he established behind the frontfacades
ofthe three NHL buildings.
c. The set back Imc shall be established behind the ^ate hoitsesfor any new
ixmslruaion in proposedJar thefront the oflhi two dependencies attached to the
NHJ. buildings
d The rod ironfence that runs along Greys Ferry Avenue in front ofBiddle Mall
shall he retained And.
e Ihe larger number ofunits shall he constructed in the rear ofthe U S Naval
Home sue so as to limit the density within ilie Approval Area, which includes the
three NHL Buildings.
The two dependency buildings attached to the NHL buildings shall he preserved and
rehabilitated
All rehabilitation activities propo.>:edfor the three NHL Umldiiigs and their dependencies
.jhalt adhere to the recommended approaches in the Standards, uitless the Pennsylvania
SHPO provides prior wriften pe>'mission to the covenantee lo modify the StunJurdsJor
[he treatment nfsignificant features aiid malericds.
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Toll "^Brothers, "Inc.
Quality Homes By Ifesign*
VIA FFnF.RAI. KXPRKSS
Kovember 14, 1907
Ms, Chailene Dwin Vanghan Mr. Brent D. Glass
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation Executive Director
1 100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NAV. PejinsyWaiiia Historical and
Room 809 Museum Commission
Washington, DC 20004 Third and North Streets
Hamsbuig, PA 17108-1026
Re: Philadelphia Naval Home
She Plan Approval
Dear Ms. Vaughan and Mr. Glass:
Thank you for your quick response to die proposed Arocndment to the Covenants. At this
point we feel thai it would be more expeditious to move directly to the plan approval.
Enclosed is a copy of the site plan for which we arc seeking your approval. This site plan
is the result of numerous meetings and presentations with several agencies including the meeting
tbat both of you participated in which took place at the Naval Home on October 8, 1997.
1 would appreciate your immediate aUention so thai we may proceed as quickly as possible.
Should you need any additional information please feel free to call mc at 2 15-938-8246. Thank
you for your attention to this maner.
Very truly yours,
TOLL BROTHERS, INC. .. . ,
Andrew Terhime - .
AT:aer
Enclosure
cc; Herbert Vederman, Deputy Mayor for Economic Development
Don L Klima, Director. Office of Planning and Review. ACllP
Zvi Bannlay
fo-oo-.iT nil.ir .lliii ri.itrn-.ii Wr..i- HufilinWan V;Ulf>. PA 11»06'^ '
1 2 . E • y-W «0<X!
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Advisory
Council On
Historic
Preservation ^/-o:?/^-7^-/r)/
The OIH rrnt ( yffictt Building
IJUD Pcnr.s>lvar.ij A»CTU«.NW. *a09
Wa5hinglop.lH";2nn04
November 26, 1997
RPCEIVED
Mr. Andrew Teriiuflc DEC 2 3 1997
Toll Brothers. Inc.
^,i6T0RIC
3 103 Philmont Avenue DOF«iERVATI0N
I luntinsdon Valley, PA 1 9006
i'W^'-
REF: L S . Naval Home
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Dear Mr. Terhiinc:
l-h^ vou for .ubm.nmg a copy of the proposed sue
plon and zoning plan developed by Toil
Broth'^^s Inc for the rcfcreiiced undettakms
for the Council s rev.ev. Regrettably,
the
to Sis provided do not includ. s.fficent Inforn^afon to alio* u. to approve Toll Brothers
S^"^ veTpment oroposol Tor the U.S. Naval H.mc s,te. A. motioned
m our Noven^bcr 4.
9^ e«cr to you. we are concerned about the .^.tt.re u.. and
treatment of the three remam.ng
Nattonal H,stonc Landmark Building, and the
impact redevelopment of the s.te w.ll h.ve on
these propertte,. Accordingly. Toll
BroUKr. will need to provide adequate
background
documentation that provides the basi.^ ot the
proposed ^iie plan.
In preparing the required background
doc-^entafon. we recommend th^l ToU Brothers address
the following issues.
I mw do yot. feel that ,l woM be more expediliou, In move directly w the
plan
approvaP tSincc vour transmittal letter did
not n=spond to the Council s pruposed
amendmeni t„ Uie 'existing covenant, please
summarize Toll Brothers response to the
rec;nnmcndatinns set forth >n our November
-iih .etter,')
- We not. thai both the proposed site plan and zoning
plan were developed on November
I'.
1997 and November li. lO^? rcspecnvelv. Are they
coa.idered drall or tuia
d.'.eumcnls',' Will these documents he
subniiUeU to the Cty for the required local
adm.rustrai.ve re^•,ews? SVlia. is the
proposed schedule tor siKh reviews.
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3. What factors were considered by Toll Brothers in developing the proposed site plan,
i.e. market dciriand, topography of the site, zoning, financing, c(c? Docs ihe proposed
site plan address the design guidelines outlined in Provision No. 1 ofAtlathmait D of our
propoiicd amendment lo tJie existing covenant'' (These design jjuidelines were intended to
clarif>- for Toll Brotlicr;. the basis Ibr obtaining approval.'; from the Fcnnivlvania State
Hislurif Prcsen'aUon Ofllcer (SHPO) and the Council for proposed allerations,
improvements ynd new dc\cIopiTicrii
)
4. Have conceptual designs of the various building types been developed'' If so, plea.<^
submit them to us for review.
5 Did Toll Brothers collaborate with the Cit) of Philadelphia, particularly the
Philadelphia Historical Commission, when ielecling the location of various housing
types'.' If so, what was :ts recommendations'!'
6. Has Toil Brothers secured tinancing to implement the propased site plan wlien
approved? If so, what is the lime iranie tor project implemenciticn? If activities ure to be
phased, wiiat portions of the site will be developed during tlie initial phages'?
7. What are Toll Rrothers current plans for the rehabilitation and reuse of the three
KaiionaJ Historic J. andmark Buildings? Hg\v will the properties be integrated into tlic
proposed redevelopment of the U.S. Naval Home site?
8. Has Toil Brothers recently contracted with structural enyineers or histoni; architects to
assess the current condition of the properties? If so, what were their findings? If not, is
Toll Brothers conlcmplating such actions to ensure (hat the buildings are properly
stabilized and not allowed to deteriorate by neglect?
9. Did Toll Brothers reach any agreements with preservationists following the extetisivc
discussions widt the Pennsylvania SHPO and the Preservation Alliance for Greater
Philadclpliia regarding the siting of building.s. the proposed density of the site, and tlic
reuse of the three Nauonal Historic Landmark Buildings? If so. how aresi»ch agreements
reflected In the proposed site plan''
10. To what extent has the local community or its elected representatives participated in
the development of the proposed site plan? What comments wete received regarding the
proposed density and the location of various iwuiing types on the .site^ ( Please provide a
chronology of coasultancn with the commiiniry )
Our last formal contact with Toll Brothers regarding the reuse of the U.S. Naval Home AtLS in
December 198.5. We were qiu:e disappointed to le;irii thai rwj action was taken to implement the
plan dunng the past decade and ttiai the National Hibloric Landmark Buildmgs had been left
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vacani with minirnal stabilization activities it Is, therefore, important thai we have receive
adequate backgrouml iiiformation, as well as same .iegree of commitment from the properiv'
ovvner regarding the viabiliU' of proposed redevelopment activities, before we approve yet
another site plan.
We look forward ro receiving the additional documL-ntation so that we can proceeri widi our
review. Should you have any questions, please conliiet Charlene Dwin Vaughn, AiCP, at 2n2-
606-8505.
Sincerely,
\ir\ Don I . Klinia
Dirvcior
OtTict: ol'Plannine and Review
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w-r^
PCHNSYVVANIA HISTORICAL AND MUSEUM COMHiSSIOM
^osTor'tet BOX i026
MARRlSSUnc PtMNKrVVAMIA <7IOB'IO£e
Jnuary S, 1998
Nifr. Anifaew Toluine
Toll Brothcis. Inc.
3 1 03 Philmont Avenue
Huntingdon VaJley, PA 19006
Dear Andrew;
RE: U.S. Naval Hmmc
Plan Apjnvva]
I have reviewed th« Zoning Pkn dated November 13,1 997. I find the plans to be
acceptable and hereby approve the plan as per the Covenants in the Deed dated March 9. 1988,
between Toll Brothers and the GSA.
1 will expect Toll Brothers to make a separate jubmission for ^iproval of the exterior
elevations of the low-rise structures that will face the historic sttticturcs on the site (identified as
panxis "D", on the zoning map) and the high-rise structure (idcntifjed as parcel A-1 on the
zoning map) ant) for the approval of plans and specifications for the rehabilitation of Biddte Hall,
the Governor's Mansion and the Executive/Medical Officer's Quarters.
Sincerely,
h^Q-J^P^
Brent D. Glass
cc: Advisory CouBicil on Histoik PrescivatioR
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Advisory
Council On
Historic
Preservation -^, ^^ ^ ,„
The Old Pwr Offi<« Building
1 100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW. #B09
Woshioernn. DC 20004
HAR 24 BSB
RECEIVED
Mr. Zvi Baizjlay 1 -
Executive Vice President
\
|\PR 1 * ^9^°
Toll Brothers, Inc. 1 uistcP'C
3103 J'hilinont Avenue
\ pne^n^ilSli-
Huntingdon Valley, PA IMOe
REF: U.S. Naval Home
PhiladelphiEi, Pennsylvania
Dcsr Mr. Baizilay:
Thank you for providing the additional documentation mriated lo the redevelopment of the U.S.
Naval Home. Based upon the information provided in vour letter orOecemher 5, 1997, the
cooditional approval of the design concept by both the Pciinsyivania SHPO and the Philadelphia
Planning Commission, wc beiievt; tliai the redcvclopmciit strategy proposed forihe L'.S. Naval
Home site is sympathetic to the three remaining National Historic Landmark (NllL) Buildings:
Biddle llall, the Oovemor'.s Hi^use and the Surgeon General's House. Further, we agree thai
redevelopment of the site will be a catalyst for nnich needed revitalizaiion efforti wilhin adjacent
neighboihoods.
The Council therefore approves the Zoning Plan, dated November 13, I9f}7, and the
Develupmciil Concept Plan, dated November 11, 1997. subject to the following condiuons.
1. By no later than January 31. 2000. Toll Brothers will advise the Pennsylvania SIIPO
and the Council of its reuse strategy for Biddle Hall, the Governor's House, and the
Surgeon General's House. Should Toll Brothers be unable to meet this deadline, it will
contact the Council at least three months pnor to request an extension and to suinmanzc
the status of project planning.
2. Toll Brothers will take appropriate measures to eni>ure that Biddle Hall, the Oovemor's
House, and tJie Surgeon Oeneral's House are preserved, :^tabi]izcd, and protected,
particularly during site preparation and new construction activities.
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3. As part of the local administrative reriew process. Toll Brothers will explore the
lea.sibility of eliminating the surface paiking area proposed for tl\c front of Biddic Hall or,
at a minimum, reducing, lo the maximum extent feasible, the number of parking spaces.
4. Schematic designs and prelirainarj- and final plan.<; and specifications for construction
in zoning cateayrics Al und D, the area adjacent lu :he MIL Buildings, shall be
submitted to the Peansylvima SIlPO for review and comment. Should the Pennsylvania
SHPO object to any of the documents, the Pennsylvania SHPO and Toll Brothers shall
consult I'urlher to reach a compromise solution. If the Pennsylvania SHPO arul Toll
Brothers are unable to reach a compronuse. Toll Brothers shall submit the plans and
specilicalions to the Council for its recommendalions
Ifyou agree to these cotiditioas, please sign the concurrence below and forward the original to us
at the above address- A copy of the signed lener should be provided to ilie Pennsylvania SHFO
and the Philadelphia Hisiorical Commission tor their records Should you, however, disagree
with the conditions or recommend changes, please convey to us the basis of your obiection(s) in
order that we might attempt lo resolve any differences.
Should you have any qucsliuns, please contact Chariene Dwin Vaughn at 21)2-606-8505 We
appreciate your continued cooperation.
K.lima
r
ce of Planning and Review
Concur
By
:
Date_
Title
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Toll'^Brothers.lnc.
QUBlity Homes by Design'
Andrew TertHiiw <215) »3a.«24S
Special Pn^cts M«nagof atertiune@WHbrotnefSinc com
October 12, 1999 .
Ms. Brenda Barrett
Director of Bureau for Historic Preservation Of^T 1 4 1999
Pennsylvania Historic and Museum Commission
P.O Box 1026
Harrisburg, PA 17108-1026
Ms. Charlene Dwin Vaughn
Advisory Council on Histonc Preservation
1 100 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., #809
Washington. DC. 20004
Re; Maval Home - Approval of Concept Plan
Dear Ms. Barett and Ms Dvm Vaughn ;
I have enclosed a copy of the concept ptan that we are proposing for the
Philadelphia Naval Home. The same set has been given this week to the
Philadelphia Historical Commission for the use of the Architectural
Committee. It is
our intention to make a presentation to the Architectural Committee at its
regular
monthly meeting on October 26'^ Prior to meeting with the
Architectural Committee,
we will be having a meeting with residents of the Naval Home neighborhood.
This
meeting will lake place on October 20* at 7:30PM at Itie Unity
Mission Church on
South 21" Street between Lombard and South Streets.
The package contains two plans, one of which is an overall concept
plan and the
other beir^g a plan for phase one. Phase one, which we intend to
begin immediately
upon receiving the required approvals, will include the
renovation of Biddle Hall, the
Surgeon's residence and the Governor s residence. A new four-storv
multi-family
building will be erected in the Northeast comer of the
property containing up to 170
units. Another building will be built directly behind and
attached to Biddle Hall also
containing between 150 and 170 units.
ZW»Wtl«tt»\ Ncv Yotk Siock Exchange • Symbol
TOL
Corooratt omu«-- 310.? Phllmonl Avenue.
HunUngdon Valley, PA 1B0O6
12131 938-800O
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Ms. Brenda Barrett
Ms. Charlene Dwin Vaughn
October 12, 1999
Page 2
The essential changes between this plan and the previous plan are:
1 The building at the Northeast comer, which had been approved as a high-rise
is now proposed to be a 4-story structure of roughly the same shape.
2. The town homes, previously to the West, and directly behind Biddle Hall, have
been replaced by a building to be attached to Biddle Hall. This has been done
to better make use of public spaces such as the rotunda available in Biddle
Hall and to make them available more of the residents.
3. The town homes to the North and South of Biddle Hall near the Surgeon and
Governor's residences are remaining essentially unchanged.
We would like to obtain approval of the Concept Plan as quickly as possible so wa
can begin the detailed architectural work that will be necessary. I would also like to
suggest we include an arrangement similar to what we had with our last plan, in
which the State Historic Preservation Officer was able to act for both the Historic and
Museum Commission, and for the Federal Advisory Council with respect to
approving the architectural plans. Thank you for your consideration. I look fonward
to seeing you on the 26*.
Sincerely,
Andrew Terhune
Dr. Richard Tyler, Historic Preservation Officer w/o attachments
Barbara Kaplan - Executive Director, Planning Commission, w/o attachments
Herb Vederman - Deputy Mayor, Economic Devetopment, w/o attachments
Anna C. Verna - City of Philadelphia Council President w/o attachments
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coS)n RECEIVED
Historic JAN 1 82000
Preservation p^^^^c
cxcouT im: D iw ieiam
Die Old Pott Office BttWing
1100 Peniuylvsjila Aronuc. N\V. #80»
Wwhington, DC 20004
DEC - 3 iciqq
Mr. Andrew Terhune
Toll Brothers Inc.
3 1 03 PliilraoTit Avenue
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
REF: Revised Concept Plan for the Development of the U.S. Naval Home
Philadelphia, Peimsylvaaia
Dear Mr. Terhune:
This is a foilow-up to recent telephone conveisations among you, the Pennsylvania State Historic
Preservation Officer (SHPO), anri the Council regarding the refeicnced andertnxmg. Wc are
pleased that Toil Brothers has reduced the density of the multi-family buildmg proposed for the
northeast comer of the U.S. Xaval Home site Likewise, we commend Toll Btothers for
including the rehabilitation of the National Historic Landmark fNHL) designated SlncJcland
Buildings m the first phase of project activities. These actions fully meet the conditions which
the Council outlined in its approval of the earlier design concept in \V9i.
We have consistently urged the developer to preserve and reuse the NHT^ properties as part of the
redevelopment of the site. While it is still unclear wheUtcr Toil Brothers wjl pursue the use of
federal rehabilitation tax credits, we encourage the developer to approach the rehabilitation ir a
manner that preser^'es the architectural integrity of the S'ricklanri Buildings and adheres to the
recommended approaches in TTie Secreiary oflnlerinr 's Stamiurtis for RehabilUaV.on. S;iKe we
have only been afforded an opportunity to review the design concept, we wuutd like to receive
copies of schematic designs and prclLniinar^' plan-s along with the Pennsylvania SHPO when they
are completed. If we conclude from our review of preliminary plans that the proposed treatment
of Biddle Hall, the Surgeon's Residence, and the Governor's Residence could result in adverse
effects to these histonc properties, we will confer with the National Park Service, as appropriate,
regarding the affect of the treatment on the tr.tegnty, wd continued designation of tlie buildings
as an NHI- We \<.;ll share our findings with Toll Brothers and tiie Pennsylvania SHPO. and, if
necessary, consult (o determine how best to avoid or minimi/e adverse effects.
As previously discussed with you and Mr. Zvi Dar<:ilay, we believe that new construction and
rchabilitarion of histonc buildings can be accomplished in a manner that does not compromise
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the integrity of the NHL. The revised concept pl?.n demonstrates your general acceptance of diJa
goal Accordingly, we look forward to receiving more detailed information regarding the concept
in the near fiiture.
jKlinta
Offfct of Planning and Review
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C^
ZXti, UllTC DlPCCtOf
Commonwealth ot Pennsylvama
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
PMt Cif.ci Box 1026
HamstJjrg, Pennsylvaiua 17108-1026
December 8, 1999
Mr. Andrew Terhune
Toll Brothers
3103 Philmont Avenue
Huntingdon valley, PA 19006
Re; Revised Concept Plan forttie Development of the U.S. Naval Home
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Dear Mr. Terhune:
The Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, Bureau for Historic
Preservation has -evlewed the revised concept plan for t'^e development of the U.S.
Navai Home m Philadelp>tiia. This plan includes the reduction m height of the
structure proposed for the northeast corner of ttie prooertv and the incorporation of
a new addibon to Biddie Hail that is not visible from rre street elevation on
Bambr dge Avenue. The staging of the project to include :he rehabilitation of the
<ey andrr.ark buildings on the property is an important f rst step. This concept plan
meets »vitrt the approval of the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
and also meets the conditions outlined by the Advisory Ccunal on Historic
Preservation m 1998.
The Bureau for Historic Preservation continues to work with your company on
the use of the FeCeral Rehabilitatcn Tax Credit for the property. If we csv\ be of
further assistance in this matter, p'ease do not hesitate to continue tfe close
coordination with oLr office. The use of these tax credits would indeed insure that
the Secretary of Interior Standards for Rehabilitation are incorporatec nro the
rehabilitation of the mporiant Strickland designed historc builcings. The next Step
in the review process uncer the terms of our covenant is the review of the project
in schematic design and review of the preliminary plar.s. We will also continue to
coordinate our consiceration cf this oroject with the Acvisory Counal on Historic
Preservaccn,
We look forward to working with you on the rehaoilrtation of this important
site for Philadelphia and the nation. If you have any further questions, please do
not hesitate to give us a call.
Sincerely,
\hA^J}\ t, yii)K^
Brent D. Glass
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Commonwfallh of Penmylvinia
Peiuisylvanu Historical and Mu«eum Commission
BuieAU for Historic firtctvaiian
Post Olfi:eBo-< 1026
Harrisburg, PennsylvMiu 1710S-1Q2A
May 23, 2000
Ardrew Terhune
Special Vrojecls Nianager
Toll Brothers Inc.
3103 Philmoni Avenue
Huntington Valley. PA 19006
RF. U S Naval Hume
Greys Ferr>' Avenue
fhiladelph
erfiunc;
Thank you for submitting the Pan 2 Rehabilitation Certification Application for the prop<»ed
rehabilitation of the U S. Naval Home in Philadelphia. Overall, the rehabilitation as proposed
does noi meet the Secretary ofUie \nitaior'iStciiidariii aiidGtiiJelmesforRehabilitalion because
ofthe serious effects to the spatial relationship of the three historic buildings and a lack of
information that docs not allow a better understanding ofthe effect? thai the new constmaion will
have on Biddle Hall And finally there is no documentation provided to justify the demolition of
the rear wing of the Governor's Residence
The proposed site plan docs not preserve the spatial relationship between Biddle Hall and its
dependencies, the Governor s House and the Surgeon Gcncrf.l s House and because of the
substantial projection of the -J-story building in from of the Governor's Residence The addition
of the townhouses into the open spaces between these three buildings does not preserve this
significant design relationship Preserving this spatial relationship was .specifically required in the
previously approved project Any nirw building/units niusl be kept behind the front elevation of
both the Governoi's and Surecon Gcnciaf s Houses and the proposed townhouses be kept behind
the rear facade of the north and south wings of Biddle Hall This relationship was depicted on the
site plan submitted as part of (he Part 2 Rehabilitation Certification submitted in August 1984 and
subsequently approved by the National Park Service August H, 1984
We have additional concerns with the design of the new (rear) wing to Biddle Hall The proposed
new design should not reference architecairal styles that do not have historical associalior with the
Naval Home We suggest that you use architectural references that bcilcr rcflcci the Navai Home s
Classically inspired design Additionally, the massing of the add.tion should be recessed at least 2
feet behind the plane of the wings of Diddle Hall There is also insuifitient information to
understand how the connec:icns between the new wira and Diddle Hall wtU be handled at both the
roofline and where the wing :s joined by the stau- towers Since there are tloor level difference-^
between the new addition and Biddle Hall, we have conccms about what inipaci these connections
will have on fiiddle Hall The drawinas also suggest serious difference-Vmcompatihility in
Toonnit material/treatmem, including a substantial number of chimneys and skyiights/dormers
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FinaJly, a amctural engineer's report must substantiate the need to demolish the rear wit^ of the
Governor's Residence
It is our opinion that the National Park Service would not emenain this application because there is
so much missing information. Our office would not be comfonable submilting the matcnal
particularly since wc would recommend denial (
1
) for lack of information and (2) for proposing to
add new buildings into the landscape where they were specifically excluded in the previous (1984)
proposal
If you have any (tuestions, please feel free to contact me at (717) 787-0772.
ttaJiCVueibler. Chief ^
Preservation Services Division
Cc Fiie
Dr Brent Glass
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Ibll'^rothers.^na
Quality Homes by Design '
Andrew Terhuns
Special Pn>icas Manager
(215) 938-824S
aterhune@totlbrothe;sirc com
May 24, 2000
Mr. Dan G. Deibler. Chief
Preservation Services Division
Penns/lvania Historical and Museum Commission
Bureau for Historic Preservation
P.O. Box 1026
Harnsburg, PA 17108-1026
Re: U.S. Naval Home - Grey's Ferry Avenue, Philadelphia
Dear Mr. Deibler
T>iank you for your response and commerls on our Part 2 Rehabilitation
Certification Application for the US. Naval Home. We apprectate your taking the
time to outtine your concerns.
We are requesting that you forward the Application, as is, to the National Parte
Sen/ice for their review We understand that there may be sonie issues about
which the Park Service may be concerned Nevertheless, we would like the Park
Service to have the opportunity to review the current plan and respond directly.
Please feel free to contact me at the above phone number or e-mail address.
Sincerely,
Andrew Terhune
cc; Mitch Kotler
«WTS-Z8eRCUR«AVA^^K0N.Lr.«irngW^^^
(2 IS) 9,18- aooa
..lollhnllhr
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tIMTED STATiS DFPARTMtNT OF THE INTCRKW
N.4TI0NA1 PARK SERVTO;
Historic Preservation f;ertification AppUtatioo
State Historic Presenation Office Review & Rccoinme»datioD Sheet
Rch»bili.a«iOI.-Part2/P»rt3
P,»j«« N«,»Vr
,
H JJ S, Maval Hrnfl
_Pith StTTi^pt. anrl riray'g FcT-T-y Pnnri
(PrupCTljO
Philadelcni3. PA
Cemficd Historic btmcture" X _
m-
Type of R«!ii=st: X Pa-i ^
?n 3 (Pan 2 previously tevipwcd)
P»n 3 (Pan 2 tioi previouily icvicwcd)
Amendincnl
Date ip^riication received by SuiK ^-'['^-QO
Dai«(s] additional infoimscon ttaoesici by Slate 4-2G-O0 . .5-23-QQ
Compleic 1 nforrojuion (cceivci by Suit ^ 24 00
DMeTranmuttcdioNPS 'b'0\^fX>
Procen>' visit by Sisit wff 1-1P-0(]
_?ieliir.ir.a;ydi>nc
Non-stantlajd billir-g
SHPO SinviMARY REVIEW
X Puiiy reviewed by SHPO
No ouutimdingtoocems
X Ownet mfenncil o fSHPO KcommnKlaiion
iB-aepUi MPS levicvv reuuesKfl
STATE MCOMMTNDATION
Banmp Mi 1 kir»-;nn _, who meets the Secretary i>f Ibe Inleiiors
Frpfesional Qualificatkm
SlaiiSiinK R-vicwcd ttisarplKalioll.
Tb« project
mod.'! the Staiidads.
nKOsthcSanifanisoniyif the *BdKd cewCtioM ire me)
_X. doo rot irta Stancart nunrtcri^l 1
f" «» "»»•» "««'™ "=*««•
X wvTuits (iccjalfoj iKkctuifbnDatiofL
Tills ifplicaiwD IS b««itfbfw»nie<iwitl««ii«.<iuinKiKiatio«.
For cMnplmxi wort; previously rev)t^ve(l. ctied m appropnaiK •
'•"-
compJeied rehabilitation confonii to work pftvinisly approvel
_ completed rehabilitanon ^.ffos subaanti.ely ttom work p«^-.ouslv appmvcd (Oesor^be dlverE«ic«i fmn P=rT 5 appRt-ion
on re»«ne)
^owV^ . CO ~^,-^^x/>5n^ ^>r^c/W^
SQle Otiicial Sigi
, shcB nniv »»< Met MX cowjnile » oSiclil ecdiflcxiieii ef Rl»»il«>i>«
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AJcmons, mcluding rooftop
_ Altciaho:!. removal, or covering ofsignifiani bifienor
5ii Jhss or fcanjies
_Cr;ang«s lo $i£ii:T:cant inlcnor space? vr plan
fMTures (mcludm? cir-Jaiion partfims)
_AL(er%nofi of SLjntficanT cKtcnoi katuru or surfdc«s
y Adiacgnt nc»v- construcuon. cxlCflsivc $;le wofk, or dcmoIiLo
uf ndjaccnt nnictuns
_Wlndoi* repbcements on any major clevarion thai do not nulch
historw conftj!uralion, mucria]. and profiles
_X_Daiiiag'jig or inaJequate;y spccinol niKuncy treauneais J^ Other (explair) No infbniBtion tO justify (tsicliticr
cisarjing, repomtirq, at rear wipQ of GovBmor's FtesidBnce.
'"»'" Basis for Rccoramcncalior, Focus oa how the issuei cK<:k;d in NTJMPFR 3 zrr hcin? a;cf«5!fd VMiere denial is re:cni7i!.idci e^p^r,
ftjUv. Comment on noteworthy aspects ot the projecL incfjlins zr.y icchmcal o; cciign pn;iD^ ai.ons, or creative soiutions
STATE EVAi.UAnON Or PROJECT i CONCERNS (he enclosed application covers the proposed rehabilitation
to U S Naval Home complex, which was listed as a NHL on June 16, 1972 The project consists of the
rehabilitation of Biddle Hall: the stabilization of the Governor's atid Surgeon General's Residences (including the
removal of the rear wing to ihe Governor's residence), the construction of an addition to Biddle Hall, and the
construction of townhouses and 4-story muki-faniily units ihroujihout the site, A previous Pan 2 application
received prciiminary determination with conditions on October 17. I'JSS This proposed project was not
undenaken
BHP is forwarding this application with the recommendation of denial that the propo'ied project does not
meet the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehahihlatinn for three reasons First, the construction of
townhouses destroys the spatial relationship of the three h!.storic buildings Secondly, the lack of complete
information does not allow an overall understanding of the effects that the new construction (addition) will have
on Biddle Hall And finally, there is no docunterrtation provided to justifS' the demolition of the rear wing of the
Governor's Residence
The proposed site plan docs not meet Standard 1 Standard 1 notes "A property shall be used for its historic
purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal change lo ihe defitmig characierislia ofIhe building and
I>(NOVAnVE SOLLCWNS'NOTEWORTHY ASPECTS-
tiCjvicctiniaJpiocc35 cirative destiti wluiion noteworthy project
See MiKfaamtj: plans specilications pbotogiaphs
Hems leni separady plans specifications photographs
Other docei7t»tanori on file :n Slate:
NPS COMMENTS
Due HatiOf.at Park Service Reviewer
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State evaluation of Project and ronccrns
Cont'd
its site ami eiiv/ronmem " The proposed new consiructior Uocs rot prciene the spatial relationship between
Biddle Hall and tts dependencies, the Gwemor s Residence and the Surgeon General's Residence The addition
of the townhouses into the open spaces between these three buildings docs rot preserve this significant spatial
relationsliip Preservinj; this spatial relationship was specifically required m the previously approved project
This relationship was depicted on the site plan submitted as pan of the Part 2 Rehabilitation Certification
submitted ir August 1981 and subsEquenrly approved by the National Park Ser/ice August 14, 1984 The
location of the new toxvnhouse construction (near Surgeon General's Residence) and the proiectioa'tongue of
the 4-story miilti-faiTtily building in front of the Governor's Residence docs not protect the integrity of the
histonc structures The location of these buildings destroys the historic connections between these buildings
Additionally, the increased parking disrupt"; the parade ground
The lack of complete information does not allow an overall understanding ofthe design for the new
addition and what its elTeci will be on Biddle Hall There is also insufficient information to understand how
the connections between the new wmg and Biddle Hall will be handled at both the rooflinc and where the
stair towers join each wing. The drawings also suggest serious differencev'incompa.ibililv in roofing
matcrial/trcatment, including a substantial number of chimneys and skylights/Jornieii. Furthermore, there
isn't any information on how ihe balance of the site will be developed including phasing and design. Finally,
a structural engineer's report must substantiate the need to demolish the rear wmg of the Governor's
Residence.
Based on our review of Ihe overall project, the Bureau for Histonc Preservation is recommending that
the proposed project be denied for not meeting Standards 1 and 9. and for the la;k of complete information.
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United States Department of the Interior
MTIONAI. PARK SERVICE
ia49cst7»tt.N.w.
WUhingusn. DC. KKM
KuriTuiuiTa
H3CK225S)
;uk26,2000
Mr Andfcw J'ertuine
3]03 PlulDKnt Av«aiB
HuBtiagilan Villey. fA 19006
PROPi:XT V V. S. M»l Home, 24"^ SIih* xnd Grtyl Ferry Avwue,PMadeVMa, PA
PKOiECTNUMBhK; 5964
TAXPAYKKIDNimffiRR 23-2417123
Dew Mr. Terhuuc:
Tbe Nanonsl Park Savioe has reviewed your Historic Pnstrvium r^rlilicxtion Apiilicaiicin - Part 2 and has
detenmncd that die rchabidotion docs vt- mcei Standirds 1, 2, Ji aod 9 of the Secretary or [he lotenor's
Standards for Rehabilitaiioa Therdoir, thi> pmjccc docs not quilify «s i cotifiad rcfaabiliutinn and is not
elifbla for the 20% invesOnenl ax t;ruU( for lustaic pnacrvlljon. Bec»i¥<; ihis property 13 a ocrtifml
ki$tj;nc structure, it is also not digiblc for tbe 10% tax credit fo the ich^biliiaiiiiii of uldcr ODO-hX'torK
Thell. S. Navil Htwiii:, a Nation*] HicinricI.uid]iuik,occu{iiessiiea'lv' il-aocsite iuCeater City
PhiJadclphia Historic buildings on tbe iAt uiclude the tcmple-truaiul Bidde Hall <1S30X the Surgeoa
Geaeral's andGovenuu'j Houtts (both ISM) and two gatehouses. Desij^iod by noted l9^''-aci>t(iiy architect
WiUiam Strickland, ihese buiidirga ate iiiaagcd svmmeuiull)' facing and pvilld to Grays Ferr^' .Avenue
The Kava] Kofne has beco vacant for seaity 2j y^Ti. Abanidoned by the U. S. Navy, the site was declared a
surpltis propBity. Your fsna has controls Che pinperty, either di^i>uj;h ka opiiou m invoci^hip, aince i 983.
FoUcwug Icofthy negatiauoiii, the Natioul Park Scrvju; issued a cocdJticsiaJ approval that a proposed
rehabihtatioo of the bmldiivfis lod site Mitmid meet t.ie "itaa^^ of the bterinr\ .lirinJards OD October 1 7,
198S. Thtt pfoposil iniJudcd dcmoIitioD ctf lutay other buildings oa i1e sice and substAoiiid new
corsiniction. Tbe buildings have been demolished in the mterveauig I S years, bat no rehabilt^'ioc voA on
the historic cnucturts and iniHwconetruction have oecotreil
The ri^riscd rehabilitaliun proposal received ui ihis oifice on Junr 1 , 7(100 describes the first phase of a three-
phase jK^ecL The proposal is substantially difrerent fi-om the proposal that reeei>t<l coaditionat approval in
1985 lo Ihese points of diffltfeaiiaiion, the rev)sed pria|>osal fails to meet iJie Standard I, which i>a(inrci that
a property be placed in a oew use that requires mi^maJ duu)^ lo buildings aiwl their sites ajod cavaoturjcntfl
aiiJ Standard 9, wL.di requires that Mdjluns and new cotisliuL'tiun must be coiup>ii)>k: with the massing,
gut and scale of a proper^ and its enviroiuneut.
As shewn en the 198$ siu plan, proposed ntnvcoitsmEticDoaQsislofofbuJIdings placed tndividuaity
tfarongbout ite liie. The new boiMings were sited so at to be disunctly separate from and act impetle vicvts of
MH27'«» •S.^* TO:Mt»set»>ll»»*3»
- rtHMtt
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II. S. Naval Uame
tte hiswrv: buildjigs The origmj Part 2 appL^oc slated, "No builduig «lj>ceAt» Biddic Hall „ sited «
fiOTt of ,is tenterliK >xit ud the v.« of B«*Ue R.II t™, Gray
l,;^) Vcny Avenue >«1I be retained-
Placetneni of several new stnictwes i« d,c Bainfandgc Shwt/G.=y, Fer^' Avenue comer of the site w« of
pin^culM cODCon during our <«.c-w of ihemitulrehsbiliiaign propoail. This offict spccificiUly required
lial aoy buildings in that locatiou must be pl^ed toUly behmd the Governor's H«ue in order tt> preserve
Uie spatial relationship betoita, Biddle }UiJ and its dcpendeaeie*.
h the revised rehabililatioo proposal, the new oonstiwtion has be«»K massive niuIii-fHiiily itnictures uid
grc3uping5 ofcoooectod Ux^nbOLses ntber Hum mdividual smiclures w.ihm the dte Tbc ocw cooslniMwn
^xatT to beat least twice liderae as the originj] proposal Fouj-sU.iy townhotuet »lll bccoosuuctod in
fitmi of Ux: centerlwc axis of Bidde Haa and Ti^dl envelope lK*t, ihc Surgeoa General-s and the Goveni«-,
Housas, A large malli-slDiy, nralti-fsnuly building octupies t]iL- ratirc Dainfendje Strcct/Gravs Fetry Avenue
ooTief iiid pitjjcm southward in irom of the GovwTw^ Hnusc; a group of unimhousB at tAe soothed
earner of the ale completes the enclosure of the SufReon liaiadS iloua
The Sl«. scale and density of this new anslrwtiot violate Siiiadiuds 1 and 9. It ifcrtrovs Ibe spaual
relationships amonfi these three historic twitidings. impmges on the view o/Bidcflc HaU'&ocn Grays >en>
Avenue and fofftLluxs Ux hislonc views of the bjiil4nj gjwy from all vanta^ jmintjs. The individual
placement of buildingt in the 19J 5 plan undcmlated the sue and density ofthe new constnjction whtJe
pfMerving some opco Jpioe wiihio the site The solid groupings of buiklings in the 2000 plnn emphasizes
Uicir mass and dcnsiiy and obliteraics virtually all open jpace within the si'tt
A ucoid deviation from the conditionally appiwed 1 985 plan that violates Stamlards I and 9 is tl>« very
lafgc additioo proposed &m Biddle Hall, die k<ystooe of this Nabonal Historic Landmnfc site. The addition
overwhelms the histonc buildinE. tDore than douf.linc n m siic, nsiog above it in height and connecting to it
at three points The addition is m oo way compatible with Kiddle HalJ snd is particularly egregious in light of
the fact diat plans for the weston half of the iitc reaiiio undefined at this time. Additional icsldential units
ixrald be acoommcdated in new construction on tic SehiiykitI Avenue side of thr pigpcrty Biddic Hall, itloog
wid) ils dk-pcadeiicies, iSUSt icum Its hixtnrit: confiiiuralian and character
Ihe revised Part 2 requestt approval of greater dotsicy of iicw cvnstniction with a coiicquent greater impact
on the hisloiic buildings aiifl !,i(e and in the abscau; ufconoele plans for half of the site. The iwited proposal
adds density to the eastern half of the site far above that which wjb approved in the 19B5 plan, while leaving
open the possibili^ thut Phases i and 3 to develop the Mtstcra halfcf die .litc m«y or may occu Tliis ofQce
hi", consistently advised that addtlioiuil new cMstructioii »dl only mset the Siamdaids if it is cnnccntrauid on
the u,-estera half, the r^ar. rather than the Hoot of die si le This office firai reiiewed the revised site plan in
November i V99 and brought th»e ccnctins to your attention a thai time; vve ieiteri:ied our ctmccms to your
htStoric prescrviiuon considtint in Febnary 200D. The purpose of these piclimiiiaiy con^Iaucins wiii lo
provide guidance as to how to bring the project into conformanc; wiLn the StaiidarUii, but the ate plan
Subinillol as part of the revised Part 2 is identical tn the oiic presented in Kbvember 19W
Tlie rtvised proposal also raises new issues not included in the 19I!S piojinsai »nd not in confonnarce with
the Standards The Part 2 applicatiM; SUtes That new Buildaig A, the large multi-family building in the
Bainbindgc Strtxt/Cnefi Ferry Avenue comer. wiL' replace the exisiiag wail No further description is given.
but the statement implies that Ihc cxistinns pcnii«.-tir stone will and fence are to be dejuolished and that t)»e
new mulli-story building wdl furm the site perimeter at lhi$ pcuiil Tlicwell and fence are charsrier defuun^
fualurcs of the sue, and their demoliliim wnuld violate Standards 2 and 5, whiJi requires thai the lustunc
dunielcr, materials and distinctive feiiluics uf a propeitv be pieacr\xd
B6-2T-M ma-Z9 to: MUSEUM -WIS33
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u. a. rwvju uoae .,^ 3
The icviaed proposal ateo ificludes removal of the wng on cbe Govenuir's Rejidcatc The purpose of Ihis
danoljljon appear: » be to accanmodaK parking or addiiiuiml townbouto Remnvai of Uiii wing will
diminish the historic ciacMia aid mauriaJs of Ibe building, in violancn of Slaadaid 2
Even in (he absence of the issues citod above, the National Paifc Service wuuU be unable rn detrrmuie ih3«
tins Tehahiliintum proposal oieets (he Standards, due to a mhstantia! lack ofinfonnation in tlic Pwt 2 Toe
deaigo and vanardi oftbe new coostnicaon, detailed rchafailitaiian plana (mlti existiag and proposed
dnuuif;<i'i fur Biddle Hall, treacmanu of hisionc maiou)^ (misamy cJeaoing and pointiii^ wuidow:). and
specjlic subilizauon woA tin ibe Surgeon Gflnuraf's House and the Ciovtmcr's House, are not described in
the appticatioa ?ba»a 2 and 3, concepts ofwhich appear onihe pitiposed sue plan, are also omiUcd.
Widioul a more coctipn:licnsive descriptioa of Ifae overfill idiabilitatioii, ax retpiired by piograiii regulatioas,
we c^nnol detetnuoc v/kedu^ major oompcDefits of the piojeci mcx:! U« Siaudards.
You may appeal this dKisiim by writing to the {:hier Apfwals OSicer, Cultural ResDurca. Vlational Park
Swvice, Room NC300, 1 MO C. Street, NW, WashinBton. D C. 20240, addrcssms the cnnccms raised la diis
leno- FederaJ rcguladcns governing the invcstinent i»x credit program provide acdiiimml inTonnation shoot
the apposi process w lection 67 1 A copy of this decisica letter wtU be sent to Ibe Internal Rcvcoi:c Service
Ifyou have aiiy questions aboat the review QTlhe applicalioii, jitasc ctMM. Rebecca ShlTcr ofilns office ac
202-34'>-U46,
Smoeifiy,
Sharon C Park, PAlA
ChieC Tojmical Picsavati<iD Services
cc: PA SIlPO
IRS
8B-27-«« B9:ZS TO!iroBE«»l «»:S39 *9f
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United States Department of the Interior
NATIONAJ. PARK SERVICE
l^/ng, r-vrtTi
IS^CSin-ei.N.W. JWvftJ' Jr-H-.JkU
WMhington, DC 2IW40
114215(2255)
NOV 28 2000
Mr. Andrew Terhune
Toll Hrothia-s. Inc.
3103 Pliilmoni Avenue
Huntingdon Valley, PA 1"'006
Re: U.S. Navat Home, 24" Street and Grays Fcrrj Av*bu«, Philadelphia, PA
Project Number: S964
Taxpayer's IdeDtiticaiimi Number: 23-2417123
Dear Mr. Terhune:
My review ot your appeal of the decision of Hie Technical Preservation Services Branch, National Park
Service, denying certification of the rehabilitation work on the propern, cited above has been ciintluded
The appeal wa^ made m accordance- wiib Department olihe Interior regulations (36 CTR Part 67)
governing certifications for Federal income la.\ incentives tor histinic preservation as .spccifial in the
Internal Revenue Code o( 1985 ( v, ish to thank vou and your a'.'soci.iics for meeting with iiic in
Washington on Septemlwr 20, 20OO, and for providing a detailed account oltJie factors in the project
After careful iwiew of the full record in this case, including the additional information supplied with your
letter o( October 2, 20OO, winch I received on October 1 2, 2OO0. 1 have determined that the propuecd
rcliabilitaticin of the U .S. Niivaf Home is not consistent with the liiblonc character of the property, and Uiat
the project does not meet Standards 1,2. h. and 9 of the Secretari' of the Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation. Therefore, the denial issued on June 26, 2000, b> the Technical Preservation Services
Dranch is hereby affirmed. I ako note the official recivnmendation of the Pennsylvania Historic and
Museum Commissiou un file with the Naiiufi;il Park Service for this application: thai rctmnmendation
also finds that the project as proposed docs not meet the Secretary of ihe Interior's "Standards for
Rehabilitation ' However, I have furtlicr ilclermined that Mic project could he brought into conformance
with the Staiiflnrds if tlic project were to be modified as dciribed below My decision applies both to the
proposal reviewed by the Technical Preservation Services Branch and to the slightly modified pn^posal
(dated May 3, 20110) presented at our meeting and shown in the schematic pUn rnclosed with your
October 2. 20(10, letter. Both plans dcpiei the overall layout of the exi.'^ting .ind piopoicd btiildingj
These plans show the siting of (he proposed buildings but not the details of iheir coiislniclion, nor Any
proposed future treatments of Ihe historic buildings themselves Accotdiiimly. the specific prescriptions
scl forth below for brmjiny the project into conformance with the Standards for Rehabilitation apply only
to the siting of the pmpnscd buildings de.scrihtd in iliese plans
Built I S27-1S33, with additions in 18'14, theU.S Naval Home was listed ni the National Register of
Historic Places on August 21, 1972 In recognition of its significance in history and architecture, it
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achieved designation as a National Historic LandmaiV on Ixiwary 7, 1976. The properly served the U S
Navj until \9'!6 as ahoinc t..r roiiicd uiilof;. Designed hy William Strickland, the US Niiviil Hume m
described in tht- Xational Hisloi ic Laxidmaik dociimeiilation as "one of Strickland's o4ii!>iaiidinR
commissions'" and us "unc [of] the most important of Philadelphia's masterpieces''
Surplussed by the Federal government, the prDpcrt>' Itas been the subject of several reuse proposals over
the years. One ul'lhesc, advanced hy I oil Brothers. Ittc. called for the rehabihtation of BiJdle Hall, the
Governor's Houa;. and the Surgeon (ieneial's House, and the conslructioi) of several new bnildings on the
property. After much consideration, including site visits .iiid the tevicw ofiiiiilliplc suhmittaU. the
National Park Service approved a rehabililaiion propositi with condiUons on October 17, ivg.i That
.ippmval ensured that the basic overriding historic character of (his nation.illy significant property
established by ific inonnmeiital front of Uiddle Hall, by its rcl.-»tiOQSliip to thr Governor's and Snrgcnn
General's Houses, and hy the expanse of open ground in front of these structures, would be prcicned In
view of this understanding of the property's signincaucc and historic cliaracter, it was the view of the
.Vritional Park Service that no buildings could he cotisiructcd in front of Biddle Hall, and that the historic
view of Biddlc Hall and it.s dependent structures lromGra>s l-'crn.- Avenue had to be tn-iintaincd
This rchnbililalion never took place, and the property has stood vacant since then In 1999 Technical
Preservation Services. Naiional Hark Service, received a iiev" application for the property Throughout its
review, Tcchmtal Preservation Services took as its starling point the application that wnv .ipprovcd with
conditions in 1985 However, the new proposal received in 1W9 dilTered from the previous one in
several respects. It callcil forihc insertion of new buildings in front of Biddle Hall and between Biddle
Hall and the two maj<>! flanking buildings. It also proposed a new addition to Biddlc Hall, the demolition
of the wing on the Governor's House, and the demolition of porliims of the perimeter stone wall around
the property. For these reasons, the new proposal was found not to meet the Standards for Rehabilitation
in a letter dated June 26, 2000 Thai letter abo cited the lack of mforination concerning key nipeci'; of the
proposal, including the design and materials of the new construction, detailed rdiabilitatioii plan': for
Biddle Hall, treatments of historic materials (masonry cleaning, pointing, and wtndowst- anil s!abili7jaion
work on the Governor's and Surgeon General's Houses.
Ill making my decision in this case, I agree with the reasoning established in the 1985 revjevti by tf»e
National Park Service, and reaffirmed in the decision dalwJ June 26, 2000: no new construction can be
pcmiined that impairs the front of Biddle 1 lall. that comproiiiiscs the relationship between this building
and its ikpi.-ndcnciei;, or that intrudes on the view of Strickland s masicrwork Irom Grays l-erry Avenue
.'\,;coidingly, 1 must conclude that the new constniciiuii proposed by the current scheme presented at our
mceiini; and dated .May .V 2()<l0, tails to meet 5!tan<larJs 1 . 2. and 9. Standard I slates A propem- s>iall
be UH'J for Its mtendeiJ hi.itnric jiurpoxe or he placedm a new use ihin requm-a minimal change lo ihe
(tefi'iing, characieriUici ofli\e buiMmg atui ili ule and fmiivnmunt Standard 2 sr,ltes. The hvilonc
churacter ofa properly shall be reioineJ imdpreserved The removal ofhilonc moleriais or alirruiion
ofjei'lutes and spaces iImI c/utracterije a properly ihii/l be avoidxd .Standard 9 slates: New addiliom.
exterior citti-rulions, or relatednew cons(ruclion shall not destroy hi.\irtric marcrials that clmruclerize the
properly. The nee eork shall be differentiated front the uld unJ shall he compatible with the mussing.
.''ize, scale, and orchitecluralfeuturei to proiect the hiitonc integrity of the properly and its environment.
Tlic principal objections here are to the buildings proposed between Biddle i lall and the Governor'.? and
Surgeon General'.s Houses to the row of townhouses at the southern comer of the site, and to the wing of
the new building at clie comer of Grays Ferry Avenue anJ Bainbridgc Street that projects in trout of the
Governor's House These proposed new elements would fail to preserve tiie key components of tlie
historic charaeicr of tJic property identified in previous rev icw^. Bv rctpiiring so much new construcnon.
the new use to be given the property m this rehabiliation would impair the overall site and environment of
these historic buildings, thereby contravening Standard I. By impairing the monumenlal Oontofthe
properly, the new construction woukl greatly alter a feature that has historically characlcri/c|dj the
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property, in dramatic violalion of Staiutard 2. And by altering the relatioeiship of the historic buildings to
each other and to the site as a whole, the new buildings would not protect the historic iiitt-gril> t'l ihc
propeny anJ it$ environment ,is required by Standard 9-
i also find diat the pmpuscd demolition of the rear wing of the Governor's House fails to meet Standard 2
(cited above) and Standard 6: Deltriorated historic features Oiall be mpaired rather than replaced
Where ihe severily i>f de/rnoratwn requires replacement ofa ttininclive feature, the new/ealure \luiU
match t)ieM in derign, color, texture, ami Dther visual tpjiilitie':. and wliere possible, materials
Replacement of missingfeatures shall he iuKstantiated hy d(Kumentary. phyncul. or picutrial evidence.
This wing is an integral part of this historic structure, and no evidence was procured to indicate the kind
of advanced structural deterioration thai would mstify demoiition.
In general. Other factors cited in the June 26, 2000, Idler have not entered into the decision announced
here. The proposed addition to Biddle Hall will not fiinlier diminisb iIk: historic character of the building.
It is sited at the rear, and it meets the historic building where a previous v^tng once connected ll will not
be readily visible from Ihe fi'ont, nor does il rvorient the building. And daring our meeting you
represented your intent to keep die periinclcr stone wall, accordingly, based on this representation, this
issue is nut a factor here.
While Ihe proposed project cannot be approved in its present stale as meeting the Standards for
Rehabilitation, I believe a proposal c<juld be approved provided several coniUlion* were met Foremost
among these is that the buildings and wing cited above must be eliminated; the rest of the new tniildings
indicated on the plan could be constructed, including Ihe biiilJiiti; piopo.«d for the Grays Fcrrv
Avenue/Hainbndge Street comer, it nK'diticd Ifiis building is large, bul does not compromise the key
features of the site, except for the wing ne,ir the gatehouse tliat pi ejects in front ot Ihe Governor's House.
A second condition is that the rear wing on the Governor's House must be retained. And Ihe perimeter
wall must also be retained, as you have indicated you intend to do.
Moreover, any revised application, to be approved, must also salisfactoKly address dte matters cited at the
conclusion of the proious Natlona.1 Park Service decision. Tlic most important of these is the proposed
rehabilitation of Biddle Hall itself, as well as tiic other Issues pertaining to any specific rehabilitation
project, such as windows and masonry cicaiiiog and repointing 1 also note Ihe laclc of specificity
regardiiiii Die materials, color, design, and height of the addition; and new construction proposed for this
historic properly. Tiic site plans, renderings, and other mau-nal presented in Ihe most recent application
and at our meeting leave many questions unanswered, and )i]y decision that the addition to biddle Hall
and a number of new buildings can be built on the property does iK^t extend to tiiese facets of the new
construction, but rather to the Ibotprini.s of these new elements only. Moreover, any plan for work on
Biddle I lall and the other structures must also satisfy all yl the other "conditions and umlcrstandings" set
forth in the October 17. I9S5, letter culniiniUing several years' worth of National Pnrk Service review and
negotiations regarding these buildings Tliose negotiations dealt with matters not covered in our meeting,
such as the size of parking areas in front of Biddle H3II, .uid the agreements leached on diem must be
kept. These matters must be treated with great sensitivity, given the degree of cli.ingc that has already
been accepted for this properly. Accordingly, any further diminishrnciit of the historic character of this
Katioiw I Historic Landmark ill tliese other aspects of proposed project work could render It irapossiWe to
approve any future pmposal.
If you choose to modify the project to meet ihe objections to certtficaiion cited above, yon should subfflit
any new proposals to t}ic Pennsyhania Historic and Museum Commission and through thai office to the
I'echnical Preservation Services Hranch. National Park Service, .^s it stands, however, the project does
not qualify lor the l-ederal income tax credit for historic preservation As Department uf the Interior
Regulations state, nty decision is the final administrative decision regarding reliabililalion certification A
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copy of this decision will be provided to the Intemil Revenue Service. Questions coniicniing specific tax
consMiuentei l<( thib Ucciiion or interpretations of the Inlemal Revenue Code ihoiikl he addressed lo the
appropriate olTitc of Ihc internal Kevenne Service.
Sincerely,
E. BLAINE OLIVER
K. Blaine Cliver
Chief .Appeals Officer
Ciillural Resources
cc: SHPt^PA
IRS
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